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RaceBarsBunche
or.From N. Y. Club

In Memphis, Dr. Bunche,
City Allows 'Negro Days'

W YORK•CITY — Dr. Ralph schoolmates, who were

J. Bunche, United Nations Under of the club, suggested thatmembers
he take

Secretary for Special Political Af- lessons from George Argutter,
the
fairs, who refused an appointment club pro, and he started
last April.
as Assistant Secretary of State be- "He was making
good pros
cause he did not want his chil- ess," the UN official
explained.
dren to live in the then segregat- "and the coach suggested
he be
ed city of Washington, D. C., re- come a junior member
so he
vealed last week that he and his could play all Summer. I inquired
son, Ralph, jr., have been refus- of friends, some of them
memed membership in the West Side bers, about the possibility
of his
Tennis. dub at Forest Hills.
Joining, and they said it did not
The United States championship look too promising, because
there
and Davis Cup challenge are play- was a policy
against Negroes and
ed at the internationally falIKUS Jews."
club.
Dr. Bunche was told by the Dr. Bunche said he decided to
club president, Wilfred Burgluod, call the president of the club and
that neither Jews nor Negroes find out. Mr. Burghind told him
could be accepted as members of membership was by invitation
only, and not by application, and
the club.
when told that some of the boy's
TOOK LESSONS THERE
school
friends would invite him
According to Dr. Bunche, his 15into the club, he said that was not
year-old son, Ralph, became
terested in tennis and wanted toj likely because no Negroes or Jesis
take lessons. Some of the
boY'al
(See Page 2, Race)
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SIGN
AT FAIRGROUNDS
amusement park makes it absolutely clear what the city
policy is toward the ase of
this particular facility by the
175,000 plus Negro citizens of
Memphis. Special day is also
set aside for Negroes at the

Overton l'ai 1. zoo. the Itiooks
Memorial art gallery and the
Memphis museum. As for the
main 'ibrary, Negroes a r e
completely barred from enterlog these balls of enlighten•
ment.

Dear Dr. Bunche:
We, too, were shocked to learn that you and your son
were barred from membership in the all-white West Side
Tennis club at Forest Hills, N.Y., simply because you are
a Negro. We agree completely with your statement that
"neither I nor my son regard this as a hardship or a hitmiliation. Rather it is a discredit to the club itself."
It is encouraging, Dr. Bunch& to note that the Town
Tennis club on ,Sutton Place in Manhattan, another exclusive organizaiion. has made it known that they wotild
welcome you and your family as members. This serves to
bolster our conviction that people in general are not slaves
to bitter prejudices, after all.
But you know, Dr. Bunche, this business of prejudice
and bigotry can get very complex at times. At the same
time it can get pretty silly. Did you know, Dr. Bunche,
that if you lived in Memphis, you would have to put up
with some very asinine segregation policies? For example:
THE ZOO

1. The wonderfully innocent animals at Overton Park
Zoo are not permitted to let Negroes and whites look at
them together. Colored citizens of Memphis are allowed
through zoo gates only on Thursdays.
2. The works of the masters on display at Brooks
Memorial Art Gallery would apparently become contaminated if Negro and white art patrons viewed them together.
Thursday is Negro day at the gallery.
2. The wondrous objects being preserved for posterity
in the Memphis Museum can only be seen by Negroes on
Tuesdays.
4. The squeals of delight coming from the throats of
children enjoying the fantasyland at the Fairgrounds are
segregated squeals. Tuesdays are set aside for Negroes.
THE LIBRARY
5. And, Dr. Bunche, should you just happen to be in
Memphis and should you need to do some research at the
well stocked main city library, you couldn't darken those
(See Page 2, In Memphis)
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• WHY JUDGE DID NOT RULE ON MN
Say
Negroes To
Enter In Fall

POLITICKING

Negro students are slitually assured admission to
Memphis State university this Fall, hut questions
have
been raised as to why Federal Judge MOrion 8, Boyd
refused to grant an injunction against the school officials
guaranteeing their entrance.
Judge Boyd said, "In view of
President Smith's testimony that
lralified students will be add this Fall, and that no req eat for a delay will be made
to the State Board of Education, a
decision on these motions seems
unnecessary. This is no longer a
controverted case."
There are two reasons why observers believe Judge Boyd refused to make a ruling on the case.
Atty. Russell Sugarmon, Jr.,
The first is that an injunction
issued against the school officials Volunteer candidate for Public
would have been encouraging to Works Commissioner, issued a
Negroes in their fight for inte- statement this week answering
gration in local buses, library and
Henry Loeb who is running for
parks.
The second is that the Judge mayor. Attorney Sugarman said:
FOR MSU — Pleased
S
might have felt that there will be "I read with interest the act t they will be admitted to
less reaction to Negroes attending count carried by the Press-ScimiMernphis State
university,
the school if they entered without
tar recently of Mr. Henry Loeb's three of the eigls students
an injunction from the court.
who passed entrance exami•
Arguing the case on behalf of latest statement on the Public
nations for the school confer
the Negro students in Federal Works race. I cannot understand with NAACP Atty. H. T. Lockcourt Friday was Mrs. Constance why he persists in appealing to ra- ard, seated. Standing, f r om
Motley, assistant counsel to the cial prejudice when he himself left, are Miss Sammie BurnNAACP's Legal, Defense and Ed- should understand full well t h e ett, Ralph Prater and Miss
ucational Fund. Solicitor General ugly effect of racial and religi- LaVerne
Kneeland,
Miss
Allison Humphries
was
t h e ous intolerance.
spokesman for the university and "Mr. Loeb comes from one of
the state Board of Education.
the finest Jewish families in MemAIKARD COMMENTS
phis, and history is full of acW. T. Lockard, local NAACP at- counts of the struggle of the Jew
torney. who has done much of the against hatred and oppression as
legal work in the case said after vicious as that we Negroes exthe hearing: "At least It seems perience here in the South. Bitter
assured that Negroes will be at- experience should have tough t i
tending MSU this Fall. Of course, him that hatred of the Jew, the.
the whole matter could have been Catholic, and other minorities of-I
solved four or five years ago with- ten go hand in hand, or quickly
out our ever going to court. I follow, expressions of hatred for
think all the time, money and ef- the Negro.
fort that have gone into this fight
BOX OF EVIL
have been well spent."
Atty. Lockard said he was nev- "It ill behooves one whose status
er pessimistic about the case. is equally as precarious to raise
"I'm glad it seems to be over, the first issue of intolerance when
minority attempts to
however, because it has been a another
long and arduous case; and you share in government. He should
know you really can't earn a liv- give sober pause before dipping
into the demagogue's bag of
ing with this type of case."
The only witaess to take the tricks, lest he find too late, that
stand was Dr.
M. Smith, presi- he has opened a Pandora's box
of evil.
(See Page 2, Negroes)

Say Job's Lost
If Evers Runs
By Mr. L: REID
Want It or heed it badly enough
to let it stand in the way of the
0. Z. Evers, candidata for City progress of my people,
the Ne-

Sugarmon
Rips Loeb's
Racial Talk

WANT TO
WIN A
New CAR?
Who Doesn t

See
Page 4!

Burnett and Miss Kneeland
studied at LeMoyne college

last Fall. Mr. Prater, a pre.
medical student, spent t h e
Year at Tougaloo Southern

Christian college at Tougaloo,
Miss. (Staff Photo by Hardin)

Dr. Tobias Reviews Progress Of
Negro As NAACP Confab Begins

I

Commissioner in the coming city groes
of Memphis."
election, will be fired from his
He said he has been told that
$5,000 a year job as mail clerk he would be fired, but has beOti
in the Memphis post office short- advised legally that there is no
ly after qualifying for the post by grounds for him to
be dismissed
the Tuesday deadline.
under the provisions of the Hatch
This is the conclusion of insid- Act. . .
ers who have been watching the
coming election which will take HEADQUARTERS OPENS
With Tommy Parker and his
place Thursday, Aug. 20.
With a wife and five children to band from West Memphis playing,
the
Volunteer Headquarters f o r
support, Mr. Evers was asked if
he were considering withdrawing four of the six Negro candidates-Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, jr.,
from a race which would leave
him unemployed if he were de. candidate for public works c o m.
missioner; Atty. B. L. Hooks for
feated in his bid for office.
Juvenile Court Judge, and Revs.
EVERS ANSWERS
Roy Love and Henry C. Bunton,
He replied, "I have printed for positions
on the school board—
100,000 candidate cards and 5,000 officially
opened last Friday mornbumper stickers, made 61 political ing, with
an enthusiastic crowd on
speeches, and shook some 30,000 hand to wish
them good luck.
hands. I have no intentions of All of the
candidates were presdropping out now."
ent except Rev. Roy Love, whO
Mr. Evers said, "As a disabled was
out
veteran, I need the job at the post Earlierofinthe city on business. ..
the week at Mt. Olive
office and want it, but I do not CME
Cathedral plans were made
by ministers led by Rev. W.
H.
(See Page 2, Politicking)

Brutal Cops
in Jackson

NEW YORK — Despite remain- of the grosser manifestations of serted.
ing racial discriminations and ob- racial prejudice," Dr. Tobias said.
Memphis delegates in New York
stacles there is "ample ground for NEW NATIONAL POLICY
City for the meeting are Rev. Daoptimism" based upon the prog- "The official national policy is vid S. Cunningham, president of
ress made during the past half- now against the forced separation the local branch and pastor of Colcentury, Dr. Channing H. Tobias, of American citizens on the irreleChapel CME church; Atty. H.
chairman of the NAACP Board of vant and rational basis of race,"lint
Unde
T. Lockard, legal counsel
for the
r
Directors, declared in the keynote Dr. Tobias continued.
branch; and Mrs. Vasco Smith.
address delivered here at the "Fifty years ago, the national
JACKSON, Miss. — "Police bruopening session of the Associa- policy, as enunciated by the Sutality in Jackson has got to stop
tion's Golden Anniversary conven- preme Court in 1896, was that sepand I intend to do something about
tion.
arate facilities and services, if
it," said an angry Thomas ArmAlso speaking at this session in 'equal,' were constitutional," he
strong after a recent run-in with
the New York Coliseum was Gov- said.
two of the capital city's officers.
ernor Nelson A. Rockefeller of "Largely because of the success
Mr. Armstrong, 49, exclaimed
New York. The convention will of our activities," the NAACP ofthat one of 1 he regular 'beat"
continue through the week, clos- ficer said, "life for the Negro in
policemen on the
ing with a mammoth rally in the America today is far different
street where h i s
Polo Grounds, Sunday afternoon, from what it was In 1909.
newsstand
is loJuly 19.
"Gloom and despair have given
cated
severely
"In this 50th year of our organi- way to confidence and hope.
struck him on the
zation, we can take justifiable Lynching, which at the turn of the NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two
shoulder without
pride in the notable progress century was a twice-a-week Ro- white policemen were shot Mon
provocation.
made towards elimination of some man holiday, is now rare," he as- day when a shouting Harlem mob
The proprietor
tried to free a
Puerto
Rican
Said he was sitwoman they had arrested for disting In his parked
orderly conduct.
ear, the motor
Police Lt, Jack Angr1st was shot
running, in front
in the side and Patrolman Norof his store at
Armstrong
man Hammes hit in the hand
about 9 p.m. July
when a member of the mob tried 10 waiting for two of his emploeto wrest Hammes' gun away from ees who were closing up. Alhim, causing it to
discharge. though he knew he was in a "no
Angrist was taken to a hospital, parking" zone, he said, the traffic
where he was reported in fair was negligible due to the late
condition.
hour.
Sugar Ray Robinson, middle- HIT BY COP
weight boxing champion, who lives His car windows were up and
in Harlem
and owns property suddenly he noticed a bystander
there, went to the aid of the be(see Page 2, Brutal)
sieged polteemen, lie ran into the
milling crowd of about 300 and
tried to calm them.
VOLUNTEER BOOSTER — Miss
Police said the two officers had
Martha Owens, graduate of Henarrested Camels Caviglione, 21,
Anna
LONDON —
derson business college. Is the
P 1) —
on drunk and disorderly charges. Correa Metro, IT, of Brazil said kind of Volunteer booster the
They were driving her to the sta- Monday on completing two years guys around town would most like
Hooks, who is running for the
nine for a post with the City tion house when
she grabbed the at a finishing school here that to drum up votes with. The atoffice of judge of Juvenile
Board of Education v.as out wheel
of the patrol car and swung she now likes tea much better tractive Miss holds bumper stickCourt. A fourth candidate,
of the city on olntial husi• it
Into a traffic island at Seventh than coffee. Rut she's not sure ers for Sugarman. Hooks, Love
Rev. Roy Love, who is rannes.: at the time.
Photo
whether she'll brew any when and Bunton. She has her eyes en
by Hardin).
(See Page 2, Cops
she gets home.
becoming a secretary.

2Cops Shot
As N.Y.Mob
Aids Suspect

Coffee Producer's
Kin In Dilemma

Melfif

IIREE VOLUNTEER condietre receive an enthusiastic
vation from the crowd an
' hiutd Friday morning at 1 01'

III

Indere Headquarters when the
office was officially opened at
3110 Beale st Standing at left,
I. front, are Rev. Henry c.

Bunton. candidate for the city
Board of Education: Atty.
Russell B Stutarmon, ji . candidate for public wort, commissioner, and Atty. B. L.

2
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Learning Spanish Early

(Continued from Page 1)

Walker Reelected To
NNPA President Post

dent of Memphis State. He said
that he had made it clear during
the Winter commencement that
Negroes would be admitted to the
university this Fall, and that all
who qualify will be admitted.
Asked by Mrs. Motley why he
have
thought violence would
erupted in the Fall of 1958, Dr.
Smith said his belief was based
on the fact that violence had occurred when integration w a s
brought about in Little Rock during the previous year, the unsuccessful efforts of Negroes to have
buses and libraries integrated last
year, and certain statements
made by candidates during tine
1958 Summer election.

ki

LOS ANGELES — International- luncheon session, pinch-hitting for
ly known editors Ralph McGill, Mr. Sengstacke, whose plane was
Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution and P. delayed. The Coca-Cola Company,
Bernard Young, sr., of the 59-year Atlanta, Ga., was host for the
old. weekly Norfolk (Va.) Journal luncheon. Carnation Company. Los
and Guide, were recipients of the Angeles, sponsored the PresidentNational Newspaper Publishers As. ial Reception held just previous to
sedation's Distinguished Editors' the Awards Dinner, and AnheuserAwards given at NNPA's 21st an- Busch, St. LOUIS, WAS also a lunchnual convention in Los Angeles eon host. Los Antgeles Judge David W. Williams was the speaker
jut week.
luncheon.
ASKS DISMISSAL
Delegates to the convention re- for the second NNPA
flected William 0, Walker, Cleve- Judge Williams and Joseph
Mr. Humphries, who was acFrancisco,
received
land (Ohio) Call and Post as pres- Eichier, San
companied from Nashville by
McCanindividual
for
George
ident and selected Chicago as the Russwurm Awards
Gen.
Atty.
June 16-18 site of its 1960 conven- achievement, while various of the less, asked that the suit for ention. NNPA was organized at Chi- member papers of NNPA were re- trance to Memphis State univercago by invitation of Chicago De- cognized for outstanding perform- sity be dismissed because it was
fender publisher John H. Seng- ance in various aspects of publish- concerned with the Fall of 1958, a
Macke, whose Chicago Daily De- ing, editorial contents and com- date which was in the past, "and
fender will host the 1960 conven- munity interest. The Russwurm it is impossible to turn back the
tion. The 1959 Los Angeles con- Awards honor the memory of John clock."
vention was held at the Biltmore B. Russwurm, who published and In arguing against the issuance
edited Freedom's Journal, first U. of the injunction, Mr. Humphries
hotel.
Mrs, Catherine Perry i het.
ai Hamilton elementary school.
YOUNGSTERS WHO studied
S. Negro newspaper, which ap- said the State Board of Education
i P. Bernard Young, sr., was the
recite in unison at program
Mrs. Perry is at right.
Spanish under the tutelage of
in 1927.
agreed to bow to the
peared
already
had
principal speaker for the NNPA's
Other officers elected with Mr. supremacy of decisions of the Suwas
Dinner
which
Annual Awards
Walker were: D. Arnett Murphy,
Courts of the United States
In accordance with its plans tol but proved that they could work
held in conjunction with the 25th Afro-American Newspaper, Balti- preme
and the state of Tennessee, and
strengthen and enrich its curricu- problems in addition and subtracannual observance of The Los Anmore, vice president; Longworth
grant an injunction would be
lum for all the school children, tion of numbers in Spanish.
geles Sentinel host paper for the Quinn, Michigan Chronicle, De- "to
The classes were informal in nato beat us over the head.
the Memphis City School Board
convention. California Governor
believed,
(Continued from page 1)
troit, re-elected secretary; Mrs. Mrs. Motley said she
conducted experimental classes in ture and the children were taught
Edmund G. Brown delivered a
tol
issued
Nannie Mitchell Turner, St. Louis the injunction should be
Spanish for third and fourth grad- to think in Spanish by the use of
welcome address at an early sesthe West Side Tennis
Argus, St. Louis, re-elected trea- prevent the students from being belonged to
ers, from June 8 through July 10. objects and actions and their
sion, and Thurgood Marshall, N. A.
of di- arbitrarily kept out of the school club.
the
board
Elected
to
surer.
Spanish names rather than words
A. C. P. special counsel, addressed
The annual Summertime chal- Produced for free distribution at The program, the first of its
Dejoie, Louisi- in the future, as there was no 'RATHER SHOCKING'
C.
rectors
were
C.
and their Spanish meanings. They
a closed session of the publishers.
Ohio assurance they would not be kept In a formal statement. Dr. lenge of coming up with the well- point-of-sale locations, the "Drink kind for Memphis, was under the began conversing the very first
Jackson,
Russell
Weekly;
ana
The Journal and Guide was cited
Afro-Amer- out for the same reason again. Bunche said: "I deliberately re- mixed, delightful drinks that o-rams." is a handy, pocketsiezd direction of Morgan Christian, as- day. Each pupil had a Spanish
Murphy,
Sentinel;
Carl
for all-round excellence and reican Newspapers; Frank L. Stan- She said the students had not been vealed this experience only be- make an occasion as remember- cardboard device in the form of a sistant superintendent a n d di- name and all learned (incidentalceived a Russwurm Award.
printed 12 rector of instruction, and supervisley, Louisville Defender, a n d . advised that they had been ille- cause I find it to be rather shock- ed as it is refreshing will be ade- wheel on which are
ly) to call one another by their
president,
Houston,
0.
Norman
Jour- gally prevented from entering tire ing in New York City and think quately met and conquered by selected recipes for tall, tantaliz- ed by Mrs. Ruth H. O'Donnell, a Spanish names.
Golden State Mutual Life Insur- Thomas W. Young Norfolk
ing summer drinks made with a supervsor from the Division of
host
or
hostess
who
is
the
alert
counthe
city
and
the
citizens
of
school.
Much pleasure was derived from
ance company, addressed the first nal and Guide.
variety of Schenley products, in- Elementary Education.
Asked by Judge Boyd if she had try generally are entitled to know armed with the new, Schenley
the games, songs and action songs
cluding cordials-. The recipes in"Drink-o-rama."
received any "comfort" from Dr. about it."
Of the nine centers set up, two of which all the words were in
cluded range from the pugilistic
Smith's open-court announcement He said he was keeping the inwere operated for Negro children. Spanish. Favorites among these
"Planter's Punch" to the more
that the students would be ad- cident in "proper perspective"
Mrs. Katheryn P. Thomas, Span- were: "Diez lnditos" (Ten Little
delicate
"Mid
Summer
Mist."
reMotley
thought
it
was
no
Mrs.
and
humiliation
ish teacher at Manassas High Indians,) "Buenos Dias A Usted"
mitted this Fall,
The modern trend in mixing • school, conducted one center ("Good Morning To You"), "A
plied, "No." A broad grin appear- to him or his son, but a discredit
anthis
at
face
the
club
itself.
to
Smith's
Dr.
drinks
for
hot
weather
enjoyment.at Hamilton elementary Dond e, Ha Ido Me PerjA
ed on
"It is not, of course, in the catehas indicated the use of lower- school, while Mrs. Beulah M. Wil- ("Where, Oh Where Has My
(Continued from Page 1)
swer.
gory
of
the
disfranchisement,
deproof
whiskies
as
well
as
COURT
gin and liams. Spanish instructor in the tie Dug Gone") and many othNT
THREE IN
prival of other rights, segregation motioning for him to look across vodka. These go well as ingredi- Booker T. Washington had charge There were also periods for handiThree of the eight students who
Secretaries, long hailed as an present employment is close to
street.
He
turned
his
head
to
the
entrance ex- and acts of intimidation suffered
ents of the tall, cool drinks that of the other center which was held craft.
Indispensable arm of American eight years, with six having serv- originally passed the
were in the by many Negroes in the South and see a belligeent policeman stand- most people turn to during warm in the elementary section of Mel- The classes proved a source of
business, are more often than not ed 20 or more years, and 79 hav- amination for MSU
next
to
the
car
waving
a
flashing
of
discrimination
in
employment
LaVerne
weather.
pleasure for the instructors, superrose High school.
interesting, well trained and high- ing worked from five to 15 years. court, They were Misses
Sammie Burnett an d and housng suffered by most Ne- light. Seconds later the flashlight In addition to providing easily Approximately
children visor and visitors, as well as for
80
ly talented women. This is reveal- The "Who's Who" secretaries Kneeland,
'had
been
deposited,
hard,
against
groes
in
the
North
as
well
as
the
appointfollowed
have
recipes
for
a
dozen
who
sumopporavailed themselves of the
the happy youngsters
ed 'in "The Secretary's Who's represent a vast cross-section of Ralph Prater,
the shoulder of Mr. Armstrong, mertime favorites, the "Drink-oevaluate South.
tunity to learn (in five weeks) how
So well pleased were the school
Who," a directory of 201 secre- local and national civic, social, ments with Dr. Smith to
punctuated by an angry shout of rams" will instantly show what
celother
in
earned
such
they
NO
NEGRO
FREE
Spanish,
briefly,
in
credits
discuss
officials that definite plans a r e
to
taries serving ranking executives professional and fraternal organi"when I say enove, move!"
the
well-stocked
bar
should
have
year.
last
I'But
it
flows
from
animals
(los
the
same
busi
,
leges
(rules);
being
made for the conduction of
1
(Ian
Negro
topics
ant administrators of
zations. Alpha Kappa Alpha soGlad- well of racial and religious bigo- "When I tried to explain t o for versatile offerings. A turn of fruits (los frutas): animals (los similar Spanish centers for eleness and educational institutions rority leads in this respect with Also in court was Robert
ney, the first Negro to take the try. It confirms what I have of- them that I didn't hear their or- the dial and it will show that animates); vegetables (las leg- mentary children during the regua n d organization published by 15 members listed.
test. He did not pass the test and ten stated, namely that no Negro dere, one asked for my driver's Schenley's Smooth American Gin, gumbres) and others. Some of the lar school year, beginning this fall
the Underwood Corporation.
Navy. He said American can be free from the license while the other went thru Golden Age 'Gin, Vodka of Ele- children not only learned to count term.
I A total of 88 of the secretaries, As secretarial employers, t h e joined the U. S.
when he is disabilities of race in this coun- my glove compartment," Mr. gance and Whiskey of Elegance
or 43 percent, hold bachelor de- publication includes 31 universi- he plans to try again
ation- try until the lowliest Negro in Armstrong said, After they finish- are basic to a "ready-to-serve"
grees from colleges and univer- ties and colleges, the National Ur- discharged from service. S
Beach, Mississippi no longer disadvan- ed with the searching and check- summer bar. Also, a simple dialsities, while six of these have at- ban League and 30 affiliates, 29 ed with the fleet at Long
ing will prevent Inc disconcerting
tained their master's degree. The YM and YWCA's, 16 financial in- Calif., he has just returned from taged soley because of race; in ing. he said they let him go.
short, until racial prejudice has Mr. Armstrong, still smarting, moment of not having the assortbiographical sketches further indi- stitutions, seven newspapers, six Japan.
the
took
been everywhere eliminated," Dr. from the lump he said the officer ed fruit slices handy that add the
cate that 173, or 86 percent, of hospitals and six national organi- Three Negro students
raised on his shoulder, said this proper touch of glamour to these
those listed have received some zations. These are found in 27 test for the university last week. Bunch. said.
college or business school train- state representations with 24, They are Misses Bertha Rogers It was at Forest Hills that Miss was the third time he had been creations.
Ma and encompass so cities and and Rosie Blakeney, recent grad- Althea Gibson, the Negro star, struck by policemen. He links
ing.
, Statistics also reveal that near- towns. North Carolina leads in uates of Hamilton high, and John played in the 1957 and 1958 Worn. that the blows were uncalled for
Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, who was goland, a mandated area, and Daly 65 percent of 130, combine their state representations with 2,4 Simpson of Manassas. All are 15 en's National Championships. The on all occasions.
Jewish tennis stars, Richard Sarefused membership in the West homey, a colony, for his doctorsecretarial role with that of house- while Chicago's 14 head the list years of age.
CONSIDERS ACTION
university
the
vitt and Sidney Schwart, have
If admitted to
Side Tennis club in Forest Hills, al dissertation.
wife. The average tenure of their among cities and towns.
this Fall, a four year fight by also played in matches at t h e "Something should be done
N. Y., is a former history profes- He was granted a post-doetc:?&
about it," he cried. "And I'm not
Negroes will come to an end. club.
sor, who was awarded the Nobel fellowship from the Social Scier:IV
the
only one that has been treated
Backed by the NAACP, an in- The Davis Cup challenge will
Peace prize in 1950 for mediating Research council and studied at
Northwestern university and the
junction and a summary judg- be played at the club on Aug. 4- so unfairly."
in the Israeli-Arab war.
A
citiens
committee
was
planment were sought to get MSU ofSince that time he has been the London School of Economics In
(Continued from Page 1)
ning
a
talk
with
City
Police
Chief
ficials to admit Negroes in 1955.
recipient of more than 25 honor- 1936 and 1937.
Rayfield, he said.
Neither was issued.
ary doctoral degrees from univer- ACTING MEDIATOR
doors on any of God's days. You'd have to try the Negro GRADUAL PLAN
Mr. Armstrong, a deacon of the
sities in this country.
Clark Street Baptist church, has
branch for the references you wanted. And if they didn't The same year, Federal Dist
During World War II, Dr.
He was presented the second Albeen a ccitizen of Jackson for 25
bert Gallatin award early this Bunche served with the Office of
have them—and chances are they wouldn't—you'd have trict Court approved a plan whereyears. He is a secretary of the
graduate students would be adyear. It is given each year to a Strategic Service. He was assistto wait hours or days until they could be shifted from the by
(Continued from Page 11
Hens Bible class there, a World
mitted immediately, and seniors,
graduate or honorary degree re- ant le mediator Count Folke BerWar
II
veteran,
voter,
and
main library to the branch which is open to you.
freshmen
has
sophomores
and
juniors,
cipient of New York university nadotte of Sweden when BernaBrewster, pastor of East Trigg
who has made "a contribution of dotte was assassinated by Jewish
These are just a few of the indignities which Negroes in subsequent years at a rate Ave. Baptist church, to stage a been managing his news store for'
10 years. He lists a large number '
which would have resulted in full monster rally in Martin
lasting significance to society." terrorists, and was promoted to
stadium of civic organizations that hold
In Memphis suffer daily. More than 175,000 of them, Dr. integration
at the school this Fall. with the Rev. Martin
The school awarded the UN of- acting mediator.
Luther King him membership.
Bunche. More than a third of the city's population.
When the court approved t h e as the main speaker and
ficial the hongrary LL.D. degree Schools which have bestowed
Miss Ms. Ile said he was thinking serihonorary doctoral degrees upon
Some simply refuse to submit to these debasements plan, the NAACP appealed t h e hailsJackson as the featured so•
ously of bringing charges against
him include Lincoln university in
case to the Sixth Circuit Court of
and we applaud them heartily. Recognizing that some Appeals in Cincinnati. Oral argu- loist.
HARVARD
in1956
UNIVERSITY
the police department.
Pennsylvania, Fisk, the New
A native of Detroit, Dr. Bunche School for Social Research, Howsacrifice is inherent in all victory, many Negroes deny ment was presented on Oct. 16, $25,000 GOAL
Tickets will be sold for one do!received his bachelor of arts de- ard university, Syracuse univerthemselves the pleasures of the treasures in the art gal- 1956. The District Court's decision la_ each through the various
gree
from the University of Cali- sity, Hebrew Union college, Rutwas reversed and new hearings
Churches. Groups selling the ticlery or the museum.
fornia at Los Angeles in 1927 and gers, the Jewish Theological semordered. Attempts to gain new
kets will be allowed to keep 25
the masters and Ph.D. degrees inary, Temple, the University of
MANY REFUSE
hearings failed at least four or
cents of each dollar. The financifrom Harvard university in 1928 the State of New York, Atlanta,
Their hearts ache as they refuse to permit their chil- five times.
and 1934, respectively.
West Virginia State college, GusA resolution calling for the ad- al goal for the rally is 925.000
A professor of history at How- taphus college, Columbia univerdren to have Fairground fun or a zoo outing on a special mission of all qualified applicants A number of ministers made re•
Dr.
Ralph
Bunch
ard
university
marks
in
during the meeting, and it
Washington, D. sity, the University of Rochester,
day. Only when absolutely necessary, they submit to the was passed by the board in NoC., he traveled through French UCLA, Harvard, New York uniwas the opinion of most of
devious library system because a man just can't buy vember 1957 with the provision that Negro candidates have them
West
Africa
on
a
Rosenwald
been
Fel- versity and others.
that all five schools under t h e
lowship studying and comparing
every book he needs.
He was granted the Spinga.
board's jurisdiction could give "too quiet" and must get out and
the administration of French To- Medal by the NAACP in 11)41).
There is some legislation pending which, if success- iV,reenng tests to limit enroll- meet the public if they expect to
ment. MSU was the only school be elected.
(Continued from Page 1)
ful, will eliminate these outdated techniques of fostering to
When called upon to speak, Atty. NEW YORK — The American
adopt the screening test.
a phony white supremacy line. There is also an election Eight of 10 students who took Sugarmon said, "It is vital that Jewish Congress urged the United ave., and 118th at,
Starts Sunday!
we get before ag many people as States Davis Cup Committee to Police said a
crowd
began
elYming up, Dr. Bunche, and if the Negroes in Memphis the new entrance examination we
move the challenge round symbolcan,
but
we
need
the
help
of
gathering
July 19—
around
passed
it,
the
car
in August of the
and
izing international tennis supremrecognize the tremendous political power they can wield, same year, but
Hammes got out with drawn reDr. Smith asked for a ministers in getting before the con- acy from
the
Forest
Hills
Stadium
this sort of bigotry won't be long for this world.
one-year delay because he feared gregations."
volver and ordered them to digHe told the audience that in the on the West Side Tennis club to perse.
Once again, we're sorry that the white folks in the there Might be violence. The State Aug.
Another
site,
20
election
"we
must
liberate
Board of Education granted his
identified
as
Stanley H. Lowell, chairman of A men later
"enlightened" north weren't able to throw off their deep request.
the politicians."
the executive committee of the Charles Samuels, 30, a Negro,
seated prejudices and recogviize you for the man you are. Friday's hearing was what ob- FOUR RALLIES
grappled with Hammes, Angrist
Atty. Hooks told the ministerial AJCongress New York Metropoligot out of the car to aid Hammes.
We concur in your observation that "no Negro American servers hope is the final chapter gathering
that the Volunteer can- tan Council, said In a letter to the I
in
the
struggle
by
Negroes
to
enDuring the struggle, the gun went
can be free from the disabilitien of race in this country un- ter MSU.
didates hope to conduct four rat- U. S. Lawn Tennis association --1
AS THE RAIDERS
whose officers comprise the Davis off.
til the lowliest Negro in Miggiasippi is no longer disadAside from Atty. Lockard, oth- Iles six nights a week until the Cup Committee —
that the club's Police reinforcements arrived
ON HORSEBACK
election.
vantaged solely because of race; in short, until racial pre- er attorneys who had prominent He said he was expecting all of policy in refusing membership to on the scene and dispersed the
WHO
roles in the case were Attys. J.
crowd.
Negroes
and
Samuels
was
Jews
make
arrested
it
everywhere."
"totally
and
judice has been eliminated
F. Estes, Russell B. Sugarmon, the Negro ministers to back them,
RODE
unstilted
for
charged
with
felonious
assault
international
compeSincerely, The Editors.
jr., A. W. Willis and B. L. Hooks, but knew there were "some traittition in which the United States Is Miss Caviglione also was taken to
orous ones among us."
LIKE
the station and booked.
The young minister and lawyer, represented as host."
THUNDER
Who is running for judge of Juve...AND
nile Court, said he will buy radio
time and "expose the traitors" If
STRUCK
they fall to support the Negro
LIKE
candidates.
LIGHTNING!
Rev. Bunton said "We are only
Io
asking for an opportunity to share
In democracy, and wherever you
Color!
invite us to speak. some of us will
be there to speak
. .
JOHN FORD'S
The deadline to register in orniumotliat tlifTaCtli
der to participate In the coming
city election is Tuesday, July 11.
The office will be open late Thurs.
day, July 18, for the convenience
Memphis' Favorite tot 9 straight years
of persona who work during the
day
with ALTHEA GIBSON formerly
Register today, end then vote on
August 20.
World's Champion Tennis Player

Youngsters Pick Up
Espanol Muy Facile

Race

Schenley Introduces,
New Drink-o-rama

Book Shows 'Dumb'Not
Word For Secretaries

Brutal

This Is The Man
They Don't Want

In Memphis
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AJC Seeks
Davis Cup
Site Change 2 Cops

"'a With HIM

DARK EYES
VODKA

Gets Revenge
MAPPING PLANS for the
first resident camp sponsored
by the Easter Seal Flociety
for Negro handicapped chit
dren ar• (from left to right)
Paul Ragan, executive seers-

tory of the Shelby County 6e.
Hely to r Crippled Children
and Adults; Mrs, Philip Booth,
camp coordinator; and Res
J. A. McDaniel, camp direr
tor. The camp will be located

In T. (1. Fuller Park August
2-8 and children between the
ages of it la mill register h)
calling Mrs. Philip Smith. Wil
11-3984.

P I) —
EL CAJON, Calif. —
Robert Carlon *aid he got his re•
venge last Saturday night on the
grocery store that charged him 10
enla
grocery bill
lIe planidcahall
246e hck'
h 6
nickels.
,
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Living Is Killing Me 11 Race Baiter
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
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Know Your Candidates

egard Sugarman As One Of Best
Of All Local Candidates

Telephones To Double
In 10 Years Says Bell

Motoring
McElroy To
Receive Carver
Gold Award

Spinga
in 1940.

COMMERCIAL engineers like
0. B. Huddieston (left) and
R. D. Brett has supplied reasons why Southern Bell came
up with a recent prediction
that its telephones in Tennes-

I'.

Guide To Begin Check Of Hotels

Sets Swim Record
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Memphians Form
Leadership Club

Rffelle—wis that give you that! it as un-important until you ge
end your wife greets you
WASH Irthe stomach feeling:
ti;re five minutes late leav- with a big kiss and a beautifully
r work. It's 101 in the shade. wrapped package. Then you rethank the Good Lord you don't member. It's your anniversary,
NEW YORK — The advocates
have to wait for a bus You climb THOSE PUZZLES
of "massive resistance" to the Sutelling
your
wife
You
she's'
keep
the
on
into. your car and step
preme Court's desegregation nilstarter. Nothing happens. You,foolish to keep trying to solve
"lost ground on every front"
climb out of your car and go' those newspaper puzzles. You in- ings
sist that she's wasting., her time last year, the NAACP asserts in
wait. for the bus . . .
In April of this )eai' .i new or- ness and other practices.
annual report for 1958 released
It's been a rough day at the of- and she'll never win a prize. its
ganization was formed by the
Membership in the Leadership
last week, by Roy Wilkins, the asYou're
sarcastic
and
you
sneer
at
fice. All the way home you have
name of "The Leadership Train- League is open to any male adult
sociation's executive secretary.
visions of your favorite easy chair her.
ing League" as a result of several intrested in the purpose and oban4 onr. evening's paper. Y o u You blame late dinners on the The 96-page booklet, entitled
years of research and planning by jectives of the organization.
huresseilaresigh dinner, take off our puzzles. You claim you're neglect- "Progress and Portents." was puba group of young men of Mem- Meetings are held every first
M/41E:WU down in the chair and ed because all your wife's time lished on the eve of the sotb
phis.
and third Monday night at 8 p. in.
ash-.4er-alte paper. You are in- goes on the Baffler or the Little annual NAACP convention here,
The League is designed to de- at LeNtoyne Gardens auditorium.
foriziecr "I guess the boy must Footer or some such. You make July 13-19. It reviews the activivelop leadership from the com- The officers are:
have missed us tonight".
. h e r look absolutely fidiculous. ties of the Association during 1958,
Richard Jones, jr., president:
munity level and as a training
Then the mail comes and you evaluates the progress made in
COOK DINNER
ground for men who wish to be- William H. Wheeler, vice presilearn that your wife has won a , the area of civil rights, and proYou decide you're going to give brand new coffee maker — an' jects a program of action for 1950.
come better and more efficient dent; Adolph Butler. secretary
the wife a break. You go home item you've , been promising her As indications of ground lost by
members of the other organiza- Herbert Williams, treasurer, Conner Pointer, jr., parliamentarian,
and announce to her that you're lo. these many years . . .
tions to which they belong.
the segregationists, the report cites
Sosea C. Bridges, chairman of
going to cook. So you put on your You're a columnist and you think the Supreme Court decision of SepThe club members believe this public relations
committee; and
apron and you whip up quite a you write a pretty readable col- tember 29, 1958, in the Little Rock
can be accoinplished by stimulat• Gamalid Black, chairman of
the
meal of steak, mashed potatoes, umn. You keep telling yourself ease "re-affirming, amplifying and
ing sad interchange of knowledge membership
committee. Further
green peas, tossed salad, and cof- you're going to get some fan mail clarifying its historic 1954 ruling
experience and opinions applying information can be obtained by
fee. You even put a frozen apple one of these days. Finally, a letter which banned segregaton in pubideas, information and personal calling Mr. Jones, WI{ 6-0837, Mg
pie in the oven.
arrives from a fan. You tear into lic education:" the public reacexperience concerning civic, bus'. A-Walker ave
THE S1iGAR51ONS
During ell of this magnificent it with unbounded hope. It reads: tion to the closing of schools in
mance, the wife is chatting "Drop dead!"
Little Rock and in Virginia; the
antly on the phone. You set 111111
111111111111111111111011111111111iilliele111111111111lialle revulsion against the bombing of
the table, serve the dishes and
schools, churches and synagogues :
sound the call for dinner. You Assault Another
and the election of two souther
sound the second call and the third
moderates — Senators Albert Gore
By the time the wife is through Fla. A & M Student
of Tennessee and Ralph Harborough of Texas "over opponents
telling Sue Ann about that hat she In Tallahassee
just bought, the dinner is as cold
committed to defiance of the Unitas a traffic cop on Christmas Eve.
TALLAHASSEE — Once more ed States Supreme Cougt's deseg•
, You listen for weeks to the this city is the scene of a sex regation decrees."
For the NAACP itself. 1958 wag
great buildup of a TV spectacular. crime and again the unsuspectYou wait with unbridled enthus- ing victim is a student of Flori- "an encouraging year," the report states. "Membership and iniasm for the night of its perform- da SAM universits.
Qualified
John H. Moore, :17, coin ieted come figures reflected the upward
ance. You sit through one and onehalt hours of drivel and when Negro murderer, allegedly forc- trend of the association. Despite
Brilliant Light Number 360, Or- N. 13th St. She was also a guest
Thursday night, August 20, agers.
On
continued
exclusion
from
Alabama
, I university.
it's all over, you wonder when ed an 18-yearold coed into his
der of Eastern Star celebrated its of her sisters, Mrs. Ruthie Mae
campaigner, t e
Russell B. Sugarmon, jr., A systematic campaign
Atty.
under
a
state
court
injunction
and
the spectacular is going to get car at gunpoint and assaulted
Summer after •.,onipleting Twelfth Anniversary Sunday, July Curtis, Miss Harriett William%
pub- young lawyer spent several weeks The
her in a wooded area on the restrictive pressures in o th e r candidate for commissioner of
spectacular . . .
his work for a law degree, hei 12. at the First Baptist church of also of her grandmother, Mrs. Fansouthern states, the membership lic works, will be sweating out the compiling lists of registered voters
FLUNK EXAM
night of June S.
nie Williams, her aunt, Sirs. Berventure for a by wards and precincts only to went into the Army. After complet- Edmonson, Ark.
Your son thinks you are the Sheriff W. P. Joyce said the losses of 1957 were recouped and returns in his first
In charge of the program were nice Thomas. 511!, Hampton pl.,
have some vandal break into his ing a four-and La-half course with
public
office.
for
the
first time the Association's
greatest thing alive. He even tells girl was walking home from a
Green,
mistress
Sister
B.
A.
of
Siensphis. and other relatives and
all his buddies that his Daddy movie with another girl and a income from all sources exceeded As a student at Rutgers univer- campaign headquarters and make the Adjutant General's Office at ceremonies Brother Saul Dear, friends of West
Memphis.
off with the results.
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.. he devotional; Sister Colantha Jack- SCHOOL
knows everything. Then he waits boy. All three were supposedly $1,000,000.00, reaching a total of sity he Isad his first taste of poliNEWS
A native of Memphis, Atty. Su- was sent to Japan and served with son, welcome; Sister Clara Mc•
until they're all together discuss- forced into the car and the vic- $1.052,282.30 The number of fully tics by managing the campaign
The
recreational
department ot,
HatchWilliam
student,
fellow
garmon Is regarded by both Ne- the First Calvary division. While Crew, acceptance Sister A. V.
ing who is the greatest cowboy tim's companions were released paid $500 life members amounted of a
Wonder High school will sponspr,
and then he asks me: "Daddy, before the rape. They hitch- to 1,216 with an additional 4,000 ett, who was rusning for the of- groes and whites as one of the there, he received a letter of corn• Dantzler, reading Brother Ed a
platter party to the school audiw. 1oes a cowboy have only two hiked back to notify the sher• partially paid life memberships." fice of president of the class of most qualified candidate!' seeking mendation, along with others in Hutchinson, solo; Rev. G. H. Contorium. This is an annual affair
Various chapters of the report 1950.
his outfit, for. assisting in the or- way, sermon; and Rev. S. E. Coop- each Priday
hen a cow has four." It's riff's office.
311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
night until school
popu•
sufficient to say, Daddy flunked
ganization of a school designed to er, alternate.
The arrest of Moore followed deal with organizational progress "Hatchett was extremely
starts to amuse the youth.
NEXT WEEK
the exam
improve administratve standards
and Sherif Joyce said he had and fund•raising activities, legal' lar as an athlete," Atty. Sugar..
Mr.
and
finance
Mrs.
J. E. Hightower,
comof
the
Members
You know there's something you obtained a "statement" but not cases, political and legislative ac- mon said, "and became the first
PROFILE
OUT OF ARMY
mittee were Sisters Callie T o y, Sr., of 300 S. 17th at, reccentlyvisNegro to win the office of president
need to remember . It haunts you a confession from the porolee. tion, efforts to eleminate
Out of the Army in 1955, he was Lillian Walls and Clara Crawford. ited Ohio to attend the gradueOf
all day but it simply won't let
nation in housing, the economic of a class at Rutgers."
married to the former Miss Miriam Serving on the refreshment cornAtty. Sugarmon's next venture
itself be known. So you dismiss i,11111111111111111111111111111%danall10111111111110011111111111 status of the Negro and church
0. Z. EVERS
Delores DeCoste. whom he met niittee were Sisters Vinic Jones,
in politics was as a Harvard Law
support of the organization.
Catherine Stuhh and Nellie James.
Among goals indicated by Mr. school student. lie worked with .111111111111111iniii11101111111001111111011101111111111101111111 while he was a Harvard student
Wilkins for the following year are: the Cambridge, Mass., Democratic a post in this Summer's election. and she ft popular student at Well- HERE AND TIIERE
esley college, majoring in lang- Elie Granger, of East St. Louis,
-Intensification of the school de- organization backing Adlai Stsiv• SON OF BROKER
uages.
was the Fourth of July guest of
segregation fight through t h e enson for President in a race
The son of a real estate broker,
courts and in the arena of public with the popular General Dwight Russell B. Sugarmon, sr., he was While Mrs. Sugarmon. known to his parents. Mr. and Mrs. George
brotheropinion .
enactment of ad- Eisenhower. The "egghead" candi- educated at what is now the Luth- her friends as "Laurie," finished Granger, his sister and
In-law, Mr. and Mrs. John Lacy
ditional and stronger civil rights date lost.
eran Cooperative school before en- her senior year at Wellesley where and sister, Miss Lizle Granger,
legislation in the 9Sth Congress...1 WAS MANAGER
tering Booker T. Washington High she was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, of 533 S. 16th it. Accompanying
she studied finance in the College
acceleration of the continuing camDuring last year's Democratic school where he played football
Telephones in Tennessee will —43 years after — that the 100,- paign for
the registration of Neof Business Administration at Bos- Mr. Granger back to St. Louis
double in number in the next ten (400th telephone was installed. La- gro
primary, Mr. Sugarmon served and served on the yearbook staff.
was his nephew, James Lacy. Mr.
voters in the South and in the
ton
university.
Atty.
Influenced
loyal
by
some
of
its
for
years, according to Southern Bell ter, by contrast, Tennessee went North . . .;
as campaign manager
Lacy is a '59 graduate of Wonder
defense of the Assolocal
Morealumni,
he
went
indeto
an
Wilburn,
Since
returning
to
Memphis,
A.
Shepperson
the
statisticians. They foresee 1.800,- frpm 400.000 to 500,000 telephones ciation
High school.
against attacks made on it
candidate for the Tennes- house college in Atlanta after young couple has been extreme- Mr. and Mrs. August Gordon
000 telephones by 1979. The num- hi 23 months, March 1947 through by
legislative committees in the pendent
legislature who polled some graduating from high school, stay- ly active in civic circles and quite and children from Indianapolis
ber will have reached 1,272,000 by Jenuary 1949. To move from 80,- South
see
and by state legislatures
1965.
000 to 900,000 telephones took only themselves through special anti- 27,000 votes after three weeks of ed one year and then switched to popular in the social world. They were Fourth of July guests of
Rutgers where ha was graduated are the parents of two handsome their relatives and friends of West
18
months
—
December
1057
thru
NAACP laws . .; vigorous pur- around $900.
Southern Bell installed its 900,Wilbun Is re- with the class of 1050. He sent young children, a boy, Tank Memel!! and Memphis.
suit of the entire NAACP pro- This year, Atty.
000th telephone on May 1 in Knox- May 1959.
applications
to several law schools Brant, two and a half years, and
along
serving,
by
favor
turning the
The estimated increase in the gram . .
Mrs. Mamie French and son
she.
and strengthening of
with Atty. A. W. Willis, as one of and the first one to send him a a ten•month•old girl, Eleana De her mother, Mrs. Martha Beard
number of 'telephones is based branches and state
4111111
conferences
acceptance
seas Harvard Coste,
letter
of
mancampaign
Sugarmon's
Atty.
'precasted increase in busi• primarily on
the
anticipated through a program of
and her sisters, Mrs. Joeanna
ARCHIE HIGHTOWER
education
n
lephones to
l 375,000 by 1970 growth in population and rise in and structural
Stokes
Ware.
and
Mrs.
Leeanna
buttressing."
is ased on a belief in the contin- personal income.
All reside on 11th it. in West lion of their son, Archie Hightower.
uing progress and growth of the Southern Bell forecasters s e e
Memphis. Amos French, jr., was Archie received a B. S. degree ha
State's business and industr y. population increases in the Sixties
the guest of his father, Amos, biology from Central State college,
There ate now around 234,000 busi- as outstripping those of tine Fifsr., of Memphis. Tenn.
Wilberforce, Ohio. on June 7, Mr.
ness telephones in Tennessee.
ties. Not only will the natural inaccommodation
will
Mrs. Minnie Jean Harris and Hightower, a medical technician at
be audit will include an appraisal of
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Andrew Places of
These predictions reveal the ac- crease be greater, but, as more
comfort,
cleanliness,
Lever
children
n,
inspected
Ann
Charles
for
Greene Memorial hospital in XenE. Jackson Associates, Inc., pubfacilities in six Southern states,
iteration that has occurred at job opportunities open up at home,
Juniece and Beverly Harris, jr. ia, Ohio, is a '53 graduate of Wonlishers of "Go-Guide to Pleasant safety, courtesy and rates.
Ole rate of telephone growth since fewer residents will leave the
Vrginia, North Carolna, South corn Chicago
Fourth
of
were
High. He plans to enter
the
der
H.
Marion
Motoring" begins a periodic check According to Mrs.
the first telephone conversation in State to work in the more heavily
of hotels, motels and other travel Jackson, president of Andrew F. Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and July guests of her parents. Mr. medical school in September of
Tennessee took place in Nashville industrialied areas of the North
and Mrs. James Williams, of 310 1970.
Jackson Associates, Inc., the first Florida.
facilities this week
72 years ago. It wasn't until 1923 and Middle West.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — U. S.
Secretary of Defense McElroy, will
be presented the George Washington Carver Memorial institute's
Gold Award for 1958 on Thursday,
July 16, at 3 p. m. in ceremonies
at the secretary's office in the
Pentagon.
The Carver Gold Award is being
presented to the secretary for his
service to National Defense and
his contribution to the Betterment
of Race Relations and Human
Welfare.
Presentation on behalf of the
Institute will he made by Brigadier General Benjamin 0. Davis,
USA (Ret.), aided by Dr. Robert
D. Hobday, Institute preside...
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see would double in the next
10 years. They checked new
horns construction in the
Memphis area — new homes
that will mean more telephones.

LOS ALTOS, Calif. — Frank
McKinney broke the world record
for the 200-meter backstroke in
the AAU outdoor swimming championships.

'Only Carrustion can make a CRAM sauce
smooth enough for my creamed chipped
beef." Mrs. Jones declares. She and
millions of others have made Ca mation flue
world's teadmg brand of evaporated milk.

Approximately 90 billion checks
are written in the United States
each year.

r
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krecipe:.
0,1
Carnation creamed' 11
chipped beer
.
Nurse Jones. on her %.8 V home, stops to admire her mingest neighbor. "He's thriving on his Carnation formida."
Mrs. Jones says. 8 out of 10 mothers who feed their babies a Carnation formula say."My doctor recommended it."

(Mak.

Registered nurse tells why'

Carnation is used in more hospital formula
rooms throughout the world than any other brand
Altha Jones, registered nurse, supervises the nursery and formula room at a
leading Chicago hospital. She and her husband Jesse Jones are active church
and club members. At the hospital, Mrs. Jones helps train student nurses in the
proper feeding of infants. "When you've seen as many healthy babies
thriving on Carnation formulas as I have," Mrs. Jones points
out,"it is easy to see why this brand of evaporated milk is the
world's leader for infant feeding." No other form of milk is
an safe, nourishing and digestible for baby's bottle as
Carnation in the red and white can. It's the milk every doctor knows.

ser,O•pide

2 tablespoons buttes'
2 tablespoons flour
1/4 teaspoon salt '
/
1
4 teaspoon pepper
12/3 cups (large can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MU(
1
1½ cups(4 oz.) cut dried beef
V: Cup diced celery
/
1
4 cup diced green pepper
•
I
2 tablespoons chopped pimiento
2 chopped hand-cooked egg
Blend butter, flour. salt and pepper
together in saucepen over tow hest
bll smooth. Gradually add undiluted
Carnation. Continue stirring until thicit.
ened and smooth.
Brown rinsed and well-drained !dad
beef in iron skillet. Add celarp. erre•
pepper. puniarito, eggs rod Ciresbelb
cream sauce. Serve wee fowl er will
drained cooked rkmo.

"ft.*

howterd row"'
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Springer 1 Mrs. Beulah Williams
Gets BTW Woman's Day Speaker
School Post

i ttttt Eta,

July 18, 1959

•

Mrs. Beulah M. Williams is ;lams is the pastor. She is a native
scheduled to be the featured' Memphiaan, and a graduate of
speaker for the Annual Women's I LeMoyne college. She has studied
Day affair to be held at St. Jude at the University of Michigan
MB church, July 19. The special' where she earned her masters deday will get underway with the' gree.
morning service and Mrs. WilAmong her many interests inliams will deliver her message at clude membership in the Delta
3 p. m.
Sigma Theta sorority, Y W CA
A dynamic civic leader, Mrs. branch, and on the advisory counWilliams is a member of the St. cil of the Memphis and Shelby
John Baptist church, of which her County 'Tuberculosis Society. Her
husband, Rev. A. McEwen Wil- regular duties include teaching at
Booker T. Washington high school.
The ladies of St. Jude will entertain Mrs. Williams at a social
hour on Saturday evening, 8 p. na.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Purnell, 1179 College.
Mrs. Mable l'urnell is the general chairman of the affair. Rev.
W. H. Mosby is pastor with Rev.
A. C. Charles, associate minister.

As was predicted by the TriState Defender in its July 4 ediWARNER TEMPLE AME
at Nashville, was the guest speakservice
on
tion,
Prof. Jesse D. Springer, prinmorning
during
Tern.
Warner
the
er
Men's Day at the
"If Thou be the Son of God . . ." we all be on the alert at all times.
cipal of DouglastHigh school, was
pie AME church, the past Sun- last Saturday. A packed house
People have a peculiar way of We are tempted on every hand
named lest week to succeed the
day. was a glorious success. The was present to hear him.
accepting each other. The devil and unless we move to a position
popular educator, Blair T. Hunt,
eotire day was set aside for the During the Missionary Volunwas no exception. If a stranger that we can fortify outselves we
as principal of Booker T. Washoccasion. The men of the church teer hour, panelists discussed "Atcomes into our midst the first will never be able to withstand the
ington High school, one of the largpresented two outstanding p r o- titudes of Worship in God's
thing most of us want is proof.• The I temptations of our day.
est secondary schools in the Mid.
grams in honor of the observation House." Participants were Mrs.
Lord comes into the presence or
South.
Vashti liarvey, Herbert Brown,
Here in the third instances the
at 3 p.m., and at 8 p.m.
the devil and having been told that devil accompanies Jesus to a Nth
51r.
appointment
Springer's
t Guest speaker at 3 p.m., was Sherman Aldridge, Elder C. R.
this
Jesus,
God,
was
of
the
Son
headed the list of transfers and
hill and shows Him the many kingthe Rev. E. M. Alcorn, pastor of Graham, the pastor, and McCann
the devil wanted proof. All of us doms surrounding it. At this point
appointments affecting 12 princiSt. James AME church Others L. Reid.
want
To
proof.
establish
ourselves
pals
and
teachers
in Negro high
appearing on the program were At the recent Thirteenth Sabthe devil says to Jesus, "If Thou
people expect us to measure up tol be the Son of God bow down and
schools in the city.
Rev. J. L. Norment, Robert Lee bath, members contribdted 6254.67
their standards
With 32 years teaching experiWilliamson. J. W. Clark and T. toward medical and welfare work
worship me and I will give you
The devil was bent on measur- power." The devil knew that JeMRS. BEULAH M. WILLIAMS ence in the Memphis school sys3-1. Wall. Music was furnished by in the Sudan in Africa and the
Jesus
ing
standards.
on
three
The
Warner Temple and St. James relocation of the Baghdad school in
sus was in the market for power
leads her class in a Spanish tem, Prof. Springer will receive
first of these was his appetite. but not the kind the devil had in
a monthly salary of $781.16 in the
Choris, Morning Star Singer s, Iraq. Top class with $51 was the
dance during program at MelThe
was
devil
aware
fact
of
the
new
A
graduate
post.
of
Howard
Christian Travelers and the Fam- number one class taught by
mind. In a like token many of
rose high school marking end
that many people are weakest at us are power crazy. Basically there
university in Washington, D. C.,
ily Airs. Minor Freeman was the George Merriman. Second with
the point of his appetite. Whereas is nothing wrong with being powof special Summer course in
where he received his bachelor
$47 was Harry Davis' class.
master of ceremonies.
many people are able to over- er-crazy but the method used
; At 8 p.m., at 15-minute song
Mr. Reid is superintendent of Spanish for third and fourth of science degree, and Columbia
by
NEW YORK — The NAACP has
come temptations at every other many to obtain such power is
university in New York City where
graders.
end testifying service was held. the Sabbash school.
called
upon
Mayor
Robert
point,
F.
Wagthey
weakest
are
at
the
he
earned
the master of arts deRev. L. White of the Morning Star
without reason. We must be a e
point of satisfying their appetites. to live within
gree, he was principal at Doug- ner to withdraw "city sanctions of
Baptist church delivered the serthe confines of
any nature" from the West Side
people
Some
are
able
to
rise
lass
for
the
past
years.
eight
morality, spirituality, and sodi
mon. He was introduced by the
above every temptation but the ty.
Prof. Springer taught at Booker Tennis Club following revelation
pastor, Rev. L. W. Raspberry.
temptation of satisfying our appeT. Washington for 14 years before that the club had refused memberEvangelist and Bishop S. Glove
One of the lessons brought out
tites
he was made principal of Mel- ship to the 15-year-old son of Dr.
spoke also.
Ralph J. Bunche on racial grounds.
The second chapter of this story in this whole series of events
rose
Iligh
school.
After
five
years
1 Finding particular pleasure in
brings us to the place where the may be wrapped up in the words:
he entered the Army. Three years Dr. Bunche, internationally famthe success of the observation
devil brings Jesus up on a high "If Thou be the Son of God." The
later, when discharged with the ed United Nations Under Secrewere the efficient committees that
tary
for
Special
Affairs,
Political
Spring Hill Baptist church of Ra- mountain. From this vantage point devil was looking for proof. In the
'steered activities for the day. BALTIMORE, Md. — Bishop Ed- Conference Educational Fund, sent rank of captain, he was made co- was informed by the
club's presi- leigh, Tenn., will observe Annual he shows Jesus as a person who same token of reasoning today peoJudson Smith, Sam Dukes, Harry gar A. Love, Bishop of the Balti- a personal letter to members of ordinator of Negro schools.
dent that neither Negroes nor Jews Women's day July 19.
might fall prey to be a sensation. ple are looking for proof. The
JOSEPH WESTBROOK
Price, Harry Hyde, Minor Free- more Area of the Methodist church the United States Senate.
were accepted as members.
The Special women's day mes- He tried to convince Jesus that world is asking, if you are teachEnclosed with the bishop's let- Transferred to Booker T. Wash- In a
man, John Cook, Pink Gilliam, C. and vice president of the Southern
telegram to the Mayor, Mr. sage will be delivered by the pas- through being a sensation he might en, if you are a doctor, if you
V. Thomas, Sam Perkins, Lowell
ter was a copy of a statement by ington from Melrose High school Wilkins said
that -the NAACP tor, Rev. Brady Johnson at 11 short cut His flight to world Sc- are a preacher, if you are anyBibbs, John Culp and Fred MidSouthern Negro leaders, including to serve as his assistant principal along with millions
of New York- a. M.
ceptance. What a great challenge thing that calls for an exhibition
dleton were members of the prothe names by states, of all of the will be Joseph Westbrook, w h o ers is appalled by the
revelation
Following the message there will that is to many of us! There of moral, spiritual and intellectual
hundreds of signers of the State- has been on the faculty there for of naked
gram and decorating committees.
racial and religious big- be a special program starting at is something that makes us avant advancement, prove it. We cannot
; On the music and publicity comment, protesting legislation aimed 15 years.
otry by the West Side Tennis club 2:30 p. m., the theme of which to be seen by all of those about,bow to the flimsy demands made
mittees were Earnest Tatum, Henat limiting the authority of the Su- A graduate of LeMoyne college, ... We know that
such a position will be "The Woman of Faith." us. The devil expected Jesus tol upon us by the •devil and still
preme Court and reviving state where he received the bachelor is contrary to the
ry Mosley, J. W. Brazell Excell
m
the equilibrium and per.
declared policy At this time, Mrs. B. J. Baskins, be human to the extent that Ile,faintain
degree,
of
Westbrook
will
arts
Mr.
laws.
sedition
Flemings, Bobby Black, Robert
of the City of New York."
the featured speaker will deliver too ,would be willing to make the spective of the people about us.
$590.43.
salary
receive
monthly
of
a
Williamson and Johnny Hart.
"Under these proposed laws,"
short cut to stardom. It is at this We must be differentt:
Succeeding Prof. Springer as The club, he pointed out, 'pro- her message.
On the finance committee were
the Statement said, "Each state
principal of Douglass will be Prof. motes tennis matches to which it Sister H. M. Johnson is chair- point that many of us weaken day
F. W. White, Julius Blade and
could have its own sedition laws
solicits the attendance of the gen- lady for the affair
and Sister L. in and day out. There must be
Amos Wallace.
.
the South we know all too Melvin Conley, who is in St. Louis eral public and charges an adsomething within each of us that
Henderson is the clerk.
The Pre-Men's Day program inwell that many politicians with this Summer completing the re- mission fee. If sanctions of any
will contain us in such trying
cluded visits from the Union BapGLOUCESTER, Mass. — (UPI)
power label integration as sub- quirements for his master's degree nature are involved in such prohours.
tist, Princeton Chapel AME, St. CHURCHNEWS
version and accuse leaders in the at Washington university.
— A 1,250 pound granite and
motions we ask that they be withLOST
ART
A graduate of Bishop college at drawn.
Matthew Baptist and the Pillow The St. Louis Spiritual singer fight for desegregation of being
The ability of people to contain anchor, found recently at the*Marshall, Tex., Prof. Conley has toward We urge this as one stela
Street CME churches. Pastors were at their post of duty Sunday; communists."
insuring that there will be
themselves is bordering on a lost tom of Gloucester's innner harbor,
been with the local school system
We
are Revs. J. W, West, E. S. John• and were enjoyed very much.back
In his letter to the Senators. for eight years. After teaching five no official endorsement of the ex- Members of Christ Temple art in this day. Once again we may
have been used by early Engson, H. H. Harper, and E. 0. sincerely hope they will be
Bishop Love wrote: "We consider years at Melrose, he was appoint- clusionist policy of this club."
church will observe Women's Day find people must somewhere rise lish explorers, marine historians
soon to render another program. these bills a
Simpson
threat to the integra- ed principal of Hyde Park elementto
the fact that they must rise theorize. These
Sunday, July 19. The service at 3
explorers used this
Minor Freeman was general Vacation Bible school closed tion movement, and we urge you
p. m. will be highlighted with up to the moral, intellectcual, so. harbor as a basis
chairman
recently. It was sponsored by the to vote and work against this legis- ary and then transferred to Porter
as early as 1624.
an
address
from
cial,and
Mrs.
Ware
Viola
cultural
standards deJunior High school where he has FORT COLLINGS, Colo. — (UPI
TRINITY CME
Beach Grove M. B. church with lation.
of
New
AME
manded
Tyler
church.
of
all
Mrs.
of
us.
for
Somewhere
the
been
past
years.
two
— A research project here has
; Presiding elder, Rev, C. W. Al- an enrollment of 35 students. Mrs. "We are especially
disturbed As the new principal of Douglass, proved
that bread made from Ware is a Sunday school teacher down the line each of us must
len, brought a heart-warming Ruth Simpson was supervisor.
by section two of S. 3, introduced Prof. Conley's monthly salary
wheat
stored up to 33 years can at her church and owner of Ware's le in a position to say 'no' and be
message to the congregation es Be sure and attend our Bible as a separate bill, S. 294, giving
still make for pretty fair eating. Super market in Walker Homes. imperative in our saying so.
Trinity CME church during its Alphabet class each Wednesday state sedition laws concurrent en- will be %61.52.
A. B. BLAND
Tests by the U. S. Department of "A Gracious Woman Retaineth The insistance of the devil can
Morning service, last Sunday. night at 8:00 also sponsored by forcibility with federal laws.'
Honor" is the theme of the eels- not be discounted. He failed on
At his own request, Prof. A. B. Agriculture and
, Stewardess Board No. 2 spoil- Mrs- Ruth
pson.
Colorado State bration. The goal for Women's two occasions,
Bishop Love pointed out that the Bland, principal of Lester High
Sim
Yet in spite of the
sored an outing in Millington, CLUB ACTIVITIES
Statement by Southern Negro school, which graduated its first university showed that the thia- Day is $1200.
iticoitos FOR IIVIRYONI
fact that he failed he was not
Tenn., at 1 p.m. The annual atmin
and
protein
content
Leaders
of
"has
been
such
signed
will
by more class as a senior high school this
present a
The Boys' Club
Mrs. Anna Willis is general yet ready to give up. It was at
1011 Poplar at Lardlordate
fair was under the supervision of quiz
program soon and they are than 300 Negro leaders from 18 Year, is being transferred to Hyde bread was comparable to that chairman. In charge of publicity this point that Jesus had to be on
Mrs. 5fattie L. Cleaves,
Moline IA 14140
Southern and border states. The Park elementary school to replace made from freshly harvested is Mrs. Raychelle Carhee. Rev. C. the alert. There are things
expecting a large attendance.
going
Saturday at 6 p.m., members I'm
sure everyone will he ready signatures include sixteen bishops Prof. Samuel Helm as principal. wheat.
L. Carbee is the pastor.
on in this world that demands that
wilt see one who has affiliated
for the Four H-club which start (15 of them Methodists): also the A veteran of 29 years in MemWith the sanctuary since child
Birmingham Baptist Ministers Con- phis classroom, Mr. Bland was
August 15.
the
hood repeat her wedding vows. HOILDAY ACTIVITIES
ference, composed of 213 minis- principal at Hyde Park for
10
She is Miss Margaret Johnson,
many of our friends, along with ters; and by 1001 Christian lay- years before going to Lester
the bride-elect of Rev. Dennis
Mr. and Sirs. 0. P. Pratt, spelt men of Birmingham.
three years ago. He taught a MaMorrison of Chicago. The recep- the
"Furthermore." wrote the bish- nassas high school
Fourth at Kentucky Lake.
16 years.
)
trots will be held in the lower level
Mrs. Eva Lue Ball and Icy Mae op, "May we call to your attention
A graduate of Tennessee A and
of the church.
Jones were guests Saturday, July that on June 25, in Philadelphia, I State university and the UniverSunday is Annual Stewardess 4
in Greenfield. Tenn., at the home the Council of Bishops of the Afriof Iowa, his monthly salary
Day at the house of worship. A of
Mrs. Brownie Ball, and were can Methodist Episcopal church,
grand program has been planned also present for the
big dinne representing approximately o n e
Helm, a graduate of La'
for the occasion. Mrs. Louise
at Mrs. Mary Frances McCanet' million Negro alethodists, con- Moyne college, who taught at
Shannon is presiding over actiyhome. There were plenty of bar-i demned these bills and the same Douglass seven years and was
Hies for this quarter. Others who
beque pork, chicken, cake, pOps,Iday, in Memphis, the National S. principal of Hyde Park for two
preside at various times also are and watermelon for all.
S. & B. T. U. Congress, represent- years,
is going to Shannon as prinMrs. Hattie L. Cleaves and Mrs.
A Fourth of July supper was mg approximately five million Ne- cipal with a salary of $675.73 a
Ophelia Edmondson.
given at the home of Mr. Hill gro Baptists, also took a strong
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is the Hollings, and a picnic in the yard stand against this
legislation.
InItlmoth.
bert Morris, who has been
sninister.
of Mrs. Jenny Ross of the Beach- "This group of prominent clergy Principal of Grant for
six years,'
ST. PAUL BAPTIST
men,
educators, business, labor will be
grove community.
the new principal of Les.
Plans are being made at the A
a
professional workers speak ter High school.
large number of persons were and
St. Paul Baptist church for
the present at the recent Children's for a considerable segment of the lie has 32 years of
teaching exforthcoming Woman's Day in AuParade. Tribute was paid to Negro population of the United perince, including 28 years
gust. Airs. Una B. James a n Day
as a
d Mrs. Ruth Simpson, the choir States.
teacher on the Booker T. WashMrs. Minnie McClain are
head- sang 'Pass Me Not 0 Gentle Sa- "We should be glad to hear from
ington faculty.
ing the celebration.
vier," and Rev. E. L. Ball offered you and we assure you that we
A graduate of Tennessee A and
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
sb•eyr. Closing remarks were giv-. shall be watching your vote on I State university where he re. Bishop J. O. Patterson,
these
bills
with
pastor penra
considerable in. ceived both bachelor and
Louis Martin.
the Pentecostal Temple Church
master
The St. Louis Gospel Singers terest and concern."
of science degrees, his new salary
of God In Christ. opened a
Tent were presented last Sunday in a
will be $687.13 a month.
Revival in Knoxville, last
Sunday.
Accompanying him on this soul- program at Beach Grove Baptist Joyce Ball. Albert Ray, Connie Abner Owen, principal of KansLue
and
others.
church,
a
as
large
and
number
elementary school, will succeed
were
saving campaign are Mother
FanCLUBS
Mr. Conley as principal of Porter
to hear them.
nie Page, the state
supervisor, A program •
will be given at the Another Quiz contest will be giv- Junior High school.
Samuel Spann, talented organist
------• church by the Eastern Stars on en for the Boys Club of Tennessee He is a graduate of Fisk univerMiss Ann Fletcher,
Miss
pianist and
J. 0. Patterson. The Pente- next Sunday, and the public is in- by the members of Beach Grove sity where he completed work for
bachelor and master of arts de•
Baptist church in August,
costal Ensemble went along, too. vited to be present.
Rev. J. D. Thomas, pastor of Boys and girls left here hiking, grees. With the local schools for
SPRINGDALE BAPTIST
12
years, 10 years as a teacher
for
a
one-week camping trip on
Sunday was Woman's Day at Beach Grove Baptist, was in MemJuly 6, and returned on Friday, of Alonzo Locke, one year as
the Springdale Baptist churc
h. phis recently for the National Bapteaching principal of Kortrecht,
Miss Harry Mae Simon's
speech list Congress and met delegates July 10.
and one year at Kansas, he will
for the occasion was dynamic,
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
from all parts of the country.
$640.15 a month in his new
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lee Glenn jget
Mrs. M. L. Galloway was gen- SICK LIST.
ob.
eral chairman.
On the sick list this week are are here from Fort Wayne, Int.,
Cox, principal of KosWilliam
Rev. W. T. Grafton is the
treat for the past
pas- Mrs. Daisy Arnold, Lover Jean to spend a few weeks with h e r theyea
r,will he
tor.
Arnold, Maggie Harris, Elsie Bail- parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ball.
new principal of Grant EleMISSISSIPPI BLVD. SDA
Mrs. Mildred Wright and chiley and Bobby Miller.
school at a monthly sal
Elder W. W. Fordham, presi- Bobby is still in the hospital and then are here from Chicago visit mentary
any of $583 03.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Simp
dent of the South Central confer- was operated upon recently.
He is a graduate of Tennessee
ence of Seventh Day Adventists Also under the weather are sunA and I State university and
, taught at Kansas elementary
. school for seven years.
Miss Hettie McDaniels, who
wanted to be assigned to a smaller school, will be sent from the
principalship of Caldwell elementary school to Walker elementary
at a salary of $676.30.
She is a graduate of LeMoyne
college and Tuske gee institute
and has been teaching in Memphis
40 years.
Mrs. Helen Hooks, principal of
Walker, will go to Wisconsin a,
principal, and her mothly salary
will be $649.93.
A graduate of LeMoyne college,
Mrs. Hooks was at Manassas elementary school seven years, at
Klondike for 10 years, teaching
principal of Kortrecht and at the
Walker school two years as prin
Opal.
Miss Frankle Cash, principal of
wiseqesin, will go to Caldwell as
principal, at a salary of $G87.70.
She is a graduate of Tennessee
A and 1 State university, and has
. been teaching in Memphis for 15
' years She was at Kortrecht for
i 10 years as teacher, one year a,
! principal, and has been at wis.
hosoyen ras.
foour
I coT
r j
n shienodfoore
teacher al
Hyde Park, will he the new teach
ing principal at Kortrecht with a
monthly salary of $563.29.
A graduate of LeMo”le college.
he has been teaching at Hyd,
Park for seven years.
.MISMSMINIIMM1k.

City Asked
To Step In
By NAACP

Maryland Methodist
Protest Legislation

Spring Hill To
Observe Annual
Women's Affair

Beach Grove
And

Mt. Zion

Find Ancient Anchor

Mrs. Ware Guest
Of Christ Temple

•

Stored Wheat Studied

OPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

SPECTACULAR NEW CONTEST!

Going To Give Aw ay, Thusdays Only!*

Big Star Magic Keys

Persons getting Keys, Take Them To
HOEHN CHEVROLET. If Key fits,

CAR

5, YOURS!

Prizes On Other Days Include:

WANTED!

CAMPAIGN

WORKERS!

Do you want to help SUGARMON, HOOKS, BUN TON

and LOVE in their political campaign? More volun-

teers are needed! Lots of work must be done. Call Vol-

unteer Headquarters TODAY. Dial JA 5-2676. Volun-

teer Headquarters is located at 390 Beale Street, next

to the Tri-State Bank, in the office formerly occupied

by the Atlanta Life Insuralce Company.

--)( MAGNAVOX TV & CONSOLE
>(* PRESTO ELECTRIC SKILLETS
>(---)< LADY'S BULOVA DIAMOND WATCH *.
KENCRAFf BOAT{
'
410esiit pBef'
pidusM-Fortao,lrer *
-;< BROWNIE MOVIE CAMERAS
X-•GE ALL-PURPOSE MIXERS
X-.

Registration Free
Nothing To Buy

•
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Rock "n" Roll Music Rules Tivoli

Sat., July 18, 1959

Freeman, Benton
Ruth Brown Top
All-Star Parade
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! MAXIE BAER, the ex-heavyI weight champion whose pres•
ence in Chicago this week failed to attract the attention that
was given Queen Elizabeth but
, the ex-fighter brought along his

i

own attraction. Here Maxie is
shown lifting little Bobby Free'
man, whom he manages, in a
bit of fun as the two discuss
Bobby's opening at Tivoli tomorrow.

The nation's hottest singing dancing and listening to a new
star, Brook Benton, appears in and original song called "Do You
person for one full week on the Wanna Dance." Bobby Freeman
stage of the Tivoli Theater. In ad- the handsome young man respondition, some of the nation's biggest sible for its success appears as
..:ars appear in this the most tre- a headliner in this week's Tivoli
mendous stage revue ever featur- show.
ed on the Southside.
A comparative newcomer to the
The big all-star show boasts of entertainment world, but one who
names like Ruth Brown, Bobby has created a name for himself in
Freeman, Jesse Belvin, Jesse a short time, is RCA Victor's rePowell and orchestra, The Heart- cording star, Jesse Belvin. Jesse
beats, and comedian Dave Fried- has cut some beautiful sides for
man, in addition to Brook Benton. RCA with considerable success.
Brook, of course, is currently His latest recording was spotlightriding at the top of the nation's ed by Billboard as a sure.fire hit.
hit parade with his Mercury re- Rounding out the show is the
cording of "Endlessly," this fol- talented vocal group, The Heartlowing right on the heels of his beats, five voices blending togethmillion.seller, "It's Just A Matter er for outstanding entertainment.
of Time."
Comedy is providci for in this
Appearing as a special guest extravaganza with popular Dave
star, Ruth Brown has been loved Friedman.
Musically speaking, the shots
by millions for her original and
distinctive song-styling.
scores another triumph by adding'
Recently the whole country was Jesse Powell and his orchestra:

Maxie Baer, One Of
Joe Louis' Victims
Manages Tivoli Ace Those Davis Gals Hit
Now
Top With Jazz Music

GOSPEL AMBASSADOR GETS
BOUQUETS — When Clara
Ward's globetrotting Ward
Singers completed their monthlong engagement at the China
Theatre in Stockholns. Sweden.

and were about to depart for
the Chat-Noir Casino Theatre
in Oslo, Norway, they were
surprised to find a delegation
of Swedish admirers on hand
to uish them a bon vot age

and present Miss Ward (second
from left) with bouquets of
flowers. A smash hit with the
Swedos, the Ward Singers
sang before 50.00 at ladled
Park in Copenhagen. Denmark

and were personally applauded
and commended by Prime
Minister J. 0. Krag of Denmark, a n d Will) Brandt,
nia)or of West Berlin.

Meet Ethel Duncan,
The Girl Fate Stymied

Maxie Baer, in the news plenty some of the top clubs about the
Hacienda in
while whipping everyone he faced nation, including The
Fresno, Calif. The Cloister here
until Joe Louis ended his career in
just closed
he
in Chicago where
the ring, and later a movie and and the Cocoanut Grove in Hol
stage star is back in the news as lywood. His recordings have been
toot
ohbegreatest
his latest singing find, Bobby Free- on or near top of hit parade Few critics will say Chicago ofenn n e
d anywhere
fers as much in the way of musi- as s
man prepares to take over starring throughout current season.
night af- world.
spot at the Tivoli theatre tomor- But back to Maxie Baer who cal talent, day after day,
ter night as does New York but Tiny Davis reached her great. Ethel Duncan, Chicago born,rher own. She was a victim of cir- won the contest. Reward was, That first slap by fate had not
row.
manages Bobby. The ex-heavy at the same time they forget to eat heights while featured as first reared and educated vocalist has l cumstances.
publicized as an engagement with discouraged Ethel Duncan. laFreeman is a youbgster on or- weight champion heard Bobby dur- menion the situation is vastly dif- trumpet and soloist with the twilit. not reached her potential profesil
Ehtel entered a contest staged the band.
stead she returned to school
der of Johnny Mathis, physically ing an engagement at the Had- ferent in the two cities.
nal Sweethearts of Rhythm band, atonally hut her presence has baen'by Cab Calloway at the Regal However before Cab (Told comsettled down to hard work and
that is, but not artistically. They enda where he was proving a
by
felt
girl
When
all
the
all
in
an
etition
the
aggregation.
field
corplete details for the youngster to
have different styles. Mathis is a sensation. Maxie who was accom- Situation. Yes, jast that. Where band left Piney Woods, Miss., as she moves tip the ladder to theatre during one of the Prince
t h•
join
his
the
aggregation
hand professionalized some of
of ili De Ho's engagements when
sweet singer who specializes in panied to the club by Joe Louis New York can lay claim to most where it was organized and mot,- what looks like certain fame,
in her performances that
he headed a large hand. Ethel broke up and Cab went out as a points
ballads while Freeman sticks to became interested in the boy the of the top "name" musicians ea into Washington it was good
single. Insiders say the hand was were showing amateurism,
the rock'n roll that brought him very first night. A deal was made through booking agency connee- but had no standout for first tram - Most of Ethel's success has
in the process of splitting up even Today Ethel Duncan is one of
to the front as a recording artist. with Walt Somers who was man- tions the talent is on borrowed pet. Then on first trip to Chicago come through her amateur spot•
before it completed the local en the great lyricists. She is quite
time,
lighting, a spot from which she
Freeman who makes his home aging Freeman for controlling inthe bands management signed Tiny was graduated just a few years
gagement. True or false it did often heard with local comboil
Not one of the greats New York
On West Coast has appeared in terest in the youth's contract.
for that role. From then on the ago.
thathand resansiatienas
Etdahretlist.
ernersel::ithienl could iboe. and hands
spultiftitteudp rb:hfo
o
can claim is actually a New Yor"Sweethearts of Rhythm" was a
the
for
DunDuncan started singing
ker. Nor for that matter are they, standout aggregation
boasting the Ethel
way style and join the Calloway can now is to get that big break.
in most eases, persons who have
best single trumpet star outside early. As an amateur she enter
entourage.
The kind that was denied her at
moved to the city and grew up of the Louis Satchmo Armstrong ed numerous "talent shows" and
This did not make Ethel a pro- very start of her professional
before reaching stardom.
band. In fact Tiny has been billed the records will show the little
fessional but within a few months career. She has what it takes. The
This is not true of Chicago. as the "Female Louis Armstrong: Chicago girl won her share of /IC
she turned pro and accepted one voice, the stage personality, know
companying prizes.
More than half the top "names"
of several offers to join a local how and attractive appearance
Incidenallly what loomed a mas
appearing in Windy City theatres
combo as featured singer. This when performing are all hers. The
her
Ethel
dull
for
break
Duncan
and cafes on sustaining play bawasn't a traveling band so Ethel's gal is certain to gain the
not materialize and of no fault of
sis are natives of Chicago. And
sin tlighting consisted of appear- place in the sun that has evaded
many of them are as sensational
ances in local theatres and clubs. her before very lung.
as those who travel out of New
York.
Most unusual of the Chicago toppers is a trumpet and bass fiddle
music pair, not always on same
bandstand hut both working most
of the time. This pair would be
none other than Tiny Davis, an old
Sweetheart of Rhythm star and
one of the world's great female
trumpet players. However in reBy AL MONROE
cent years Tiny has been forced
to share the spotlight with anALLYN MACMILLAN who press anxious to be in good shape for
other great horn tooter. In this
agents MOST OF LOUIS SATCH- Playboy Jazz Festival here at
starting Fri,
case her own friend Birdie who
MO's doings out of New York says Chicago Stadium
does as much with the sax as
through the
continuing
and
7
Aug.
the famed trumpet man is very
ETRE DU CAN
Tiny does on trumpet.
9th. — TO QUOTE MACMILLAN'S
Tiny Davis is no stranger to the
quotes of Satchnio: "Man 1 like
nation's onenighter fans. She has
playing for those hometown cats.
traveled with some of the top
They slay me with that loud aplarge bands, male and female. In
plause." — SAM GOLDWYN who
addition she has headed her own
produced the pix "Porgy 'N Bess"
band and at various times sevopening here at McVickers July
1,%MBERT, HENDRICKS and
tunes played by Basle and the
eral Tiny Davis combos.
22 was in Chicago last week for
result is fantastic wherever
Ross, curently on stage at
advance work on the film he prizes
Birdie, while not so well known
Regal, put lyrics to the hit
they appear.
so highly. — THIS IS PART of
along the onenighter trail, is a
the "personal touch" Mr. Goldsensation in Windy City night club
wyn, one of the truly greats in
circles. Had she elected to travel
Hollywood, likes to give to his piclike Tiny, Birdie would be just as
tures.
much a juke box favorite in other
• • •
cities.
SECOND COMPANY OF "A
Ask any movie lover who is
Raisin In The Sun" is due to open
the greatest female trumpet playWhen Ed Sullivan presents high- of artists is one of the world's mos in London today.—EARLE HYer and without hesitation the
lights of Gian Carlo Menotti's ex- distinguished and honored actors, MAN and Juanita Hall occupy the
answer will be Tiny Davis, the
citing "Festival of Two Worlds" Sir John Gielgud, who will pre- current Sidney Poitier and Claudia
Chicago edition of a "Female LouSunday, channel 2, 7:00 p. m. sent selections front his widely McNeil roles that are such hits in
is Armstrong." Fast is Chicago
The Fiestas, Old Town recordLouis Satchmo Armstrong who
version. — ARTHhas given the music world a great
ing stars whose nation-wide popu- was to have upheld the jazz por- acclaimed oneman show, Shakes the Broadway
Lambert, Hendricks and Ross, Jon Hendricks, in addition to beUR LYMAN stars in the PolresTINY DAVIS
mother
daughter
Perand
with
team.
night
over
larity blossomed
team that Chicagoans have been ing a singer, a proficient lyricist,
tion will not be seen and heard in peare's "Ages of Man."
ian Village at Edgewater Beach
their hit record "So Fine" will
raving over at Regal theatre for is an expert drummer and poet.
Although Louis Armstrong waa hotel in /locker titled "Tahitian Reperson. However his combo will
through.
tour
one-night
long
a
begin
past several days and that is He is the son of a Methodist minunable to appear on the program vue." — LYMAN, A HAWAIIAN
appear.
out the South starting at Annaposcheduled to perform on Playboy ister and the ninth of 15 children.
Ed Sullivan, director Robert in person because of illness, hia features a new sound effect that is
.
.
Md.
Frederick,
Prince
and
lis
stint
was with
Jazz Festival at Chicago Stadium Jon's first starring
technical band, made up of Trummy Young sweetsational. — TIMMY ROD.
then down to Portsmouth's, Va.. . Precht and a crew of
Billy Kyle, Danny Barcelona and GERS has blanketed the U. S.
Saturday night is a terrific acci- his mother when they appeared as
S. C... Griffin and Co- experts flew to Italy to capture on
Charleston,
Jon
duet.
tunes
a
the
supAmong
dental hit.
this an- Mort Herbert will be seen and government and that major who
lumbus, Ga. .. . and thru Florida. video tape the features of
Team's surprising "take over" plied lyrics for are "Sermonette."
was fined for beating up the ace
repro- heard.
The Fiestas "So Fine- first hit nual festival of the arts,
has been almost incredible. Five "Four Brothers" and the rock'n
enop- comic in a suit for $100,000, filed
and
creative
concert
newest
Farell,
the
Eileen
senting
Cash•
and
Billboard
in
the charts
years ago Dave Lambert got to- roll hit, "I Want You To Be My
Unit- era singer making her European last week — SARAH VAUGHAN
box when such big sellers as deavors of top artists of the
gether with Jon Hendricks to re- Baby."
Italy. Staged debut in Spoleto. departs from her who has been rocking loop's Blue
ed States and
and
Organ"
"Happy
Cortez'
Baby
of accustomed field to present a jazz Note could have JOINED CAST
cord a record titled "Four Broth- ENGLAND'S GIFT
Wilbert Harrison's "Kansas City" against authentic backgrounds
ers" that boasted lyrics by Jon. Annie Ross, born in Surrey,
prog- rendition of ''Sunny Side of the OF Larry Steele's show in Atlanin the top 20's heading to- the 2,000 - year•old town the
were
was
the
to
England,
brought
States
This was the first mating of taldrama, jazz, Street" with Satchmo's band. This tic: City at a staggering salary had
ward the top. Today, after 21 ram accents music,
by her aunt, and was raised as
scene was taped in Spoleto's col- she been able to accept offer made
ents which was to later develop
weeks, "Happy Organ is in the 80's ballet and the opera.
AngelLos
in
foster-daughter
her
her. — PREVIOUS COMMITinto a fabulous group — Lambert,
orful market place.
array
impressive
Leading the
and "Kansas City" is waivering,
es. She appeared in several Our
MENTS prevented La Vaughan
Hendricks and Ross.
as
strong
remains
but "So Fine"
1942.
front giving serious consideration
• Then came the big break . Dave Gang comedies — and in
in
.
.
ever
15's
top
the
to the offer.
induced Jon to put lyrics to some played one of Judy Garland's
• • •
of the original and standard Basiez younger sisters in the film, "PreMars."
THIS REPORTER plans seeing
instrumentals. Eventually the ex- senting Lily
next month
Larry's show late
periment was tackled. The fellows Five years later, after studying
which means son Michael may
hired a group of singers for their dramatics in New York City, she
New York
nearby
from
over
rush
first attempt at recording t h e left for England where she play, City for same occasion. —BENNY
tunes and the experiment worked ed the lead in the musical comedy,
and this SKOLER, the southside cafe herout satisfactory and profitable for "Burlesque." She teamed later
Althea Gibson, former tennis good, the acting superb
on talking of plans to sponsor a
the boys and Decca Records as with song-writer, Hugh Martin, in
featured caused the trip originally. Again
is
movie
gone
Champion
well.
a night club act, and then worked
he wanted to witness the debut golf tourney, says he might enRUSH NAT COLE HIT 1
screen
on
Horse Soldiers"
In the group was a talented in France with the bands of Berof Althea Gibson who ruled ten- ter the contest himself. —MOVE
A new single record by Nat in "The
State and Lake. And Althea nis so magnificently. Would she OVER Maxie Barbour, Nelson
goodlooker named Annie Ross. An- nard Hilda, Emil Stern and Jack
"King" Cole is being rushed out at
Hollywood
her
in
well
does quite
nie had just finished appearing on Dieval.
be as potent as a movie player as Sykes, and a few of you other inthis week by Capitol.
Broadway in the British Revue. Returning te the U.S., in 1950,
opposition had discovered her to the-high-ninty bracket players. —
Both sides of the disk—"Sweet debut.
"Cranks." She never returned to she studied with Luther HenderMost pleasing thing about Al- be in tennis^ was another query EDDIE FISHER and "Liz" TayBird of Youth" and "Midnight
thatshe we wished answered first hand.
lor are talking of producing a pie•
Broadway stage. She became son. She recorded and created a
.the
Flyer" — are among the strongest thea's performance is fact
—third member of the team.
Much of the credit for Althea's tore with SAMMY DAVIS, Jr.,
ever recorded by "The King." has more or less glorified the maid
sensation in jazz circles with her
from Al- admirable performance as a maid and Earths Kitt appearing in a
The trio are all individual ar"Sweet Bird" is a soft, romantic role she portrays. Gone
"Vocalese" version of "Twisted,"
type must go to the producer and di- scene that will be on the alight
tists with successes behind them. comprising a set of neurotic lyrics
ballad, in marked contrast to the thea' performance is the old
such roles in rector. Such scenes as Althea hold- club kick.—HARRY BELAFONTE
Dave Lambert, born in Boston. ingeniously fitted to a tenor sax
shuffling boogie heat that Nat and antics that featured
Soldiers" Miss ing her own against intruder with- has indicated he'll try and induce
where he played drums and trum- improvisation of an earlier recDave Cavanaugh's music carry on the past. "In Horse
pet in school bands he joined with
Gibson is simply the supporting out the stereotyped ''fear" action Sammy Davis, Jr.. to accompany
Flyer."
"Midnight
Hugh McGuinness Trio where he ord by Wardell Gray.
player who happens do be hired that was the way of things in the him on vacation at a large ranch
Showing, in addition, exceptionwall featured for three seasons.
companion to the star.
past the unbiased association she so as to '- hep" both to the true
GOLDSMITH
ORGAN
ERNIE
a
ballad
as
singer,
talent
she
'Then came stint In the service, al
correspondent went to the enjoys with film's female star are life a cowboy lives. The two ars
This
engagesmash
continues
TRIO
mentioning and corn• to make a western picture yes
After Ms release he became Iden- worked with Lionel Hampton's
ment at Spider Kelly's in Phila- theatre for more than one reason. points worth
know.
tified with Johnny long, Gene band in Europe, and later worked
had heard the picture was plimenting as well,
He
DAVIS
BIRDIE
delphia.
club
circuit.
the Paris night
..,—Brupa and Harry James,

•

Lambert, Hendricks
• And Ross Discover
Gold In Basle Hits

'So Fine' By
The Fiestas
Is Just That

Rush Latest
Nat Cole Hit
'Sweet Bird'

11111

Satchmo's Band
On Ed Sullivan
TV Show Sunday

Althea Gibson Debut
In Films Most Unique
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
Is the first of a series of articles
written by the Rev. Paul E. Turner of Chicago during his tour of
Israel Bond Delegation.)

paths that were trod by Abraham
and Jesus is the most important
event in my whole career.
We boarded a large comfortable
bus with a banner across the front
reading "Chicago Delegation —
State of Israel Bonds." Along the
BY REV. PAUL E. TURNER
way to the hotel we passed thru
( JERUSALEM, Israel — The sun the suburbs of the city of Tel
Mediteralready,
set
into
the
had
Aviv and I was amazed at all
ranean Sea when our plane landed the beautiful new houses and shops.
at Lydda airport in Israel, For I thought of the report that the
several hours before, I and the Queen of Sheba brought back
other members of the Israel Bond to her country after her visit to
Delegation from Chicago, had been King Solomon.
had heard many
staring through the round glass NSt nderous things," she said,
windows straining for a glimpse of "but I tell you that not the
half
the Holy Land. You could almost of it has been told." What I
was
feel the excitement in the cabin seeing with
my own eyes was
and when we finally sighted the much more than everything I had
thousands of lights of Tel Aviv, heard about this wonderful land.
sparkling like diamonds below, we
lifted up our voices and sang And this is the real wonder of it
all. The Jews that built this counsongs of joy and gladness.
try, fought for it. and live in it,
Coming down the stairway from come from 71 different
countries.
the big El Al (Israel's National They all spoke different languages.
Airline) plane, I was taken into They are,
even
today,
a
tiny micustody by the Chief of Police, nority of only two million
in a hosMr. Saltzman. but not for any oth- tile
environment of more than forer purpose than to give me a ty million Arabs.
special welcome and to introduce
me to a pretty young lady from They were oppressed by the Britthe Government Tourist Corpora- ish like Pharaoh oppressed t h e
tion. They both assured me that Children of Israel in Egypt. Yet,
I would be both safe and com- because they are working togethfortable during my stay in t h e er, shoulder to shoulder for a comcountry. I felt at home right mon cause, they won out despite
all the odds.
away.
In the airport restaurant we all It demonstrates something that
sat around a large table and drank I have known and believed in for a
told Israel orange Juice while rep- long time. If you have God on
resentatives of the Israel Govern- your side and if you all work toment and the Bond Office gave us gether. even a minority will find
ark official welcome and told us the strength it needs. It's a wondera little about the plans for our ful experience for me to see what
trip around the country. I can't and courage can accomtell you how excited I was. To plish, in this tiny and poor land,
be in the Land that gave us the where so many times in the past,
Bible and about to walk on the messages of great significance to
same mil and along the uame all mankind have emanated.

THE REV, PAUL E. TURNER (left) Chicago minister on
tour in Israel with the Chi.
cago Israel Bond Delegation,

A fast blow on the cheer may heart suddenly stops for no apparstart a heart beating after it has ran reason — that was treated by
suddenly stopped. an Oregon phy- three strong blows on the left side
sician said this week,
of the chest.
Writing in the current (July 11) The most frequently reported
Journal of the American Medical means of treating cardiac arrest
Association. Dr. John T. Branden- is by opening the chest and mastmrg, Medford, reported a case saging the heart. llowever, this
of cardiac arrest — in which the must be done within four minutes,
• ---- If the brain is without blood for
more than four minutes, irreparable damage will occur.
Dr. Brandenburg's patient was
a 64-year-old man who suffered a
heart attack on the golf course.
Shortly after he arrived at the hos•
pital, he suddenly announced that
he was "passing out.
PHILADELPHIA — A Si00.000 No pulse could be felt and heart
museum near Ahiquiu, New Mex., tones that had been clearly heard
will be dedicated and formally op- a minute before were absent. "A NEW YORK — Isidore Gosian
ened to the public at 130 p. m. diagnosis of death due to cardiac has been elected president of the
Saturday'. Dr. Eugene C ar son arrest was made and thoughts of
Blake, stated clerk of the united immediate thoracotomy were en- newly-formed New York City DePresbyterian Church U. S. A., and tertained," Dr. Brandenburg said. partment of Welfare branch of the
former president of the National However, he remembered that NAACP — the first unit of the
Council of Churches, will deliver other doctors had. advised chest
blows. and be struck three blows Association to be organized with.
the main address.
in a governmental agency.
The museum is located on Ghost with his clenched fist,
Ranch Conference Center, which "Just. after the third blow, to It is the only organization ia
belongs to the Board of Christian my delighted surprise," Dr. Bran. the department open to all em.
Education. The conference center denburg said, "a strong, but very plovees regardless of position,
is on Highway 84, about 55 miles irregular pulse Was felt which soon race, religion, sex, national or).
became regular
northwest of Santa Fe.
status, according
The total period of cardiac or- ein. or military
Ghost Ranch was given to the rest was' less
Allen who served an
than one minute. to Thomas
Board of Christian Education in About 10 seconds after the return general chairman of the organiz1955 by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur N• of his pulse, the patient regained ing committee.
Peck for utilization in the teach- consciousness with the comment.
Rig enterprise of the United Pros- «I must have passed out."
that a chest blow first be tried in
byterian church. It IP exec, prima- The patient Was treated routine- cases of cardiac arrest. If there in
rily as a center for traming leadand recovered uneventfully
not an immediate response. other
r. Brandenburg recommended methods should then be tried.

Presbyterian
Museum To Open

NAACP Branch in

Is shown here with a tourist
hostess from the Government
Tourist Corporation and Chief
of ,Police Saltzman,

TIRED BUT EXCITED was
the reaction of thew members
of the Chicago Israel Bond
Delegation as they arrived at
Lydda Airport in Israel. T h •

cvr

Dear Mme. Chanter I am a girl I don't mind a couple of children
of 19 who has a real problem. for I love them and would be a
My mother and dad insist on good mother and wife and a big
naming the fellows I can go out help to the right man. I am very
with and I don't think it is fair. affectionate and would cherish
Recently they scolded me plenty meeting the right man. Color
about going out with a boy (he's doesn't matter, it's what's inside.
24) whom I did not know was Please don't write if not serious.
married but found out later he Miss E. Ryon, 4806 S. Princeton,
was. However he had been separ- Chicago, Ill.
•••
ated almost a year before we met
and after I told him I knew he Dear Mme, Chanter I would like
had a wife he gave me eVery rea- to become a member of your pen
son to believe he intended doing pal club. I am 29, 5 feet, three
the right thing by getting his di- inches tall, dark complexion,
vorce and marrying me. I have straight nose. My profession is
told my folks all this but they hairdressing and my hobby is crostill fight against my seeing him. cheting and sewing. Beryl FerguWhat do you think I should do? son, 5 Fiddes Road, Kingston 13,
Edna Mae. Popular Bluff, Mo. Jamaica, BWI.
is.
ANSWER: I think you are a bit
Dear Mme. Chaste: I would like
silly about the whole affair. Your
to correspond with a young lady
parents must have felt something
between 18 and 26 years old; race
was wrong with the fellow in the
or color doesn't matter. She must
very beginning. Why else would
be very attractive, weIghing
they have objected to your see- around 130
lbs., and interested in
ing him and still permit you to go music. I am an arranger, comout with others? It is either that poser and ex-band
leader. Please
they had heard something about send photo in
first letter, if possi.
the boy or had justifiable sugni- tile. Rudy Ward, 4831 S. Lake Park
cions. Thus it appears that had ave., Chicago IS, Ill.
you listened to them originally
•••
you would not be in the position
Dear Mme. Chanter I would like
of uncertainty that you now find
to become a member of your pen
yourself in. Any boy who will take
pal club, I am a single man, 27,
you out while still married to an fair complexion, 6
feet, 6 inches
other nerson and not tell you the tall, 198 lbs. Would like very much
facts indicates a questionable sit- to hear from ladies in the USA.
uation serrounds his intentions. I do electrical line work. All letFranky, I advise you to give him tern will be answered and
photos
up. at least for a while and see exchanged. George Anderson 9
how he handles his affairs and Leonard St.. Rollington
Town,
just how he returns to you and Kingston 2, Jamaica, BWT.
with what kind of promise and
• ••
proved intentions that he intends Dear Mme, Chante: I have been
to live a real clean life. I would, a reader of your column for 'sevhowever, bring my patents into erai years, and have decided that
the picture and allow them to help you can help me to find a true
me decide what to do.
friend. I know personally three
•••
couples that your column united.
Dear Mme. Chanter I am ansi- 1 am a single man, 52 years of
ous to hear from male pen pals, age, medium brown complexion,
preferably with high school or col- slender, 5 feet, six inches in height
loge education. I am honest, nice have some college training have
looking, light brownskin. 35 years traveled extensively 34 states, en.
old, with two years college edu- joy clean sports, music, reading,
ration, I don't drink, smoke or fiction, non-fiction. kind and true.
gamble. And I am credited with I am a one woman man. Do not
having a nice personality. Marian drink or gamble. Anxious to meet
Clarke Ferguson. The 'francs
Monroe, 7715 S. Langley, Chicago. a woman interested in marriage, ELLERY WRITE, supply and
officials presented White with mail clerk for American Air.
•
one that would appreciate a true
a got company emblem stud.
lines Chicago district, is shown
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a wit!. kind, devoted husband. Please snRegional Vice Presded ith two diamonds and a
ow of 46 who would like to corres- close photo. Walter Crayton, 508 S. hers with
ruby on his 25th anniversary
idea Stanley G. King (left)
pond with a good respectable Washington, Tuscumbia, Ala.
with the company.
! and district sale manager
man. I don't drink or smoke. I am
a Christian and prefer a Christian man. Love sports and gardening. Have a high school education.
Mrs. Juanita Johnson, 279 Sextus
Rd., Oakland, Calif.
•• •
•
Dear Mme. Chanter I think this
is a wonderful thing you are doEllery White, of 223 E. 50th at,, to Mexico, visiting friends and rel- Ira Parks, are a vital link in the
ing as there are so many people
lonely in this big wide world. I Chicago, supply and mail clerk atives along the way. His friends company's communication setup,
happen to be one of them. This is for American Airlines' Chicago in the industry and in the com and they are responsible for thousnot for foolishness and should not district sales office, was honored pany are legion, and none visits ands of dollars worth of supplies
be taken for granted as some recently on the occasion of his 25th Chicago without checking in with ranging from huge airplane mod.i
els to posters and travel brochures.
him.
seem to think. I am a lady. 43 anniversary with the company.
White and has wire, Sadie, are
years old, tan complexion. 137 lbs., Regional vice president Stan- White is in charge of American's
the parents of two daughters, Cor5 feet, 2 inches tall and have nice ley G. King and district sales man- busy mail and supply centers in
delis White and Mrs. Charles
personality disposition, honest and ager Clarke Ferguson presented the district office in the Prudential Building. He and his assistant, Campbell.
reliable. I would like to meet a the airline veteran with a • gold
gentleman. He must be neat, in- company lapel emblem studded
telligent and want to get ahead. with two diamonds and a ruby.
Fellow workers gave him a gift
of silver coins.
One of the most popular and
best knovrn employes of the airline, White started with the company in Chicago in 1534. He saw
a poster announcing the opening
of new quarters in that year, and
LOS ANGELES — Gov. Edmund ed, "the opponents of FEPC still
since he was interested in aviaG.
Brown told the National News- take the matter to the ballot in
tion and travel, and also in getting with a growing industry, he paper Publishers Association last 1960, I have promised to fight in
applied for a job and was prompt- week that their efforts, "combined its behalf in every part of Caliwith an upsurge of liberal con- fornia."
ly accepted.
In his quarter century with the science," paved the way for ma- Governor Brown pointed out that
airline. White has flown most of jor civil rights legislation in Cali- FEPC was not the only piece of
the airline's routes from coast to fornia this year.
progressive legislation approved
coast, from border to border and "Your newspapers have kept the by the State Legislature. now fully
forefront
issue constantly in the
controlled by Democrats for the
of public consciousness," the Gov- first time in this century.
ernor said in an address before the WANTS INCREASED BENEEITFI
association's 21st annual conven- Ile pointed out that his administion in Biltmore hotel.
tration also increased aid for the
Goveror Brown described as aged, the disabled and the blind,
the "major achievement" of h i s increased maximum unemployfirst six months in Sacramento the ment insurance to $53 a week and _
passage of an "honest, forthright the duration of benefits to 39
DOWNINGTOWN, Pa. — Ap- Fair Employment Practices Com- weeks and provided medical care
for the needy disabled.
.proximately 40 relatives of J. H. mission Act."
N. Waring, Jr.. principal of Down- PRAISES TWO ASSEMBLYMEN
Governor Brown revealed that
ingtown industrial and agricul- He praised Assemblymen Byron as a result of efforts by editors in
tufal school assembled for the an. Rumford of Berkeley, and Augus- California, he is currently looking
nual family reunion on the cam- tus Hawkins of Los Angeles, for into the possibility of discriminaRev. Paul E. Turner, stand.
their part in pushing the FEPC tion in the National Guard and into
pus last weekend.
ing on front row, sixth from
Relatives came from Washing- bill through the State Legislature. the 'real need for minority repreright, remarked, "We were all ton. D. C., Benton Harbor, Mich., "If in the face of all that com- sentatives on examining boards
tired but mighty excited and Philadelphia. Pa., Cleveland, Ohio, mon sense and good will can which determine the fitness of apanxious to begin our tour."
Youngstown, Ohio, and New York. achieve," Governor Brown declar- plicants for State jobs."

Governor Says Papers
Paved Way For FEPC
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groups, regardless of race.
As the Negro flaps and tries his
Never before in the memory of newly discovered political "wings"
SubocrlpHoo est.: One yes,. $9; six moults. $3.50. tIl-yiter epeeist Sebseriptiee at. $10s
living Memphis colored folk has In Memphis there are many obThe Tri-Stoto Dotooslor Doss Hot Take, Responsibility roe onsolkited Mrsouseripts or Photos.
there been so much "politics" talk vious growing pains. Many of the
in the air. Under every vine, fig normal developments of political
tree, and many cotton-stalks con- activitiy take on an importance all
Published Erect thursiloy by Hu TrkStoto Diefiusilor Publishing Co lotoroil as Sostiod
versations are swirling around the out of context due to the factor of
Class Metter at the neseephie Post °thee Morels 20, 11012, Wilk/ AO OS Mandl 3 1170.
subject of politicians, political can- race This supersensitive area of
didates, and political side-taking, race is a sort of fog which covers
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATI AREA
like whirlpools us the Mississippi and permeates virtually every
River.
,crevice of Negro political thought.
And a timid body, who'd rather 'Although some of their keener
not get mixed up in the "conver- spokesmen have repeatedly urged
sations" has to be mighty wary that race be minimized and that
lest he find himself swept under even Negro candidates for office
by the strong undertow of the po- focus their aims and views on
litical current that underlies vir- things to do for the progress of
tually every stream of local Negro the whole community, race is still
interest . . . even among those a pea-soup fog through which it
is difficult to see Even the white
It is incomprehensible that after nearly whether he is in favor of integration or not. who aren't about to vote.
Of course, it's all understand- candidates flounder around in it.
two terms in the White House, Mr. Eisen- He speaks of obedience to the law while in
able. And, it's not merely because Some Negroes are convinced that
hower, a Republican President, has not the same breath he says that racial atti- there are announced Negro can- most of the white electorate is
more concerned with race than
&found it expedient to state his position on tudes cannot be changed through legal in- didates for office. It goes deeper
than that. If one wants to specu- even Negroes. However, that's difwthe Negro question in clear, uncompromis- junctions..
ficult
to see since race seems to
late, he might opine that some of
the interrst may stem from the be the major fact of current Neing and unequivocal terms. He never brings
His latest pronouncement is in keeping
over-all political stirrings of Mein. gro consciouness everywhere.
the matter up in its broad context; he rawith his usual pattern of thought; it adds phians in general. Memphis as a But to pinpoint their contention
ther avoids it. If he speaks at all on the subwhole seems to be bubbling with that it is the white candidates who
nothing of substance to the current debate
the ferment of political interest, are most concerned about race,
ject, it is after some enterprising newsman
on segregation. If anything, it helps to That is evidenced by the number many Negroes point out that one
has prodded him.
sustain the popular belief that the Presi- of local folk willing to get in on of the first qualifications for In
the act ... either as very voluble cal office the great bulk of white
Yet this is the issue which affects the
dent is in sympathy with the Southern supporters of first one candidate aspirants loudly and emphatically
whole stream of American thought. And
announce is that they arc segrepoint of view. To him segregation is moral- and tire other,
Local Negro interest in the po- gationists. Apparently they regard
In a broad historical sense it was in an efly wrong where it interferes with equal op- Mica] happenings may be an outbeing a segregationist as a politicfort to resolve the Negro question that the
portunity for citizens in the economic and growth of the nation-wide surge of al virtue. And perhaps it is a enRepublican party came into being. Lincoln
moat American Negroes toward the litical virtue, even though it may 1.
political fields.
willow-the-wisp of so-called "first be regarded in some quarters as a
was elected to the presidency on the
wicked, immoral sin against huThe implication is clear that separation class citizenship."
strength of his anti-slavery sentiment.
It may be the result of a sudden man nature and human dignity,
of the races is justifiable in schools and awareness of the more or
less Yet, some more philosophical NeBut GOP tradition of positive affirmaother areas of human relations. This ap- unique position of local Negroes groes observe, such is the result of
tion on this yet unresolved racial problem
that
in
Memphis,
in
Negroes
have the irrationality of race prejupraisal of the national scourge has the
seems not to have been transmitted to
historically and traditionally enjoy- dice . . . which after all, is basicpungent smell of a political nostrum. It ad a greater degree of political ally fear. .
fear of what the
Gen. Eisenhower. Even Harry S. Truman,
may win some votes from the Dixiecrate, freedom and opportunity than in other fellow may do if treated with
ad Missourian and a Democrat at that, was
any other of the vast majority of respect, fairplay, and kindness.
but hardly enough to offset the Northern the major population centers of One sore spoint among Negroes
War more outspoken when he was in the
the
Deep and Mid South.
on the racial angle as injected into
liberal vote.
White House than is the General.
Another fact or which may help the current political hassle is the Prehistoric skulls found recently B. C. built schols there and the many parts of Africa and Asia
Unless Mr. Eisenhower alters his views explain the extent of the growing published claim of sveral of the
Much of the difficulty about enforcein Kenya indicate that more than Romans a thousand years later visited Alexandria, and from its
political interest of local colored white candidates . . . in speaking a million of years ago in the Mio- built roads.
port ships sailed to all the then
ment of thb Supreme Court's integration on this important question; unless he con- folk may be the
caliber of the new to white audiences . . . that Ns- cene Age, when animal life and
These invaders, as well as the known world.
order, stems from failure of the President demns all forms of prejudices based on leadership that is rapidly emerg- groes are against them . . . so
the earth's surface were still in a Arabs, intermingled with the Afri- Phoenician
sailors, however,
to provide a firm, constructive leadership race, cast or color in words that cannot be ing and making itself felt. There opposed to their gaining or hold- process of change, man's first de- cans and produced along the Medi. were the first to explore widely
has long been a gradual marshall- ing office until that they will auto- velopments might have come
Republican
naplace
the
African
he
will
the
twisted,
coastlines,
and it was
terranean
a
mixed
population
with
on
utterances
occasional
in the matter. His
ing of forces on the part of many matically vote against them. Many about on the African continent.
the many shades of skin coloring they who founded the city of Carprecarious Memphis Negroes who were din- Negroes want to know who told
that point .tend to undermine the Court's tional ticket in 1960 in a rather
in the caves of seen in Egypt today. In ancient thage on what would now be the
satisfied with the results obtained these office seekers what Negroes Paintings found
in South Africa seem times Egypt became "the cross shore of Tunisia. The Carthaginjudgment. Mr. Eisenhower has yet to say position.
and the methods used by the old thought about them. . . or is this the Bushmen
tans, braving the vast unknown
early
part of the roads of civiliation."
date
from
the
leaders. There is a greater liter- conscience trouble? Some Arkan- to
waters of the Atlantic, ventured
acy in their ranks. They know gas Negroes even voted for Gov- Stone Age. And beautiful bronze The Egyptian kings were very
w
e rich and often owned many slaves down the West Coast of Africa as
CihnrisBtenain
more about more aspects of local ernor Faubus . . . and even after
people some of whom were from the dark far South as Sierre Leone, but
di cboevfeorreed
government, and about their rights, he "took the road to Little Rock." thhealtd long
they did not penetrate inland. The
responsibilities, and opportunities It is to be assumed that every capable of producing lasting art heart of Africa, south of the SaNew York's Gov. Rockefeller has launch- surrender to slavery or atomic blackmail.
hare, and some slaves at one time heart of Equatorial Africa and all
therein. They feel more keenly, white candidate will receive some lived near the River Niger.
to
revise
authoritiee
have
had
Federal
intendwhich
is
the
region of the south remained
ed a program of protection
or at least they are more articu- Negro votes . . . regardless of Before 5,000 B.C. In northeast- were Jews or members of other
unknown to outsiders for centuries
evacuation. In late about, the economic, civic, running. By the same
ed to provide a measure of security and their judgment about mass
token some ern Africa history records that captured groups.
until in 1492 the Portuguese roundthe and other problems associated with white votes are going to he cast there was a great Negroid em- About 3,000 veers before Christ
safety to millions of New iYorkers whose the light of the rapid development of
it became fashionable for wealthy ed the Cape of Good Hope and
the Negro as a segment of the lo- for the Negro candidates. Human pire with a high degree of
evacbecame the first men to circle the
cal populace,
lives might be endangered in the event of Inter-continental ballistic missile, mass
nature is like that and race Is zation. When this empire of the Egyptians to own pygmies, the lit,
continent.
uation ia neither feasible nor expedient. Then, not to be discounted is that unimportant to some people, Sudan divided, one part became tie men from Central Africa who
a nuclear attack.
that basic, constant, and proding It would be pleasant if no more Ethiopia and the other Egypt. almost never grow any taller than Ten years later on his way to
preadequately
emphasis
is
on
the
Thus
pubout
and
worked
It is a survival plan
human urge for change, for re- race were added to the already Long before the Golden Age of four and a half feet. Homer's "II- India, Vasco da Gamba visited the
for an intensive cognition, and for place . . . an foggy political atmosphere here- Greece or the rise of the Roman had" spoke of pygmies, as did Kenya coast. Before the end of
lished with the Governor's endorsement by pared self-help. This calls
Empire, both Ethiopia and Egypt Aristotle and the ancient Roman the Middle Ages, trading had &campaign to instruct the people urge which is common among all abouts. Selaht
s Special Task Force on Protection from educational
had stable systems of government, writer, Pliny. This Indicates that veloped between Africa and Eurprotecting themposssssed standing armies, built from the dawn of written history, ope, with European ships bringing
Radioactive Fallout. This involves a major In the ways and means of
great cities and carved enormous some knowledge of Africa has home gold, olive oil, tropical fruits,
legislative, educational and building pro- selves against radioactive fallout.
nuts, and slaves.
statues from stone,
been recorded.
legislapassage
of
is
the
step
next
M.
developwell
come
a
The first known alphabet is be
gram out of which will
Four - hundred years before By then, realizing more and
to
compulsory
hived
to
have
ill
originated
that would make it
Christ the Grecian warrior, Alex- more the riches to be found in
ed scheme for preservation of civilian life tion
Egypt. Beautiful temples, tall Pee- ander the Great, conquered Egypt. that country, European explorhave thick-walled shelters in residential
in case of war.
amide, and handsome palace' He built there the city of Alexan- era began venturing ever further
office, factory and pubwere built there as far back as dria which became a great center up African rivers. But, limited by
Military experts are unshakable in their dwellings as well as
. . an d Herodotus. the Fa. of Iearning ad
n oftra d e. Its g ht- these ri vets, y mountains, an
Under the New York plan, the It IS not generally known that zer and Boston university where 45008'
opinion that the best protection against a lie buildings.
ther of History, recorded t h e house on the Island of Pharos was jungles, and fearful of the natives,
;150 Dr. Martin Luther King, as a child, he received his Ph. D.
little
as
as
cost
would
shelters
home
power
of
our
deterrent
splendor of the Pharoahs. Eventu- one of the Seven Wonders of the they did not dare until much later
nuclear war is the
was so non-violent that he would The book also gives the backally into Egypt came European Ancient World and its library. lat. attempt expeditions overland. But
made possible through low- never fight
except in defense of ground of Dr. King's wife, Coretta,
own and our allies' military and moral arm- and would be
peoples from across the Medi- Cr destroyed by Julius Caesar, when they did. with them came
his sister or brother. These and who was born in a black belt counand tax exemptions.
terranean and others from Asia. contained 700,000 books inscribed trouble of a sort hat Is far from
ament. This is based upon the assumption cost loans
ether
hitherto
little
known
facts
ty
the
near
the
little
town
of
Marion, The Greeks in the 4th Century on rolls of papyrus. Students from ended now.
A "special survival kit" is one of
that the aggressor would not escape mashave been revealed in the hook, Ala., but went on to integrated
features of the Governor's project. "Crusader Without Violence," by schools at Antioch college and the
sive retaliation; and that such a warning major
New England Conservatory of
to be developed by the state and L. D. Reddick.
would be sufficient to check him in his wild The kit is
.. This full-length biography of Dr. Music.
reduced cost containing enough King, begins with his grandparat
gold
late.
too
is
it
before
intent
The biography also gives the inwater, first aid and other necessary ents, one of whom was a hard' side story of the famous MontgomBut there is no certainty that in a mo- food,
drinking, fighting, half-lrish share- ery Bus Boycott of 1953, describstricken
last two weeks, while a
cropper in Stockbridge, Ga, Dr. ing for the first time those who
ment of madness the enemy would net items to
King's ether grandfather was a hindered as well as helped the
freeing itself from fallout.
throw all cautions to the wind. The decision area is
college-bred minister who founded movement.
The New York plan appears to be sound
inviEbenezer Baptist church in Atlan- Then it moves on to the mass
to launch a surprise attack may be an
by
followed
be
to
reasonable enough
ta.
Pilgrimage to Washington of 1957
tation to suicide. In the meanwhile the ci- and
other states in the Union. We don't know Young King himself was born For the picture "Crusader With- LAGOS, Nigeria — The contest seemed to be about as keen a I had the driver slow down so
vilian population should be protected affair*
on Auburn ave., one of America's out Violence," gives of other Neespec- what city or geographical point would be a famous Negro streets. He was not gro leaders, such as
Mos- student of the world situation as thst I could observe the Scene and
ich an eventuality; against panic,
NAACP Roy between Christianity and the
have
it turned out that I was the only
doesn't
the
it
most 4toutstanding student at Wilkins and A. Philip Randolph of lem religion for the souls of men one could find.
attack,
initial
the
the target for
to
fatal
be
to
prove
may
which
It is the great ambition of every
ally,
Washington, Morehouse) college, but achieved the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car is nowhere better illustrated than true Moslem to make a pilgrimage one looking at him. I learned later
be
could
It
York.
New
be
the
to
resist
highest scholarship honors at Cro- Porters and of the Negro press here in Lagos, the federal capital
that it is rare to find • naked '
nation's morale and the will to
to Mecca, his holy land. The Ni- African in or near the big cities,
Detroit, Chicago or Los Angeles, or all
of the Federation of Nigeria.
enemy.
W W
II
•
•W
gerians who make the pilgrimage and the police usually get them
IR
/MEOW
WW
M
For decades the struggle be- are entitled to use the title Alhathetse centers at the same time. We should
A survival plan would serve two purtween the two religions has been ji before their names afterwards. out of the way when they do show
for preparations that may
long
wait
net
radioactive
from
masses
going on in almost all sections of Thus you meet many important up.
poses: protect the
millions of lives. Tomorrow may be
black Africa, especially here in people here who have Alhaji as Anyway, the Moslems spent the
fallout, and warn the enemy that we are Save
West Africa. Many observers are their first name, indicating that morning in prayer all over t h •
late.
than
too
rather
country and shortly before noon
prepared to face nuclear war
convinced that the Moslems have
they have made the great journey. they returned home for one more
been winning the contest.
Last week the Moslems for two big ceremony. That involved the
Of the three regions that com- days celebrated the festival of
prise Nigeria, the largest and "ID-UL-KABIR" which marks the killing of a ram. I had noticed for
most poisonous, over 17 million peo- end of the Moslem year. The cele- several days that rams were comple, is the Northern region. There bration began with thousands of ing into Lagos from the country
Dear Editor'
are Moslems going out early in the and running all over some street'.
the followers of Islam
Members of the Beard of Directsupreme. Not only see the Mos- morning to special "p r y in g The two-day Moslem festivel of
Dear Editor: This letter is in ors of the Jessie Mehen Center, Deer Editor: Why is it tbet_Ne
lems or Muslims, (either is cor- grounds" in and around the capi- the New Year was a public holianswer to • letter published to Inc., 929 Delmer, teke this oppor- gro %Yemen hate te see Neer, men
rect), in control of the spiritual tal .Everyone greeted you with the day in the federal capital and all
these
your May 29 hum concerning the tunity to thenk you for your maul. with white women? Yet
life of the people, but they run equivalent of our Happy N
w the government and business WOconditions existing betwee• Seth, bution to the Center's "Tots Thru same female members of our
the regional government from top Year in the words, "BARKA DA es closed down. Most of the
allright
well
think
it's
norrectly
Show"
which
Streets.
Feshion
race
Teens
Halsted
57th and
schools observed the holiday. Soyto bottom.
SALLAH."
Bruce hell os the j,. for a white man to he with a NeThe person who wrote the let- slued is
Nigeria is a big country and it Driving into Lagos from home, oral Christian schools, however,
campus.
college
ttitude
kind
of
Moyne
woman.
This
gro
that
we
known
Aker should have
is a long way from Karduna. the I saw thousands or colorfully kept open and this provided a
The show was a big success, is typical of the South where
Iprave a full pledged civic organisa- thanks
capital of the North, to Lagos, dressed men, women, and chil- source of trouble.
help. Approximate- white men have their way with
your
te
by
bounded
community
in
a
tion
here on the Atlantic Ocean. In the dren walking along both sides of There are about 50,000 Moslems
was raised. This money our women and nobody is unhappy
the south and north sides of Gar- ly 1400
latter area the Christians have the road to a big "p r a yl ng among the 300,000 citizens Of Lawill be used to continue the pro- about that kind ef relationships.
field Boulevard, 59th Street to the
done sone of their best mission- ground" in the suburbs. Many of gos and the Christian majority.
of the Center.
Negroes who are up North
east side of Stewart over to Wel- gram
them carried the little straw mats some sections of it, are not happy
ary work.
Agate, we say thanks for your Should drop their Seuthern folklace, where we boast of • complete
wonderful cooperation.
Nevertheless, many of the lead- on which they kneel. The robes over the universal observance by
ways and blend themselves with
staff of officers. Also we get out
yours,
Sincetely
ers in the Lagos area are Mos- which the men wear and the wrap- the government of the Mosle in
the vide landscape and accept
a letter four times • YOU snd
Robert N. Retcliffe, civilized traditions. What's sauce
lems and some of them are in around, sarong-type skirts that holidays. The Federal government.
ea*
area
gets
this
In
home
every
Memphis, Secrets*"
high positions in the regional gov. come down to the ankles, which however, out of respect for the
for the goose is Bailee for the
every third Friday. Eech month
ernments of the West and t h * the women wear represent some Moslems, who are so powerful in
gander I know that some folk
at the South west corner of Ger.
of the most colorful and expensive the Northern region, decrees pubEast.
from down home are going to
field we meet at Hoamen's
cloth that it is posidble to buy. lic holidays for their religious holisights
One
of
the
strangest
era at ft:00 p. m. W- have ways Deer Editor: Some adults cow raise the devil about this letter,
greeting me when I first arrived On this same day I saw for the days.
and means in dealing with ell plain that if parents would make but teem do it and vapour their
was the young Moslem men kneel- first time a buck naked African. The contest between Christiansituations if we can get the ap- their children get out of the house Ignorance.
ing down on little mats in the How he got mixed up in the ity and Islam may get worse in
and do a little hard work. as they
proval of the people.
Sam GoldWater
street, in the office, and in the crowds, I don't know. He must the years ahead and then again
there
would
he
Tulsa
originally
their
day,
from
I aris business manager of the did In
mosques saying their prayers in have been at least twenty years these sticky problems may iron
organization and for the paid 11 more progress and less juvenile
the day. Facing the East, the city old and or average heigM. My themselves out. Nevertheless, the
is
these
It
saMe
Yet
delinquency.
under.
of Mecca, theee devout Moslems first glimpse of him was from the Christian missionaries will have to
months we have had in
kneel and bow as if they were rear, and I could not believe my find some new ways to counter
standing. Sod a system worked out people who turn away teen•agere
Except
ROSTON — (UPI)
kissing the earth at intervals dur- eyes. Soon I realized that here the attraction of Islam which perwith the cafeteria at the Engle. who *re willing to work during
ing the prayer. When it Is over was the first naked African I had mits, among other things, a man
wood Station to deal with all situ- the eummer and later schoel once for an 11-year neriod. Boston
to have four wives. How a Mosthey get up, fold their mats, and seen.
tions it we know about them, so hours, with the excuse that they has had a Dr. Warren practicing
The mord astonishing thing lem can handle four, in addition
gO on about their business.
ease publish this letter end tell want Iorneone perrneneet. Why medicine flee' MS At that
they
t I.
whit
Many of them are highly edu- about the sight, however. was the to the expenses, is one
qme the physidan WU Or. Joseph
he people to cooperit• and quit don't !dulls practice
"How Did I Know She's Your Wife . . . She s In The cated.
retch'
Warren. revolutionary 1,s4er who
I remember discussing in- utter indifference of the crowds, great mysteries of this part of the
crying.
Gloria Pick
ternational affairs with one who so well dressed, to his presence. world.
tell It the !little of Bunker Hill. Driver's Seat Ain't She?"
A. A. Taylor
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SCENES SIMILAR to the one above will be an important part of the
making on major educational issues. The photo shows debate
highlights
12th National Student Congress scheduled for August 24 to September of a
previous Congress. Attendance at the August 21 congress is expect3 at the University of Illinois at Champaign. Sponsored by the U.S. Na- ed to
exceed 1,200 student delegates, alternates and observers. They will
tional Student Association, the Congress will highlight student policy.
represent the 1,300,000 atudents enrolled in the member colleges.

A GROUP OF ENLISTED
MEN with the 178th Infantry,
First Battle Group, Illinois National Guard, currently on a

Charges Supreme Court Upholds Reds

two-week training
tour
at
Camp McCoy, Win, bold a
wow"
on unit paper
"pow
work. Shown from left to right
are SFC Warren L. Brown,

D. Maley jr., I
Fred
SFC
Specialist 2-c Cotrell J. Bro.
there, M-Sgt. Earl Booth and
Pvt. David spencer Jr.

Reject Ghana Plea To Stop A-Tests

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Sam J. Ervin, jr., (D-N.fl.)
charged Sunday night that recent Supreme Court decesions have
"practically made it impossible' to convict any man who advocates
the overthrow of the government by force or violence."
But Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.) sharply disputed Ervin's
arguments because the court "sustained the convictions in the
Eugene Dennis case and the 11 Communists in New York and in
a dozen other cases."
Also, Javits said, the court only recently upheld a New Hampshire conviction against a man "for refusing to answer a question
on Communism."

PARIS — (UPI) — France Monday rejected Ghana's demand
that she abandon her plan to conduct nuclear weapons tests in
the Sahara Desert.
Authorized sources replied that Sahara is French territory and
also questioned Ghana's right to speak for the other African states.

W. German Treasurer To Visit U. S.
BONN, Germany — (UPI) — West German Treasury Minister
Hermann Lindrath was to leave here Tuesday for a two week
visit to the United States.
The trip was being made at the invitation of the U. S. State
Department and will include meetings with industrial and trade
union leaders.

Urges'More Acceptance! For E. Berlin
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Former New York Gov. Averell Harriman said Sunday that the West might be able to settle the Berlin
crisis by giving "more acceptance" to the East Berlin regime.
He said Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev wanted the free world
to give the Communist East Berlin Government more recognition
and, if this were done. Khrushchey might give ground on Berlin.
The former Democratic governor added that by "more acceptance" he did not mean recognition of East Germany in the diplomatic sense.

No Agreement In Steel Negotiations

Noted Caricaturist Dies In Germany

KAMLOOPS, B. C. — (UPI) — An Anglican minister flew in a
sea plane to a remote fishing camp in the British Columbian interior Sunday to officiate at church service for vacationing Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Philip,
The Rev. Canon J. C. Jolley of St. Paul's Cathedral in Kamloops
was flown to remote Pennask Lake, where the royal couple arrived
Saturday after a similar ten minute flight from this mountain town.

BERLIN — Caricaturist and painter George Grosz, 65, died
here Monday.
The artist. a United States citizen, had returned to the city
of his birth three Weeks ago after having lived in America for
more than 2.5 years.

RING HILL. All- American
quarterback from Rice, a n d
t h e Chicago Cardinals bonus
choice last year, is shown on
XP duly during his two weeks
active duty with the 147th

Fighter Group of the Texas
National Guard in Houston,
Texas. King is getting in shape
to report to the Cardinals
training camp at Lake Forest.
(PI Telephoto)

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Honduras has crushed a brief, violent
-evolt ba Whieh am'ao * petters died, reports reaching the State
')epartment said Monday.
The U.S. Embassy at Tegacigalpa, the capital, said no Ameriaans were injured and no U.S. property was damaged in the upAsing Sunday. It said up to 100 casualties has been reported.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Russia's First Deputy Premier Frol
The revolt was reported to have been led by Col. Armando
Kozlov left for home Monday with a parting wish of "peace and
R.
Yalasquez, former head of the Honduran armed forces. It was pet
friendship" for the United States but still convinced, he said, that
lown by the nation's Army.
President Eisenhower's grandchildren will use to see a Communist America.
In a busy last day in the United States, Kozlov visited the EmSAN DIEGO, Calif. — (UPI) — Plump, plain Wanda Brogdon, 33, pire State Building, the United Nations and a subway, held a press
and her lover, Kenneth Archie Merriam, 36, go on trial Monday on conference and paid a one-hour "courtesy call" on former New
"barges of strangling her two small sons because they were a York Governor and U.S. Ambassador to Moscow Averell Harriman.
"bother."
The bodies of 5-year-old Virgil, it., and 3-year-old David were
'itmo ale
in the back seat of the couple's car, parked at the
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — (CPI) — A border policeman w h a
Spring Valley, Calif., home of Merriam's sister, Mrs. Margaret thought two Canadian youths looked too young to cross into Mexico
3chmitter.
Sunday stumbled on to a suitcase filled with $71,529 that was stolen
The couple, described by psychiatrists as persons of border- from an Ottawa bank.
line intelligence, were indicted by the grand jury and found sane
Detectives said the youths. Gerald Le Clere and Richard Beau'day 26 after a four-day civil sanity hearing.
dreau, both 19, of Ottawa, signed confessions and readily told officers how they plotted for two weeks before they took the money
"The bank officials trust their employes too much," said BeauBONN. Germany — (UPI) — West German authorities will con- dreau, a teller at the bank. "ft is too easy. We should tell them how
luct an official investigation into the alleged near-collision between we did it and how we planned it
U.S. Air Force jet-interceptor and a British European Airways
'ransport on July 2, it was announced Sunday.
The SEA plane was carrying West German President-elect HeinSPRINGFIELD—(UPI)—A Senate filibuster erupted in the Senate
-ich Luebke back to Bonn from the presidential elections in West late Tuesday night, after a bill which would have provided $4,000,e
lerlin July 1. The British pilot alleged the transport was "buzzed'' 000,000 to the Chicago Transit Authority for the payment of pupil
ay an American fighter plane just before landing here.
transportation costs appeared headed for defeat.
Sen. William Connors (D-Chicago) called the filibuster immediately after minority whip Donald O'Brien (D-Chicago) moved to postHAVANA — (UPI) — American ex-convict Herman Frederick pone consideration of the Democratic-backed bill.
Marks, Fidel Castro's chief executioner of "war criminals," has
'wen "kicked upstairs," it was learned Sunday.
A military spokesman said Marks. 37, of Waukesha, Wis., was
VERNON. B. C. — (UPI) — Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Phil'ransferred from Cabana fortress to Army headquarters at Yagua- ip headed Saturday for a three-day rest at an exclusive lakeside
jai, a small village in Eastern Cuba.
camp in the western Canadian bushland.
Marks, who holds the rank of captain in Castro's
The pause will mark the first vacation for the royal couple
revolutionary
army, had been in charge of a battalion of troops at
the fortress. since they started their 15,000-Canadian tour June 18. ,
He also commanded the firing squad that executed
They rode through the Canadian Rockies by train and auto,
59 prisoners at
Cabana.
taking movies and "rubber necking" like any other tourists.
Marks, who came to Cuba in 1957, is one of several
Americans
who jeopardized their citizenship by joining the
rebellion. "I don't
care what they do with my American citizenship,"
DUBLIN — (UPI) — Playwright Brendan Behan returned to his
Marks said. "I
am a Cuban now.?
native Ireland from a fantastic bender in London Saturday and
admitted he was "very ill."
—But in almost the same breath, he rejected his wife Beatrice's
tearful pleas that he see a doctor.
"With these doctors it's your money or your life and I intend
to hold onto both," he said. He indicated he planned to keep on drinking.

Predicts U. S. Will Be Communist

Couple Goes On Trial For Child Slaying

Border Police Nab Boys, Money

?lane Incident To Be Investigated

Pupil Bus Bill Appears Lost

J. S. Ex-Con Upped In Castro Regime

Queen Elizabeth, Husband Rest

III Playwright Refuses Doctor

Renews Attack On Air Force

M R S. RUBY SHELDON
(right) is reunited with her
daughter,
Mildred
in Los
Angeles. She had not seen the
girl since she was taken away
30 years ago by a baby sitter
in Kansas City, Kansas. Mildred, now Mrs. Sam DeBonis,

began a check six months ago
when she found that the woman she had been calling mother
all these years was not her
mother. A long search of restords and locations finally led
her to the right mother. UPI
Telephoto

U. S. Soldier In E. Germany
BERLIN — (UPI) — U. S. Army Cpl. Ernie F. Fletcher, Coyington, Ky., has defected to East Germany and asked for political
asylum there, the Communist ADN. news service said Saturday.
A U.S. Army spokesman in Berlin confirmed Fletcher was in
Communist hands. He said the Soviets have not answered an American request made July 4 that Fletcher be made available for an
interview.

Right Name But Wrong 'Castle'

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, Dominican Republic — (UPI) -7. The
Dominican government tightened secairity measures Tuesday against
the possibility of a terrorist campaian or an armed invasion-aimed
at over-throwing the Trujillo regime.
This capital was filled with rumors of an invasion launched
from Cuba through Haiti, of abandoned invasion boats being sighted
on beaches, and of arrests of underground agents.

Nigerian Wives Kill Witchdoctor
KAMPALA, Northern Nigeria — (UPI) — The six wives of a 40
Karamajong cattle herder were jailed here after ganging up on
a local witchdoctor and beating him to death because he failed in
efforts to restore their husband's virility.

Gen. Hershey Hits 'Soft Living'
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind — (UPI) — IA. Gen, Lewis B. Hershey,
I. S. Selective Service director, said Saturday he deplored soft living and apathy toward preparedness.
"We're between survival and luxury," he told newsmen, "and
we'd all better look toward extinction if we don't decrease our standard of living and cost of military hardware "

Cuban Prisoner Escapes From Cell

a,

HAVANA — (UPI) — The alleged ringleader of a vast military
plot to overthrow Fidel Castro's eovernment tricked secret police
Saturday and escaped from a cell in Havana
Juan Walfrido Despaigne Moro 24, a former soldier in the army
of ousted dictator Fulgencio
vanished in crowded Havana
and an intensive manhunt was iinaerway
Despaigne was seized as head ,1 the anti-Castro "Western antirevolutionary organization" in douhlown Havana Friday.

•

Soviets Predict New Space Feats

LONDON — (UPI) — Soviet scientists Tuesday hailed the rocket flight of two dogs and a rabbit as proof that man will soon be
LONDON—(UPI)—Pub keeper Alan Carl is having his usual tourist' flying through space.
One said that day will "not be far off."
season troubles—a host of inquiring telephone calls.
Western scientists saw it as proof the Russians are working
Carl's pub is called, and listed in the telephone book as, Windsor desperately to
beat the United States into space and said there
Castle.
was a chance the Russians might succeed this year.

Navy Balloon Photographs Sun

Noted Latin American Writer Dies

MINNEAPOLIS — (UPI) — The Navy successfully floated a huge
plastic balloon 80,000 feet into the air Saturday to take space—age
telescopic pictures of the sun.
The balloon stayed aloft for seven hours, then dropped its delicate payload gently to earth on a New Richland, Minn., farm.
A Navy official described the flight as "successful." The official
said the telescope suffered "practically no damage."

MEXICO CITY—One of Mexico's leading writers, Jose Vasconcelos, 77, died here Tuesday night. He was a noted philosopher and
educator.

Thanks Ike, Nixon For U. S. Tour

Hand Grenade Kills 4 Children
TARANTO, Italy—(UPI)—Four children were killed and four were
wounded near here Tuesday when a hand grenade exploded in their
midst.
Officials said the children had come across the grenade—apparently of World War 11 vintage—while playing in a field.
It went off as the youngsters attempted to take it apart.
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MOSCOW — (UPI) — Soviet First Deputy Premier Frol Kozlov
returned from his American tour Monday night and expressed gratitude to President Eisenhower and Vice President Richard M. Nixon
for "the opportunity to become acquainted with your great counNEWARK, N. J.—(UPI)—Authorities Tuesday said a coffee break
try."
saved the lives of 15 men.
Kozlov was greeted by his wife and Soviet officials on his reThe men had just left an old warf at Port Newark Tuesday
when
turn here.
a 85-ton pile driver came crashing down.
Two of the workers were injured as they scrambled to
escape
the pile driver. It crashed through the wart into
the water.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The 21 American republics agreed
unanimously Monday to hold a special foreign ministers meeting to
consider the Caribbean crisis and other problems threatening hemSAVANNAH, Ga.—(UPD—Another victim of a fiery railroad tank
car explosion died Tuesday night to bring the
ispheric peace.
death toll to 20. At
The special meeting was voted by the Council of the Organiza- least two others were not expected to live.
tion of American States OAS. It is likely to be held in August in
James R. Smith, 26, of Savannah died of burns
in St. Joseph
Santiago, Chile.
hospital here. His young wife, Margie, was in
critical
Their two sons, Tim, 4, and Wayne, 3, were killed condition.
instantly when
14 cars of a mile-long freight train
plunged from a trestle Sunday
afternoon
into
a
crowd
of
swimmers and picnickers at a riverside
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) — Two Pulitzer prize-winning hisrecreation spot at Meldrim, Ga.
torians said Monday the nation's hopes rest on its eggheads.
Arthur Schelsinger of Harvard University and James Phinney
Baxter, president of Williams College, placed the future of the nation and business on the shoulders of the intellectuals.
The nation cannot continue to be a "lynch - mob against ideas
and intellectuals" because the 1960's "promise to be one of the great
creative decades in our history," Schlesinger said.

Coffee Break Saves Lives 01 15

••

Americas To Meet On Caribbean

Another Railroad Crash Victim Dies

Says 'Eggheads' Nation's Hope

Macmillan Invited To Japan

were accidently wounded when
gun of one of them discharged.
Shooting occurred when the
policemen were taking a warn
an Cannela Cayiglione, 21. to
station house on diaorderly
conduct charge. UPI Telephoto

•

Dominican Republic Tightens Security

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. Henry S. Reuss D-Wis.) complained Saturday that the Air Force has still not given him a formal
LONDON — (UPI) — Visiting Japanese Prime Minister Nobuanswer on the spending of tax dollars for such "frill items" as squash
suke Kishi has invited British Prime Minister Ilarold Macmillan to
courts at a proposed Wisconsin air base.
Reuss has been a persistent critic of the Air Force's plans for visit Japan, the London Daily Mail reported today.
"Details of the visit will be worked out later' the Mail said.
Bong Field in Racine County.
Japanese delegation sources had no immediate comment on the
The congressman has attacked proposals for such items as an
indoor swimming pool, squash courts, turkish baths, massage rooms report.
and hi-fi shops at the base.

HANDS CLASPED, Sugar Ray
Robinson (left) holder of the
disputed middleweight boxing
crown. addresses crowd In
front of rfarlem Pollee station.
He Med to calm crowd Hint
gathered after we policemen
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NEW YORK — (UPI) — Neither union nor company bargaining
teams showed signs of relenting Tuesday in negotiations aimed at
strike next Viesday midnight.
Stepped-up negotiations were resumed Monday when four-maa
bargaining teams representing the United Steelworkers of America
and the nation's 12 largest steel companies conducted morning and
afternoon sessions. No progress was reported.

Flies To Officiate For Queen, Prince

Honduras Forces Crash Violent Revolt

T

••

E. German Issue Deadlocks Meet

GENEVA — (UPI) — Soviet demands to scat Communist East
Germany at secret sessions ce the Big Four foreign ministers
brought the East-West conference to a complete standstill Tuesday.
The Western reaction was summed up by Secretary of State
Christian A. Herter who told his staff: "I won't have the East
Germans in my house."
• The foreign minister.. had expected to meet Tile...day at Herter's
villa but as result of the new Soviet filibuster no fermal East-West
session was scheduled until Wednesday

De Gaulle Orders 5,000 Released
ALGIERS — (UPI) — President Charles de f; ill, ordered the
release (if 5.000 rebel suspects from interment can ,R Monday night
Ian the eve of Bastille Day celebrations
It was the single biggest act of clemency h5 1e Gaulle since
Jan 13 when he commuted death sentence for I bets. eased the
conditions of jailed rebel leaders and net 7,000 captc,ea free.

III ‘Itq DOWN. Mrs Wanda
Brogden, 33, and her lover.
Kenneth A. Marriam, 3. Job
less house painter from Rockford. III., go iAl San Diego,
Calif., court for a trial on

charges of strangling her (we
small sons because they weril
a 'bother." The couple
lo
escorted by Jail Matron Rai
Warriner and Deputy William
Straub. UPI Telephoto
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Marshall's Talk Highlights Fisk Race Meet
Blames Communities
For Integration Lag
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Expressions
THOUGHTFUL
crease the faces of participants
in the 16th annual Institute of
Race Relations as they ponder

7.. State
I
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critical problems during one
of the clinical sessions. The institute — sponsored by the
ktace Relations Department of

the American Missionary Association of the Board ot dome
Missions of the Congregational
Christian Churches and by

Fisk university — opened on
June 29 and closed July
It met on the Fisk campus.
Experts in many phases of

race relations spoke to the
delegates mho journeyed to the
Nashville institution from all
parts of the nation,
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LUNCH BREAK finds this
quartet of female delegates in
animated conversation while
enjoying meal in Fisk university's new air conditioned dining hall. Sessions were held in
Park-Johnson hall and includ-

working
d there

Vascontier and

i CHECKING ROOKS on display
I at tfie institute, three participants go over a recent solume
; on the race question. Lett to
right are Patrick Malin, Mrs.
, Jane Leedsof Miami, and Roger Mitton of Haiti. The book
display at the Race Relations
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Thurgood wally correct, but they have not v abed. "vvinimunication is not a
Marshall stressed "the distinct lag accepted segregation as .norally patent remedy for original sin,"
he stated
between court decisions and im- wrong."
plementation at the coininunity It is because of this many good An understanding of the differ'
level" as he spoke to the Fisk people have attempted to duck elit levels. languages and direcRace Relations institute last and dodge integration through le- t ions of communication, within as
gal maneuvers. "We have to make lkell as between the races, can
week.
Marshall, chief legal counsel of it a real moral issue and get over I wilt intergroup workers, however.
the the NAACP Legal Defense this idea that it can be evaded She suggested that Institute
through legal manipulations." Mar- nembers asked such questions as:
and Education fund, opened h
Vito was the actual sender of
speech with a statement t hat shall emphasized.
he message? What was the Sc.
"each year it becomes more im- MASTER PLAN
portant that more work be done Marshall noted there had never oat message Who was the in
at the community level to put into been any "toaster plan" of grand crated receiver? What pattern or
effect legal decisions."
strategy in the NAACP. Legal patterns of sending were attempt"In many areas of the South you assistance is given to individuals ed? Are we sure receiver did
have a sincere belief that Negroes who are parties to suits and want not get the message and underdo not want integration," Mr. Mar- the NAACP attorneys to represent stand it?
"A receiver might plainly hear
shall said. "They point to the one them.
or the two Negroes who demand "Once the case is in our lawyers' and understand the message . . .
integration and say that the rest hands, we leave it up to the plain- and not give what the sender
of the Negroes are happy and tiffs and the lawyers what is to be wants," she noted,
satified.
done. We never act against the ‘'IRGINIA SITUATION
"I know of no place in the South wishes of the parties who bring
With the exception of Prince
where Negroes do not want inte- the suit." Marshall said, in ans. Edward county, conununities ungration," Marshall continued, "but w er to questions as to how NAACP der court order in Virginia will
there is a difference between handles legal aid.
probably go ahead with desegregawanting it and openly demanding
Mai•shall also distinguished he- tion next year, Paul Rilling, exit and filing a suit and taking a tween the NAACP and the NAACP ecutive secretary of the Virginia
stand to get it
Legal Defense and Education Council on Human Relations, told
Fund, a separately incorporated the institute.
WHY THE LAG?
The lag in the demand for inte. body. The Legal Defense and Edu- "Virginia demonstrates the vital
gration is due to the impact of cation fund, works only as a legal significance of leadership," he
prpoaganda against the NAACP, aid society, defending persons in- noted. "Had state and local lead.
state governmental pressures so solved in desegregation cases, vol. ership pointed in the proper directhe NAACP and its members in ing cases, or other cases involving tion at a different time, such of
this year's complications would
states such as Alabama, Arkansas, discrimination.
Louisiana and Florida, and other The NAACP proper engages in have been avoided."
harassments and intimidations di. a broad range of activities, includ• RAPS LABOR
rected against those who speak out ing legislation, education and le- Herbert Hill, labor secretary of
gal work. Contributions to the Le- the NAACP,
for integration,
sharply criticized la"Decisions in the courts in the gal Defense and Education Fund bor unions for discriminating
last year have been forward de. only are tax deductable.
against Negro workers in a semi.
Marshall noted Negroes are los- nor address at
cisions." Marshall stated.
the institute.
ing the battle of public opinion cur
He noted'
"In many industries in basic
rently.
"There is too much sym- sectors of the American
(1) The uniform recognition by
economy
the courts of the requirement to Bath,/ for the quote, 'Southern the racial
practices of the trade
problem.' end quote." he said union certified as
Integrate;
the collective
12) Further clarification of the "Why should people who have to bargaining agent is the decisive
1954 Supreme Court decision in the obey the law get so much sympa factor in determining t h e
status
recent Little Rock ruling where th y?"
of Negro workers," Hill stated.
Southern efforts to "convert' "All
the Court said every school board
too often there is a signifihas a positive duty to set up a the North through paid advertise - cant disparity between the declarments and hulk mailing and the ed public policy
plan for integration; and
of the national
(3) Further establishment of the continual flow of attacks in the AFL-CIO and the day - to day
principle that once integration is slick paper magazines is heginnina reality as experienced by Negro
to take its loll, according to Mar
started it cannot he halted,
wage earners in the North as well
"Token integration in worse than shall'
as in the South."
no integration," Marshall said, ON COMMUNICATIONS
Hill emphasized the fact that
"because it lulls the Negroes into In another session, Miss Mar• discrimination practiced by trade
complacency
hegin andthe
to
there garet McCulloch, Memphis sociol• unions is not an exclusively South.
good white
people
ogist, discused "CommuniratioTI ern problem, but exists throughout
think
it
in integration,"
between Negro and White Leader• the country,
GOOD FAITH
shin and the Negro and White
' On the slime subject, Marshall Communities."
said, "where constitutional rights "For some years pant I have
are involved, there is no such thing heard on every hand increasingly
as a little compliance. The Su. among persons interested in Nepreme Court said 'good faith com• grinwhile relations, such exprespliance and that mean. Integra- sion as 'communication has broken
tion, not 'a little integration.' '' down,' communication is at an
"The Supreme Court has said all-time low,' or 'we must reestabover and over civil rights and fish communications'," Miss Mc'
Members of the Burning Bush
constitutional rights are present Culloch stated. "Rut such exclam•
Baptist church, 213 N. Dunlap at.,
and personal," Marshall stated, ations are little more than emo- will
celebrate the 30th anniversary
"There is no such thing as my be. tional moans."
of the pastor, Rev. John W. Powing satisfied by a meal I watch "It is my belief that hidden in ell, from July 13th through 20th at
these vague moanings is not one the church.
you eat."
Marshall criticized token plans problem, but • whole nest of prob. Mrs. Cora Jordan is the secreand the 12-year plans for Integra- lems and that we need some in- tary of the church.
tion as unsound from a legal, con- tellectual device to sort o u t The public is invited to attend.
situtional, moral and sociological these problems and define them
separately," she continued.
standpoint,
More than 440 million plastic
"The good people of the North NO SOLUTION
bottles and tubes were manufactur.
and the South have never be- Perfect communication is not a ed in the U. S. in 1958, an inlieved segregation was morally solution to the race problem, Miss crease of little more than eight
wrong," he insisted. "They have McCulloch pointed out, because per cent over 1957.
recognized the decision as tech- a real conflict of Interest is in-

ed discussions of the struggle
of the Puerto Rican citizen for
equal opportunity and means
of obtaining rights for the
American Indian. The institute,
one of the nation's most re-

sported, has been meeting for
la years. It is directed by Dr.
Herman Long, who heads the
AMA's Race Relations Department, housed on the Fisk university campus.

Full Citizenship Rights." The
noted attorney, in a second appearance, discussed "The Organizational and Action Task
of the NAACP in the South."

SQUARE DANCE was one of
the social events sponsored
during the institute to change
the pace of delegates who

Institute drew wide attention
as delegates thumbed through
arinua works written by or
about Negroes. More, than one
session at the two-week Institute were devoted to the role
of the church in the solution
of racial problems.
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HERBERT HILL. labor secretary of the NAACP, speaks
about labor He discussed "The
Unfinished Task of Labor in
Equal Job Opportunities." Several time were shown at ev.

•

cuing sessions at the institute
and social activities — a
square dance and a Fourth of
July picnic — helped break
the pace for the busy del..
gates.

ATTY. THURGOOD MARSH
ALL, chief legal counsel for
the NAACP, addresses the institute.. He reviewed "Next
Steps in the Legal struggle for

came from all over the coon'
try to seek answers to many
knotty racial questions. A 4th
of July picnic was also held
for the participants. Following

a presentation by Dr. Kenneth
Clark on "Problems and ProXI of Desegregation in the
North," Dr. Herman Long, institute of Race Relations end.

stitute director, summarized
the deliberations on July It
and declared the lath annual
Institute of Race Relations end
ed.(Photos by Gunter's Studio)
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Summer has settled down to its Lynom and Miss Sammie Flo y
usual hot simmer . . and folk Lynom. Among the younger set
are deserting our fair city for live- also present were David Buntyn,
lier, cooler and more picturesque Robert, Clarence and Winston
vantage points . . but the livin' Carhee and Damon Gleeden.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Beteet and
is easy . . . and the best time
NEWCOMERS
ENTERTAIN
recently, 1072 So. Parkway.
Bunton, wife of Dr. Bunton,
of year to acquire respite from Mrs. Beteet's parents, Mr. a n d
One of the newcomers is picFETING PARTY — When the
pastor of Mt. Olive CME Ca'
the shower. and parties held in
the hustle and bustle of the rest Mrs. L. C. Patterson, have motor- —Rev. Louise Lynom (left),
Standing, left to right ere
and
Rsychelle
Mrs.
Carbee
tured
above
(center),
in
t
•
Calif.
Angeles,
thedral,
of the year.
of which all the above
ed to Los
former
Miss
McNeil
Craw•
of
honor of the couple. They are,
Mrs. Ridley of Little Rock,
(right), entertained newcomperson
of
Mrs.
J.
L.
Tolbert
charming
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
ladies
mem•
are
LeMoyne's likeable art instruct- ers to
fordsville became the bride
the city of Memphis
of 4909 Hornlake rd. The other
from left to right, sitting,
Mrs. Lula Farley, Mrs. WWI*
hers. Approximately 30 guests
II of Britain was greeted by a or, Reginald Morris will be joined
with a "Get Acquaintance
permanent resident, hereafter,
helped the two hostesses welselect group of Chicago Negro not- by his parents to motor to Wauof Odle Jord an recently
Mrs. Lula Wilkinson, Mrs. A.
Menton, Miss Annie Moreton,
Party"
at
Lynom's
Rev,
home
of
Memphis,
is
Mrs. Henry C.
come the new arrivals.
ables when she and her consort, keegan, Ill., then to the PoughB. Glenn, Mrs. Mary F. Milthis group of people above was
Miss Helen Ward and Miss
Prince Phillip were the dinner keepsie, N. Y., Montreal, Canada
on hand to attend to most of
ler and Mrs. Elsie Robinson.
Matti* Bell Brown.
guests of Mayor Richard J. Daley area and finally New York City.
at the Conrad Hilton hotel when
Memphians who will be attendshe visited the city of Chicago ing the stellar 50th Anniversary of
recently.
the NAACP in New York City in. Invitations to the exclusive din- clude Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, jr.,
ner were sent to husbands, hut Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Willis and
automatically included wives. The Atty. Hosea Lockard.
Social interest is focused on the Md., the bride-to-be's aunt Mrs.
guest list was almost three weeks Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Bridges
in preparation and precipitated a motored to Moultrie, Ga., to visit July 19 will mark a big and mid-summer wedding of Miss Alma Stuckey of Chicago, the
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Jordan, new. in gold candlelabra were on macu
great deal of anxiety among Chi- with Mrs. Bridges' parents, Mr.i wonderful day in the life of Miss Margaret Cornelia Johnson and bride-to-be's aunt; Prof. and Mrs.
Alice Mae Garrett of Cordova, the Rev. Roy Dennis Morrison, jr. Milton Malone of Savannah, Tenn;
ly weds, were recently honored at of the tables.
cago's uppercrusts.
and Mrs. Badger Bridges.
which
take
will
Saturday,
place
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Mr. and Mrs. Collins McPherson
In the receiving line were Claude Social scribe Miss Jewel Gen- Tenn. On that day she will be
A shower was given for the
Hinton of Crawfordsville, Ark. The couple at the home of Rev.
A. Barnett, director, Associated try has returned home from her given in wedlock by her parents, July 18, at Trinity CME church of Clarksville, Texas, the groom
and
couple, also from Crawfordsville, Mrs. J. L. Davis of Earle, Ark.
Negro Press and his wife Etta trip to Chicago to attend the na- Rev. and Mrs. F. ft. Garrett to at 6 p. m.
to-be's aunt and uncle and Mrs.
A
were feted with a Linen Tea-show- large number of guests attended,
Moten, concert artist and TV star tional assembly of Links. Inc., Leroy Holman, son of Mr. and The ceremony will be perform- Wilbur Stevenson of Flint, Mich.
er
(and mother of our own Mrs. G. where she was in the midst of Mrs. Samuel Holman, also of Cor• ed by Rev. Roy D. Morrison, faamong
them
being
Miss Doretha
Miss Johnson graduated from
groom, assisted
of the
W. Stanley IA) .. John H. SongThe table was overlaid with McCowen of Hot Springs, Miss Dc.
many brilliant social events . . . dove. They will be married in ther
by Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel, pastor Manassas high school and receivMacke , publisher of the Chicago and spent some of her time as the Ward Chapel AME church.
lois Davis and Miss Jernigan, who
a
blue
and
white
linen
cloth,
cened the bachelor of arts degree
Daily Defender and Mrs. Seng- guest of Dr. and Mrs. T. R. M. The bride-elect's parents
of Trinity church.
tered with a low arrangement of served as hostsssss.
anfrom LeMoyne college where she
stacks . . . Dr. T. K. Lawless, Howard, formerly of Mound BaThe supervisor of the affair, Mrs.
blue and white blossoms flanked
nounced the engagement of their Miss Johnson is the daughter of was an outstanding student, havinternationally famous dermatolo- you, Miss. Mrs. Howard was the daughter recently. She
Mrs.
Mr.
Hobart
and
1. Johnson
by lighted blue tapers in gold can- L. M. Farley, along with the recipa graduing served as Miss LeMoyne, the
Well, Well, Well! 'Tis Summer dlelabra.
gist; Truman K. Gibson, Sr., board general chairman of the conven- ate of Wiblerforce
ient
908
of
expressed a vote of gratitude
North
Third
at.
is
She
universiyt,
senior representative and treasur- time and the living is easy.
chairman, Supreme Liberty Life tion assembly.
Fish
to the following groups for their
class of 1959. She is also a mem- the maternal granddaughter of er of the student council,
Mrs.
Mattie
Helen
Ward
a
n
d
was
a are jumping, and the cotton is
Insurance co., and Mrs. Gibson, Mrs. Helen Chandler Shelby is ber of the Sigma Omega
Miss Dorothy Beard presided at outstanding contributions:
honor' Mrs. Florence 0. Johnson and the member of the Women's Charm high.
and Atty. Edith S. Sampson, as- vacationing in New York City .
R. J. Johnson, chairman of the
society and of thme the Alpha later John Johnson of Washington, committee
the punch bowl.
and
basileus
the
of
aiatant city corporation counsel and And Dr. and Mrs. Hollis Price Kappa Alpha
D. C., and the paternal grandLet's all join in the singing and
For this occasion the honoree se- business group, supported by
sorority.
Beta
Tau
chapter
of
the
Alpha
former United National alternate who are now in Europe have proof
Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Mabry, Mrs.
daughter
give
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
a hearty salute to dear ole lected a lime green
Mr. Holman, a former student
cotton dress Nora
delegate.
Fred Spencer Johnson of Mem- Kappa Alpha sorority. She in a s Summer. This is another favorite with fitted bodice
Alston, Cleve Vaughns, Weak
that ''it's really a small world." of the Illinois Institute
and
of
Technolfull
skirt.
done graduate study at the Uni- season that we look forward
Other Negroes attending the Ma- It seems that while riding through
phis.
to The mother of the bride was at- ter Farley and Mrs. H. L. Rider
ory,
is
an
accountant
clerk
in
a
versity
of Chicago, and is a teach with joy. The fishing, swimming,
yor's sparkling dinner, the high- the city of Pans, France, Mrs.
Rev. Morrison is the son of
tired in a light blue crepe dress ardson.
point of the charming Queen's 13- Price spied Mrs. G. W. Stanley North Chicago Loan company.
Rev. and Mrs. Roy D. Morri- er in the Memphis City school going barefoot, hiking, picnicking with a deep yoke of
lace, with HEARTY THANKS
hour schedule in Chicago, were the Ish, sr., of Little Rock, Ark, stand- After the vows are solemnized son of e,89 Alston ave., whose pa- system.
and out-door life in general are which she wore
Hearty thanks went out to the
a necklace and
city's six Negro aldermen and ing on a corner waiting for traffic the couple will live in Chicago. ternal grandparents were the late
Rev. Morrison was graduated all Summer sports that only Sum- earrings of pearl. White carna• New Mt. Pisgah MB church, Philtheir wives. They are William Har- to pass.
Rev. and Mrs. S. J. Morrison of from Booker T. Washington high mer tme can give. So who minds thin corsages were presented
the adelphia MB church Mission Socvey and Mrs. Harvey; Ralph Met- Mrs. Ish is in Europe with a
Ladonia, Texas. He is the mater- school and received the bachelor the heat, There's always a cool honoree and her mother. Mrs. E. iety and Mrs. A. B. Glenn
of the
calfe, former Olympic champion group of Links who took a Europnal grandson of the late Mr. and of arts degree in philosophy from breeze if you only know where to M. Hinton and Mrs. Mary E. Mil- New Home MB church;
also thanks
and Mrs. Metcalfe; Claude W. B. ean tour following their Chicago
Mrs. Roby Smith of Ardmore, Howard university, the B. D. de-1 find it.
ler were the gracious hostesses. are extended to the Abson Wynne
Holman and Mrs. Holman; Robert convention . . . and being a freOkla.
gree from Northern Baptist Sem- I hope you enjoyed your Fourth
and Wollard HD clubs, the McENTERTAIN PARTY
Miller and Mrs, Miller; Kenneth quent Memphis visitor with the A.
e
BRIDAL ATTENDANTS
inary and has completed three of July, whether you celebrated it
Neil PTA, the McNeil school MIA
Campbell and Mrs. Campbell Maceo Walkers (Mrs. Walker's
The
in
your
wedding
back
own
yard or on the
party was entertain- chapter,
The pretty bride-to-be's attend- years of the Ph.D. program of
Thomas F. Vaughn for
end Benjamin Lewis and Mrs. Lew- step-mother) and good friend of
ants are all relatives, including the Universitq of Chicago Divini- highway, and 'sincerely hope, ed at the home of Mrs. A. B. Glenn contributing
the Crittenden Colin.
As•
Mrs. Price — this naturally would
Miss Jacqueline Johnson. her sis- ty school, in addition to under- that you made it through the day with a luncheon. The table was ton 4H club
council; the East ArI Meanwhile the wives of the in- be an exciting moment.
ter, who will be her maid of hon• graduate studies at Chicago safely and without bodily harm. overlaid witty a cloth of imported kansas District
Association, Mrs.
'sited Negro guests put on a dazz- Rather frustrating thoui0. since
It has been rather quiet around linen which was centered with a Ida
or; her bridesmaids will he Mini Teachers college and
Jones, chairman; the Tyronza
Roosevelt
ling display of costume and Jew- Mrs. Price did not know at what
the county this week. Most every- bride doll amid an arrangement
Countess Johnson, her sister; Mrs. university.
District
Association, supported by
airy. Most announced wardrobes in hotel Mrs. Ish was stopping . .
one I see is trying to keep cool of white blossoms. White candles
Henry Grinner, a cousin Mrs. AnRev. and Mrs. A. C. Milton, Mrs.
advance.
derson Brides, a cousin and Mrs. Rev. Morrison was also young and are watching their diets and
and countless telephone calls to
F.
G.
Samuels,
and Mrs. Bobo;
j Mrs. Barnett (Etta Moten), to the various holsteries could not loWilliam Morrison of Chicago, a people's pastor of Original Provi- trying to keep off the extra Music by the
Chapel Hill No. 2 the McNeil faculty which was undramatize quiet elegance, wore cate her friend.
cousin who is also a sister-in-law dence Baptist church; and is a pounds.
der the superivision of Mrs. L. M.
choir.
Pauline Tigere's white floor length
teacher at Crane high school in
of the groom -to-he.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lenoir of
IN TOWN AND OUT
The afternoon session was held Wilkerson; and to the "Forest
satin sheath decollate accentuat- 1288 Gill eve., are visiting friends
Serving Rev. Morrison as best Chicago, where the couple will
However,
with
noticed
I
City,"
Prof.
are thanks in a special way.
several outSimmons as master of
ed by a steal grey cumberbund in Chicago. Cleveland and Detoit.
man will be his brother, William make their home.
of-town visitors in town last week ceremonies. Rev. J. H. Fenner pre- The following persons also C00.
joined at one side to cascade to Mr. Lenoir is retired from gdvernMorrison of Chicago, Ill. GroomsMrs.
Slag
Barlow
from
sented
tributed
to the success of the onPeoria,
Rev.
Ill.,
T.
L.
Mabins
as the
the hemline. She also wore dar- ment service and Mrs. Lenoir,
men will include Dr. James Spenvisited her sister, Mrs. Fannie guest speaker for the evening. sasion:
ling jewelry to match her dress. the former Mrs. Ethel Blackmon,
cer Byes, a cousin of the brideSimpkins. Mrs. Meg Beard was Bells Chapel and Woodlawn choirs
Mr. and Mrs. Booker McChristMrs. Sengstacke wore an Italian
to-be Vernon Johnson, the bride- OTIS AIR FORCE BASE, Mass., honored with a visit from
is a former teacher and organier
ian, Mrs. L. H. Wilkerson, MIA\
daugh- furnished music.
Imported Mediterranean blue chif- of Dixie Homes Kindergarten for
MISS ALVIE GARRETT
to-be's cousin; Dr. Vasco Smith,
ter.
Creasy,
Mary
and Joseph Graves We would like to mention the enE. Miller, Mrs. Cleera SOW
— (UPI) — The newly-fashioned
fon gown and opera pumps.
jr.; Dr. Isaac A. Watson, jr., and
12 years.
and wife from Champaign, Ill., vis- tire list of churches as well as ders, Mrs. Ridley of Little
, Mrs. Harvey affected a red chifRock,
Bernard Johnson, jr., son of
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, jr. nest of a pair of Cape Cod swal- ited his parents and friends.
Mrs.
visitors
L.
who
P. Mason, Mrs. Mattie
responded
to our infon with finely tucked bodice, wide Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Johnson is at- The Lee's have been on an extend- OUT OF
lows was discovered in the wing From the Carolinas are Mrs. Lil- vitation, but space
TOWN GUESTS
Bell
Brown,
Miss
does
Delois
not
Davis,
percumberbund with large cabbagit tending Rogers Lake Camp. Old ed vacation and were on the first
Among the out of town guests tip tank of a Super Constellation lian Green and husband,
Prof. mit. However, we, as a whole, Miss Patricia Mason, Mrs. Mary
.
rose of self material, ballerina Lyne, Conn. He writes that
he is leg of their long journy back to who will attend the fashionable The discovery was made
only a Green, visiting her sister, Mrs. La. would like to express our appre- Rivers, Mrs. Laths Miles, Mrs.
length gown and white kid gloves. enjoying water skiing, rowing and the West Coast. which will take wedding and
reception will be few hours after the big plane haell dye M. Carter.
ciation to the many visiting friends Bertha Strickland, Mrs. Elsie RobShe also wore a mink stole.
swimming most of all. Bernard is, them through Yellowstone Park. Mrs. Vivian Cooke of Baltimore, returned from
an air defense miu- J. C. Brent, jr., is home from who came to share with us both inson, Miss Annie Thornton, Mrs.
Mrs. Kenneth Campbell wore an an eighth grade graduate of St. Overjoyed with their presence,
Greenland
visiting
spiritually
his
parents
and financially.
and
oroginal creation of steel blue with Augustine School and has
Elnora Small, Joe Black, Mrs.
spent though for a short while were Mr
other members of his family.
WEST TENN. CONFERENCE
Louis Armstead, Dr. Hawkins of
floral motif in full length a n d most of the Summer visiting his and Mrs. Gerald Howell, Mrs. RobV. G. Wheeler and daughter, Further plans were made
West
scoop neckline. She also wore blue relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
at
Memphis, Dr. Burke of ForJonas ert S. Lewis, or,, Mrs. Phillip
Doris, took in a week's vacation in Miles Chapel last Monday
satin slippers, white kid gloves and Sneed and their son. in Saybrook. Booth,'-your scribe" and others.
night rest City and many others.
St. Louis last week, while Miss'for srerving as host to the 77th
Plus
diamond jewelry.
Its, entire membership of
Conn. After visiting the famed The Lee's regretted that their
Annie Conner chose New York as session of the Memphis District the
In addition to those mentioned sights of New York, he
St. John MB church of which
will re- short sojourn did not allow them
her
center
of
interest
for
Conference,
the
SumFirst
were the Rev. J. H. Jackson, presi- turn the latter part of
Episcopal Dis- the former Miss McNeil is a memenough time to get in touch with
July.
mer.
trict, of which Ripley is now a ber.
dent of the National Baptist Con- One wonders how one can
get many of their other acquaintances
CHURCH AFFAIRS
Many of our readers conpart. Presiding Elder C. W. Allen
vention, USA, Inc., and Mrs. Jack- so many places on a two
weeks and friends here.
Women's Day was observed at held his 3rd quarterly
tinue to seek advice on hair
son, who were guests at the May- vacation, but Mrs. Jimmie
conference
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Beauchamp
MitchHolly Grove Baptist church on Sun- last Sunday and Monday
styles.
or's dinner; Atty. and Mrs. Bind- ell found the answer while she
and
and daughter Ursula were delightwas
day before last with Miss
made
plans along with the Board
Ellena
In general, the best hair
ley Cyrus and former Olympic on vacation, from which
she has ed to have had as their houseGooch
as
the
guest
speaker.
and
pastor
for
star Jesse Owens and his wife, just returned, She
enteraining a
style for you will be the one
enjoyed It by guests for a week. Rev. and Mrs.
At Miles Chapel CME church large delegation here
Mrs. Owens, who attended an aft- spending part of her time with
beginning
most becoming to you. This,
a Bob Wallace. They attended the
plans are being made to entertain next Wednesday.
ernoon luncheon for the Queen host- life-long friend, Mrs. Rosabell Baptist Sunday School
of course, depends upon your
convention
the District Conference on Wed- Our pastor,
ed by Gov. William Stratton and Mickens. First
Rev.
B.
F. Harface type (round, square,
she went to Louisi- . . . and after that, Mrs. Wallace,
nesday, July 22. A large delega- ris is anxious that
Dr. and Mrs. Percy Julian, who ana to attend her son's wedding— well-known past supreme
basileus oval) . . and your pertion is expected since this area is ally entertained everyone is royalso attended the luncheon.
while here. The
then by plane, she came back to of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, sonality!
now a part of the Memphis dis- theme for the
conference is, "Dare
Another luncheon guest was Memphis and from Memphis
For the sophisticate, you'll want
trict.
she hied off to Michigan for an AKA
We
Serve
.
.
Mrs. S. B. Fuller, wife of the
For
Christ." The
S. B motored with friends to Wilberforce engagement, then returned to
a smart, brushed -back style. If
Mrs. Gertrude Pinson Wan admit- Rt. Rev. B. Julian
Fuller cosmetics products mag Ohio, to witness the graduation Memphis for a sojourn with
Smith is presidyou're the casual type, you'll
ted as a patient to Lauderdale ing bishop,
the
Rev.
C.
nate.
W. Allen,
prefer a longer coiffure with beof the daughter of her friend.
Beauchamps, before starting out
County hospital last week.
presiding Elder and Rev B. F.
For the Barnetts the dinner mark- Stopping along the way,
coming end curls.
she had on a vacation trip which would
St.
John's
day
celebration
was
Harris is host pastor.
ed their second meeting with the breakfast in Cincinnati
with h e r eventually take them to Texas be- A shining, soft, all-over curl For the sophisticate, a
held by Winfield Lodge No. 52 re- IN TOWN
smart
AND OUT
Queen and her tall handsome hus- brother-in-law, then
helps give a youthful look, and brushed
on to Day- fore returning to their home in
cently with W. V. Harper of Ten-back style adds glamour
Mr. Sonny Wilson was here last
this hair style is readily adapt- and
band.Some months ago the Bar- ton. Ohio, where she had dinner, Chicago.
beauty to a face with regunessee A and I State university week,
able
for
formal
netts met the royal couple at an- and of all things,
visiting
his parents, Mr. and
occasions
where
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reid of
lar features.
supper was
as the speaker. C. A. Rawls of Mrs. Walter
you'll
Wilson.
other brilliant ball given in their eaten in Nashville at
Milwaukee, Wis., visited their 'mart,turn eyes your way With
A&I univer.
Brownsville
was
master
upswept curls.
of cereMiss Lois Wilson vacationed in
honor by Vice President and
Mrs. sity where they dropped a sister brother, McCann Reid of the TSD
and children .and regular
monies.
Normally, curly hair
Chicago last week visiting her sisRichard Nixon.
off to Summer school. Mrs. Mitch- staff. Newly married, the Fteids frequent and expert hairrequires strength for men and those who
Robert and Tommy Paris are ters.
cuts
to
Queen Elizabeth was the first ell's son, Frank T. Cherry,
here visiting their aunt and uncle, Rev.
accent the beauty of natural hair have coarse, wiry hair, so that
jr., are an interesting couple, both
L. Nelson left for St. Louis
reigning monarch to visit the
arcs and trim away unruliness. you and your entire family can
city; has been granted a Ford Founda- avid schoalrs . . who are going
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jones.
last week to spend a few days.
and Chicago was the only
Very curly hair gets a bushy, un- enjoy the glory of smooth, soft,
Ameri- tion scholarship to teach and do to eventually make their home in
LAUDERDA
LE
COUNTY stk... -.
Mrs. Verna Mae Barbee is 'Visitcan city visited by the
Queen dur- research work at Ghana, Africa. the Nation's capital, where Bob tamed look if worn too wide or straight hair styles at a very
WITH THE CHURCHES
ing in Cincinnati, Ohio,
ing her 45,000 mile tour in
connec- He and his wife sailed last Satur- will sttldy law. He was recently too long, so thin and taper your smiiit cost.
On
June
28,
the
long
awaited
A change of hair style now and
The Griffin Brothers were here
tion with the opening of the
St. day for Africa where they will re- promoted to Captain in the USAF tresses as often as necessary or then
day arrived for the members of
works wonders for your
Mrs. Mabel Wilson died recently
Lawrence Seaway.
have it pruned professionally.
side for a year. Mrs. Mitchell Reserves.
the Chapel Hill Baptist church, from
appearance.
You'll
Chicago recently.
find
We are truly proud that
it
which
Hair
help,
Is too curly can be
Pert Julia Gordon Hooks, now of
these knows just how one can get around
that
of
opening the doors of their
controlled by the use of a hair to chase the blues away, too!
well - known Negro
personages', in two weeks by the use of train, Harrisburg, Pa., was a recent vis- straightening
church
new
building
for their opprocess now availachieved the coveted social dis- plane and car! Mrs.
Mitchell is itor with her parents and family, able In do-It-yourself kits
ening ceremony. The Rev. F. D.
tinction of being invited to
that Mi., 'Violent will Answer **Se lettew em
thisl a well-known segment of theTabu- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hooks, Sr. are Inexpensive and easy to use. • wadi, prodidemi " Ita sum In peewits•
Freeman and their pastor, the Rev.
Warnped. wit-andreaseil on% elan. land
top-drawer event that many a so- lation Department of
Universal We regret that we did not have One of these products now come. send I. MI,. Genes icon I ening.
L. T. Shepherd, led the grand
C C.
cialite of any race would
an opportunity to see Julia . . . In gentle strength for women Poison Institut*. P. 0. lint 3811, Memhave Life insurance co.
march from the Chapel Hill school
given a "king's ransom" to
phis 2, Tenet.
re- Another well-known employee in and to pick up news of mutual
building to the beautiful sanctuary
Is
ceive.
the same department of Universal friends in the delightful town on
where the morning sermon was
GET ACQUAINTED PARTY
is Mrs. Dorothy McCoy who has the Susquehanna River, including
given by the Rev. P. T. Northern
To welcome several newcomers also just returned
relatives
— Lewis and Millifrom her vaca- our
to our community, Mrs.
Raychelle tion which gave her plenty of rest. cent Ulen, with whom Julia has beCarhee and Rev. Louise
come fast friends.
Lynom VISITING IN MEMPHIS
entertained at their
Charming Mrs. Normene Watson
home at
In town over the week-end was
South Parkway with a lovely 1072 of St.
bufAlbans, N. y., is visiting Ned Fleming, who was formerly
fet dinner on June 29.
her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. N. M. connected with the Memphis World
Honored
guests were Mrs.
J. L. Tolbert Watson at their residence on Walk- and who is now living in Atlanta,
of Albany, Miss.; Mrs.
Ga., where he is a staff member
Henry C. en ave.
Bunton, of Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
In town too was Mrs. Vivian of the Atlanta Daily World,
and
Mrs. Jo Ellen Partee
of Cleve- Clarke Conley to visit her mother
land, Ohio, Attending too
were out- and familY, from her ne w ham
of-town guests, Mrs, Maggie
Gibbs, in Cincinnati, Ohio, where she is a
Mrs. Lola Watts and Mrs.
Grody social case worker.
Bennett — all of Tuscaloosa,
Mr. and Mrs. Claiborne Davis
Ala.
Other guests were Mrs.
Meryle have had as their guests Dr and
Glover,Rev. and Mrs R. F.. Hon- Mrs. Damon
Lee and family of Los
yid.%
Nearly itched is dadafee
eysuckle, Rev. C. L. Canner, Rev. Angeles The
visit of theLee's gave Veal/sued.,new WORderth I X aegis.
and Mrs. L. A Story Mrs
Eula many of their friends of college
Cunningham, Mrs. Bessie Johnson, days at Tenn.
U. a chance to see Itch, rectal itch. chafing. rash and e:lem•
Mrs. Rosa Bush, Mrs. Lia Mims, the
charming couple and their teen with an arnastAit new wientinr Inrinula
Mrs. Katie Tipton, Mrs. Mettle
This
lee son "Butch" and their adpr- kw medicated clime kill. harmful bactittill
Tyus, Mrs. Maggie Banks. Mrs. able
hilt It
little two and a half year-old
aw.w.;:ainds--nei
;torpa
iTenead
"4
Irene Glee-den. Mrs. Narcissus daughter, Kimberley —
a charmer
et allotdr
esieiAWL
tritotdaiuyinN
fidefir
'
i
4
V • n r
AT
iov
s FVf
Jones, Mn. Annie Mae Able, Mrs. Just like her beauteous mother. EV=AiaN
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Miss Garrett
To Be Wed
Next Sunday

Miss Margaret Johnson
To Be Wed On Saturday
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by
Anna C. Cooke

•Your regular scribe is happy to. Brownsville, Tenn , while Mr.
greet you after three lovely weeks. Lee spent a few days in St. Louis.
of vacation. I had the opportunity Mo.
.`
of attending the National Educe. Mrs. Rosetta McKissack has retionAssociation's National Unveil- turned after spending her vacation held in St. Louis, Mo., which tion in Detroit, Stich. Departing
proved to be very informational as front New York on July 4 enroute
'se
well as educational. It means so to Europe via T. W. A. were Mrs.
much So run into home-towners. V. F. Walker and Mrs.Alfreda
Got a chance to chat with Mr. and Martin. This will be the first trip
Mrs T. R. White, Miss Johnnie abroad for Mrs. Martin and the
Reid, Mrs. Alsline Johnson, Mrs. second on European soil for Mrs.
Fannie Johnson and Miss Lurline Walker.
In town for a visit with re.
Savage.
I understand others from Jack- latives and friends were Mr. and
son were in attendance including Mrs. Leander Meeks of New York
Mrs. Nancy Lyons and Miss Erma City.
Jean Robinson. Mrs. T. R. White,IGUESTS FETED
The Meeks were feted with a
Edna, was the official delegate
from the Jacksson City Teacher's small gathering of friends on
Association. A special teacher In Thursday evening in the home of
remedial reading, Mrs. White stk. Mr. and Mrs. John Meeks. brother
ceeds V. J. Gilmore as J. C. T. A. of Mr. Meeks. New York guests
president for the coining school in addition to the Meeks were Mr.
Meeks' sister, Dorothy, and Mr.
year.
111
time on the Poor or graund.
['OR SAFER TOYS the health•
and Mrs. Dennis Wilkerson. Jack- YADS
ON TIIE HOME SIDE
PRESENT — Miss CarMrs.
Marie Brittmos; Mrs. MarII.
II.
Jones,
director
an
c y, Center inGeorgia
D
of
Youngsters tend to apply the
conscious mother in the pho•
I can see you were kept well in- sonians included Mr. and Mrs. olyn Rhodes,
third from left,
the Jesse
garet H. Strong, Miss Char.
Mahan
Center.
structor; Mrs. Jones, Mtge
taste test to almost eserything
to is giving her toddler's phis
ormed on the news by my pinch- Pirtle, nee Harris Houston. Dr. and
Is seen presenting check to
lotte
From left to right are Mrs.
Thomas.
Brooks
and Mrs. Gera'.
Rhodes, Miss Rose
— from food to fingers to toys.
things a routine "rubdown"
week seems to be on vactioners. Mrs. W. S. SleKissack, Mr. and
dine It. James.
Miss Peggy Ann White, Miss
So NIont has to keep a con•
with a solution of I. suit brand
Recent visitors of your scribe Mrs. Robert Lee Gibbs, Mr. and
linnet alert to make sure her
disinfectant. This is especialwere Hary J. Jones, brother-in- Mrs. A. J. Payne, jr., J. A. Cooke
simile one isn't licking, eat•
law, of St. Louis Mo. and Mr. and Dr. V. L. Sandford of Memly Important with toys, which
ing or swallowing something inand Mrs. Thurston Lee. jr., broth. phis, Tenn., who was guest of the
are passed from hand to hand
and may spend much of their
Cr, of Chicago. 111. Accompany- McKissacks. Friday. Mr. And Mrs.
jurious.
By CATHERINE JOHNSON
ing them were their four children, Meeks left for Mississippi to visit
CHURCH NOTES
Clarice, Thurston, Ill, Nathaniel with Mrs. Meeks parents before
CHURCH OF CHRIST
daly meetings at the BTU Cong. Colored employees in the cutting
and Tyrone David. While in this returning to N. Y.
The Church of Christ closed its mesa whch will be held at the of squash and snapping beans. Mrs.
section Mrs. Lee and children spent
Mr. and Mrs. Pirtle, newlyweds,
revival on last Friday. Many at- chuir?.
Rosie Henry is supervisor.
several days visiting relatives in are now out of the city vacation- White gladioli intermingled with Letcher,
Mrs. Dossie Hill invites all la•
Mrs Lula Mae Coleman. her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Braxton, Miss Martha Gordon tended from the local churelies
ing in Denver. Colo., and other baby's breath and palms formed Woods.
here and Alamo, Tenn. Brother dies to attend a sewing class at husband James, and their neice,
Sylvester
Sawyer,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Deathro of Jackson, Tenn., is pas- her home each Thursday night. Matha Williams visited Mrs.
points out West.
the backgound for the wedding
Others attending were Mr. and Louis Collins, Mr. and Mrs.
J.
She asks that you bring a silver Roberta Weathers' family for a
July 4 was celebrated in grand of Miss Nannette Bradshaw and Mrs. James
Elrod, Charles Me. Mandlenian, Mrs. Ptickette, Mr. tor.
offering. The purpose of this club few days. Ohio.
METHODIST
style by the Quettes when they en- Floyd E. Swift, jr., on Sunday aft- Pherson and Joy; Mr.
and Mrs. and Mrs. Andrew Tmsely, Mr.
is
to help some misfortunate boy
Brother
Womack,
presiding eldtertained their husbands, the Ome- ernoon, June 28. at Smother's Leroy Sanford, Mrs.
Mrs. Lillie Duncan is doing niceAlberta and Mrs. Harry Hayes, Mr. and
er, is preaching a Youth Ser- or girl to attend college.
gas on the beautiful back lawn and Chapel CME church. Rev. J. L. Branch, Mr. and Mrs. Druen,
ly after undergoing surgery at the
Mr. Mrs. Joe Love, Mrs. Alberta John- mon
Please
on
keep
Sunday
in
mind
evening.
the
Little
prayer
Jackson
hospital in Jackson, Tenn.
patio
of
Griffin
officiated
the
W.
R.
Bells. The
with music by and Mrs. William Trice, Mr. and son. Mr.
By
and Mrs. Leno Cooper. Joyce Winston is mistress of cere- services at your local clnirches
Mr. and Mrs. Ausley Taylor are
menu consisted of the main 4th, Mrs. Josie H. Flowers, organist Mrs. Henry Simpson, Joseph DewFollowing
a
wedding
trip
to
110GRACE WILLIAMS
mony. The usher board is planning each Wednesday night. We espec- both on the sick list.
dish, barbecue with the addition of and Garmer Currie, vocalist.
ey and Mother, Mr. and Mrs., nois. Michigan and Mexico,
t e a birthday party for Mrs. I. M. ially urge all parents to come and
Miss Betty Bodykin is on the
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Flemings,
grilled steaks. Visiting the Bella
Joseph Ivy and moth-‘ couple will make their home in Logan.
bring their children.
sick list but improving.
Wholesome, versatile, economi- and in time for the gala occasion and Mrs. Evans Bradshaw, sr., of er, Mrs. Susie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. California, where the groom is
We
are
BAPTIST
happy
to
know
that
Miss Savannah Partee Is doeinM. D. McCoy. Mrs. Eva Flowers completing his studies as an
cal these are the adjectives we was Mrs. Millie D. Alexander, 773 Alaska st.
enRev. T. L. Mabins. pastor of ployment has taken a rise here. ing better, but is expecting to unGiven in marriage by her fa- and daughter, Rev. and
ave chosen to describe the egg. better known as "Chick" of ChicaMrs
gineer
in
J.
San
I
Francisco with dis- Bells Baptist church extends to all A new platform has opened for dergo surgery soon.
shell packed full of elements go. III. Other out-of-town guests ther, she wore an original by Mort L. Griffin, Mrs. W. M. Fields,
tincton.
citizens of this city and neighboriat give immeasurable strength present were Dr. and Mrs. Frank in imported French rose point and Mrs N. Littleton, Mrs. Rosa
ing cities an invitation to. attend
chantilly lace combined with tulle Bobo, Mrs.
Minnie Arnold, J. Al-I
and health to the American peo- White of Memphis. Dr. V. L. Sandford of Memphis. Dr. and Mrs. I. and bridal satin. The elongated exander, Mr. and Mrs. Braiton,,
ple.
pointed lace basque fastened with Mrs. Pearl
Jefferson, Mr. a n d,
We call the egg wholesome be- W. Howell and Mr. and Mrs. L.
miniature lace buttons. The seal- Mrs. C.
E. Hatchets Sir. and Mrs.
cause in the egg yolk is found nu- Teague of l'airs, Miss ‘Viiitmore loped clerical
twin
collars
w
e
r
e
Luckett Hughes. Mrs. C a r I e e
trients that give energy in the of Mason, Tenn.. and Mr. and, embroidered
. with seed pearls and Mack, Mrs.
Annie Mae Johnson,i
form of proteins and fat', in the Mrs. George King of Illinois. From ese
m
qb
uints
d
.
Brief
scaIloped
seed
pearl
Mrs. I rin a N. Ramsey, Mrs.
lackson there were Dr. and Mrs.
The New Si, Paul Baptist church.
white of the egg we find the '
ro
embroidered
sleeves
were
highBell,
Pearlina Sanders, Mr. and Mrs. 326 S. 8th st., Marion. Ark., will
Mr. and Mr. S. H. BranOne of the youngest social clubs
growth elerneet in the form of prolighted with, long white gloves that 0. C.
augh.
Ellisbn,
Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Man- he the setting on July 19, when of the city. ''The YADS." began
and Mrs. 1V. McKiss-,
tein. The protein in egg is of such
endedabove the elbow. The tulle ual Boals
k
its
charity work by presenting a
A1
and
d
Id
Mrs.
Miss
1
F
h
Lois Hirsch.
Cleona Scott, daughter of
•
a high quality that it is heartily
• • •
•' skirt was composed of petal' upon
Present too were Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Rosa Dell Scott, of 134 S. 12th check of $100 to the Jesse Mahan
recommended and used by, Mrs. Fannie Dobbins, Miss Stable petal tiers of ruching; and the
Tommie Williams, Mrs. John st becomes the bride of Joseph
nutritionists as a substitute for; Golden, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 'old- three gathered skirts developed
Members
1teerS
of the organiation remeat. In addition to the protein en, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shaw, Mr. over Southern belle pettihoops into Boyd, Mrs. Nettie Duncan, Mrs. Parker Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Cen
Doris Hull, Mrs. Annie Mae Mrs. Joseph Parker of Marion, cently spent some time with the
and fat, the egg contains vitaminsl and Mrs. Wallace Perkins, Miss voluminous fullness that extended
Crump, Mrs. Geneva Reetus, Mrs. Ark.
children at the Center and watchA. B and D. It is a rich source Clarice Donohoe. Mr. E. Jones, into a cathedral train.
Bertha Wylie, Mrs. Nannie LathThe vows will he pledged at 7:30 ed them in their day's supervised
of iron so much so that in a n y(Mr. J. W. Sloan.
Her triple tier finger tip circuam
—
grandmother
of
the
bride. p. m. with the Rev. McDonald program. Mrs. 11. H. Jones and
pediatricians include the egg yolicl Mrs. Stable B. Davis and Mn. lar veil and blusher of Misty Eng- Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Armstrong, Mr. officiating. Wedding music will be Mrs. Georgia Danny, Instructors,
among babies first foods. In facts, Arminta Marshall were home for lish illusion fell from a plateau and Mrs. Willie
Young.
Dr.
J. S. presented by Mrs. Lillian Nance. show members of the club the
essen-I
the
holiday.
Both
are
enrolled this cap of sequins and rhinestones
the egg is placed among
Byes, Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones. The bride, to be given in
marriage progressive and modern facilities
Dal foods for both young and old summer in the Indiana university and pearlized orange blossoms. Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis. Mrs. Belle by her mother, will be attended of the center.
and is included in many therapeu- in the field of library service. Mrs, She carried baby orchids a n d Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Britton
and by Mrs. Fairy Easley, the bride's This group of young professionVera Brooks who is studying at sprays of stephanotis with a white
tic diets.
Mrs. Person, Mr. and Mrs. Solo- sister, who will serve as
Southern Illinois was also home for Bible.
metron al women has as one of its main
VERSATILE FOOD
mon Morgan, Mr and Mrs. John of honor; Miss
the 4th.
Mattie Parker, purposes. "Contributing to chan
ATTENDANTS
The egg is versatile because You,
Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Hole- Miss Maxine Hayden. Miss
Here's hoping the heat wave
Mar- ty for the betterment of the comThe matron of honor was Mrs.
can use it so many ways in any ,
man, Mr. and Mrs. Ilenry Eu- garet Parker and Miss Staudine munity in which they live." We
areal during the day and it will doesn't have you completely stored Maude Sharter. Bridesmaids were banks, Mr. and Mrs Leroy Lane Mitchell
Versatile Cereal Flake Blueberry Kuchen is that "something
will be her bridesmaids. hope to hear more of their charitunder, Feel free to caU in your the Misses Vanessa Holloway, Cespecial" that turns an ordinary meal into an occasion. Juicy
Wnd a place in every course from
and son. Mrs. Katie Shipp, Mr. The flower girls will be Ocie Park- able work and wish to congratulestine Owens, Flora Mae Beesnews at any time.
blueberries
(fresh. frozen, or canned), crisp corn flakes, brown
appetizer to dessert.
and
Mrs.
Sanders and daughter, er and Dossey Mitchell. Ring and late them for a successful first
ley and Catherine Armstrong, Cesugar, cinnamon, nuts, and butter are laced through speedy white
The egg is used as thickening for
Mrs. Frank Pittman. Mr and train hearers will be Mkhael 0, year's work. (See Pix on Page 111.
cake mix to quickly make•!suchen that has a superb taste, but is
celia Patterson, daughter of Mr.,
Mrs. Sam Taylor, Mrs. Virginia Williams and Joyce Crawford. Miss
sauces, soups, pie fillings and hunnot too sweet.
and Mrs. L. C. Patterson, was.
dreds of other dishes — you name
From morn to midnight. Cereal Flake Kuchen seems to 'fill
flower girl. The bridal attendants Blair and Cheryl. Mrs. Daniel Mettle Parker will light candles
the hill" for a special treat. Serve it for breakfast, morning coffee,
Durr, 0. T. Peeples, Mrs. Pearl
it and the egg, will thicken it.
Serving
the
be
groom•to•be
will
wore identical dresses of jadette
or outdoor barbecue dessert, or evening refreshments.
luncheon,
Clark, Miss Willeon Freeman, Mr. Mr. Smith, best man, and usher.
A coating agent is a job that the
chromspun combined with prinThis generous recipe is bound to win the approval of busy homeand Mrs. John Cox, Mrs. Mary I,. Williams, James Scott, Tom
egg fills well. Use it to coat crocess lace. The empire lace hodmakers, for cereal flake Worthen can be served hot from the oven.
Hill and Mrs. Mollie Jones.
quettes, cutlets and other foods
my Parker, R. C. Lacy, Earneis
cold, or frozen for future use. Men enjoy this kuchen because it
ices had a decolletage scoop neck
Also attending were Mrs. Britt, Hightower, James Rhodes s n
for frying.
is not too fussy or too sweet and goes so well with coffee.
and brief sleeves. The twelve gore
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hamilton, sr.. John Jones. A recepption will 5.
Add an egg to croquettes, cook- f••••••••••••••••••••••• princess ballerina
The pleasing texture and flavor of this kuchen is in part due t•
skirts were ac- Mr. and
the use of the crushed corn flakes. Breakfast cereal, when used as
Mrs. L. C. Patterson and held at the bride's home immed,
ies, muffins and it will hold
Wednsay,thi
centuated over tier horsehair petJuly 15
an ingredient, arida protein, valuable B vitamins, essential minJanice, William Crook and moth- ately following the
ingredients together. The egg is a
ceremony.
erals, and food energy.
630 COLONEL FLACK. "The ticoats, and had an inset gater- er, Mrs. Blanche McKinney of Los
binder.
works ed panel at the back held who a Angeles. Calif., Mr. and Mrs.
colonel
the
Etruscans:"
C.ereal Flake Blueberry Kurhen
LOW PRICES
It
is
the
boll
weevil
fentale
that
perky
bow.
hard at getting a book banned in
George Gilchrist, Mr. and Mrs. ravages
4 cups corn flakes
isS cup chopped nubs
Eggs improve the texture of
the cotton fields. The male
tiaras complimented-Dewey
make it a best seller. Sequin
to
order
brown
sugar,
1
cup
1 package white cake mix
Swift,
Mr.
Mrs.
John
and
frozen mixtures, because they act
is comparatively harmless.
dresses in color with attached cm
well-packed
1 package (12 ounces)
TRACKDOWN.
gang
of
Thompson,Thompson,
7:30
A
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
as a sort 01 wrapper around the
cular cocktail veils. Their bou4
teaspoons
cinnamon
Frozen blueberries.
crystals. preventing them from aging outlaws, notorious for crimes quets were white and yellow car1 teaspoon salt
defrosted and drained, or
in their younger days, decide to
cup
soft
collecting in lumps.
butter
It,
cope
or
freah or canned
nations; and the Matron of honor
strike again.
margarine
blueberries, drained
In soups it is a clarifier, in cakes
wore a Juliette cap of Jadette
STEEL HOUR. "The petals.
Crush corn flakes fine (until 4 cups uncruahed makes
cups
It's a leavening agent, in all foods
crushed). Combine sugar, cinnamon, salt, and butter or marBest man was Burdell Brown;
it enehances the flavor. As a gar- Pink Burro:" a couple operating a
garine.
Mix
well
with
pantry
blender.
corn
flakes
Add
crushed
roadside
ambitious
have
diner
the- and groomsmen were James Alnish for cold cuts, salads, fish and
and nuts and blend thoroughly. Prepare package of white cake
ARKANSAS BRIDE-to-be: Miss
atrical plans for their pretty, talent- ston, Ralph Malone, Eddie Price
Economical? They are this timei
mix as directed by manufacturer on package label. Sprinkle 11
/
2
d daughter. She does not share and John Bradshaw, brother of
Chemin Scott. daughter of M r I.
of the year. The heavy production,
cups of crumb mix evenly over bottom of greased and floured
at.,
134
S.
8th
their entlnisiasm.
Scott
of
Ross
Dell
the
bride.
Paul
A.
'Flowers,
son
oblong baking pan (13 x 9,,"2 x 2 inches). Spread batter evenly
of eggs has forced prices to low Thursday,
July 16
Marion, Ark., will be married to
over crumbs. Sprinkle berries and remaining crumbs evenly Over
a Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Flow'
levels, making them an outstand7:30 YANCY DERRINGER. Van- era, jr., was a ring bearer.
Joseph Parker, jr., son of Mr.
cake hatter. Use a knife and fold hersies and crumb mixture into
Ong buy. Prices of eggs this Fall ey seemingly wins a
"fixed" duel
and Mrs. Joseph Parker of Mar.
cake batter, marble-cake fashion. Flu e in moderate oven (3501f.)
For her daughter's wedding,
illincrease, so while they are only to find himself facing
until done. 35-40 minutes. Serve hint Of Cads
Ion July 11 at the New St. Paul
a Mrs. Bradshaw wore a sheath
low, this is a good time to freeze charge of homicide.
Thld: 20-24 pieces.
Baptist church of that city.
dress of white imported Irish lineggs for Thanksgiving and Christ- 8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.
en with white accessories. Mrs.
man baking.
"Return to Nowhere:" a notorious Swift, mother of the groom,
wore
For freezing, use strictly fresh outlaw returns home after many a white lace dress
with white aceggs. Cleanliness in handling the years to find his wife married to cessories.
Their corsages were
eggs cannot be over-stressed, be- the marshal.
white purple tip orchids.
cause dirt from the shells may 8:30 PLAYIIOUSE 90. "Shadows RECEPTION FOLLOWS
poll the keeping quality.
Tremble:" story of wealthy retired
A wedding reception followed
toy manufacturer who falls in love thed s ece
STEPS IN FREEZING
l hrbemT
onhe
y bart.idT
e osp taHbatet and
with
schoolteacher
them
(Preserve
while seeking
as whole eggs or
was
social
acceptance
in
small
whites)
separate
New
yolks
and
as
draped with a fragile lace cloth,
I. Break eggs before freezing, England community,
upon which was placed a fourFriday, July 17
never freeze the egg in sheli.
tierred cake, flanked by silver
6:30 RAWIIIDE. "The Incident candelabra holding white tapers.
2. Stir whole eggs and yolk, he.
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
The Misses Geraldine Mitchell,
fore freezing to thoroughly of the Power and the Plow:" Row
Gilbey'n is the ex* gin that'a great, either
day and Gil get a taste of cattle Joan Taylor, Melva Gates,
mix.
Sadie
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
3. Mix 2 lablessoons of sugar baron's power when they cross his Mabron and Mary Mabron presided at the reception. Other hosimixed drinks, yet an smooth and niellnio,
or corn syrup with each cupful land on a cattle drive.
8:30 STRIPE
PLAYHOUSE, esses were Matrons of the Circle
of yolks or I tablespoon for each
the taste is great straight. That's why
"Cowboy Five Seven:" true -life Number One of
Eastern Star Bap' cupful of mixed, whole eggs,
it's the great favorite, all around the world.'
story of Strategic Air Command's tist church.
' (Without the addition of Sugar mission
to protect U. S. Maj, Ger- GUESTS
' or corn syrup, egg yolks or ald
McCay and his wife and four
Guest attending the wedding
whole eggs become gummy.) children. Col.
Richard Lassiter is and reception were Mr. Pearl
4. Egg whites are best frozen featured and James
Stewort nar- Evans and son: Mr. and
Mrs.
alone.
rates.
Walter Payne, Mn. Pasy BridgS. Freese eggs in the same freez9:00 LINEUP "The Pester John
es,
Mr.
and
Mrs..
George Holloer cartons that are used for Case:" A vagabond who believes
way, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Bumfruits.
in keeping city clean leads FrisMr.
and
pus.
Mrs.
Oliva Harris,
Eggs may be frozen in a re- co police to group of narcotics pedMrs. Clyde Hodges, Mr. and Mrs.
frfgerator tray. using the divider. dlers.
Eddie Holeman, Mrs. Annie PhilNVrap each block in moisture-va- Saturday. July IX
lips. Mrs. Lillie Blue, Mrs. Bernpor-proof paper and store in flat, 11:45 GAME OF THE WEEK.
ice Wallace, Mrs. Pauline Smith,
folding waxed cartons. Eggs may Chicago White Sox take on New
Miss Reba Houston, Mr. and Mrs.
York in Yankee stadium.
he stored 8 to 10 months.
Guy Hall, Mr. and Mrs. James
Frozen eggs are used to scram- 6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. "ReneAllen, Miss Maby Mabron, Miss
ble, to cook and hake. They should gades Return:" Crooks force an Sadie Mabron,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesit!
f or To e r
Miss Nannette Bradbe used as soon as they are old man out of political race by se Cooper, Mr. and Mn, James THE FIRST SLICE
shaw. daughter of Mr. and
and Mrs. Floyd E. Swift, jr.,
thawed. This chart will guide you threatening to reveal that a friend
Mrs. Evans Bradshaw of 773
are seen cutting the first slice
was once an outlaw.
In using your frozen eggs.
Alaska, Mr. Swift is complet8:30 HAVE GUN, WILL TRAV- of the bridal cake at the reWANTED
DEAD
OR
7:30
1 tablespoon frozen egg yolk
ing studies in engineering in
ception at Top list and Tails
•
ALIVE. Josh Randall takes on dif- EL. Paladin finds trail town living
equals 1 egg white
Ala•
San Francisco. Calif.. where
club marking their wedding of
in fear of Texas rancher who has
assignment
of
proving
inficult
frozen
egg
whe
tablespoon
,
2
OISTIttED LONDON DIY RIM an PROOF. 100% CRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS'. wsiis
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Miss Nanette Bradshaw Wed To
Floyd Swift In Coloiful Style

Bell Tenn.

A Guide To

EATING
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Cereal Flake Blueberry Kuchen

Miss Scott To
Marry July 19

Center Gets
YADS' Gift

WREC
Highlights

The one gin that.tastes great
mixed...rehasea or st

•

7the one gin distilled in

15 countries and served
around the world!
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Baton Rouge

No Change Seen •
In Race Policy.

tional Manpower Council to deBy MRS. M. RINGGOLD
STARKVILLE
vote attention to the waste of
Sy F'ANNIE MOORE
Our home is being made very
the United State::
happy these days since our chil- manne.wee---in
Miss Gwendolyn Rogers and litasked
been
dren are spending a week with lege of education, has
tle nieces, Maggie and Dian Henry
us. Of course, we are glad to by the State Department, Was!:
are visiting in Chicago. Miss NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The in- VIRGINIA — Gov. J. Lindsay
ar)
as
serve
to
C.,
D.
ington,
have their parents with us for this
Rogers will spend the summer
tegrated schools of Oak Ridge, Almond told Virginians the state
good
and
Specialist
American
when
over
runs
cup
week, but our
with her sisters, Mrs. Emma AlTenn., world's first atomic city, could not afford to permit destrucwe realize that the two babies will ambassador in some 14 coun
ice Johnson and Mrs. Seretha Stitt.
local- tion of its public school system.
Their nieces will stay two weeks. will pass from federal to
are really here and that we are tries abroad, it has been announcMrs. Virginia Sims of Wichita, state jurisdiction this fall with no WEST VIRGINIA — A second
free to take them wherever they ed by Dr. F. 6- Clark, presipoli- group of Negro teachers was placwish to go. They have explored dent of the university.
Kans., is visiting in the home of. change anticipated in racal
every possible part of our State Dr. Freeman, who has requestMr. and Mrs. B. L. Robinson,' cies, Southern School News re- ed in formerly all-white schools in
Cabell County.
ported Wednesday.
Capital building. They have seen ed a temporaly leave from his dunephew' of Mrs. Sims.
school system, one
but not explored the Mississippi ties at Southern will continue his
Dr. E. J Stringer of Colum- Oak Ridge's
the nation,
River although they wish to do so. teaching assignments across the
Dr. F. J. Srginrer of Colum- of the most modern in
But they are making us very summer and leave this country
bus was guest sneakier at the is part of a $35 million ••packhappy, and are enjoying their visit. August 1 0, o n a world-wide
Men's Day program at Second age" of public utilities the Atomic
: Baptist church, sponsored by Yan- Energy Commission is turning
Other visitors in our home this tour that returns him to the cam' cy Outlaw. Dr. Stringer is p55- over to local self-government. The
week included Mrs. L. J. Pur- pus, the early part of September,
city, with a population of 28,500,
nell and her little granddaughter,
1 (or of M. U. Baptist church in has a school enrollment of 7,000
Columbus and is one of the lead.
who, with Mr. Clifton Purnell Ju- Mrs. Lesby S. Banks is being
in a dozen schools.
ing dentists in this area.
nior, spent a pleasant hour with us sent as a representative of the
By THEODORE C. STONE
Since 1955 all grades in Oak
Mrs. Mary Whithead of Wiand our New Orleans guest. We East Baton Rouge Parish EduceFritz Reiner has engaged four
nona, Miss., is visiting in the home Ridge schools have been open to
enjoyed every minute with them. tion Association to attend the meetAlthough they spend part of ing- of the National Education Asof Rev. and Mrs. NV, G. Prueitt, any race. Although federal policy soloists to sing with the Chicago
Little Wilson Ashford, jr. is forbids keeping records of pupils Symphony Orchestra in the Straeach summer in Oakland, Calif., sociation in St. Louis, Mo., begin9
by race, it was learned unofficially vinsky one-act opera Mavra. Feawe are never prepared, or quite ning June 28. We feel that Mrs.
Tebulon; R. E. Fitzgerald, spending his vacation in Alabama that only two schools — Roberts- tured in this opera's first presenGreensboro, N. C. for basing
were
men
—
HONORED
These
ready to see Misses Irma and Olga Banks is being selected because
visiting
cousins,
his
Mrs.
and
Mr.
completed thirty years each
Nashville; Alexander Blaine,
anville Junior High and Oak Ridge tation at these concerts are soCurry and their aunt. Mrs. M. L. she is so well prepared in the Field honored last week at the
Clinton Davis.
Edenton; C. E. Dean, A&T
in outstanding service in the
nual State Conference of
High—were attended by both white prano Adele Addison, mezzo* ••
Walker, leave for their summer in of Education, to represent the
Williams,
A.
K.
and
College
are
teaching
profession. They
Teachers of Vocational Agrisoprano Regina Sarfaty, contralto
; and Negro pupils.
California. We think it means for organization.
GOODMAN
Winfall.
from left to right: J. T. Locke,
culture at A&T College,
Florence Kopleff,
and
tenor
214 NEGRO PuPILS
them rest, relaxation, pleasant, Our home and the neighborhood
By MRS. P. BILLINGSLEA
cool days and nights etc., but we
There were 214 Negro pupils — Charles Bressler.
of 585 S. 13th St. presents unusbeauvery
a
was
Sunday
Last
Miss Sarfaty will be making her
miss them.
or about three per cent of the
ually cheeful and interested actilul anniversary ccelebration of pupil population—in Oak Ridge first appearance with the OrchesA newsy letter from Mrs. L. tivities this week. The reason?
James
servhas
in Mavra. A young American
who
tra
Garland
Mr.
schools during the term just closYancy, supervisor of the schools Lovely Valencia is again visiting
ed as superintendent of Goodman ed. Of these, about 45 were en- singer, she has been winning inin South Carolina, in which she us, and as usual the young folk
Baptist church Sunday School for rolled in the junior and senior high creased recognition for her solo
expresses pleasure over visit here in the neighborhood are putting
44 years. The anniversary sermon schools. Oak Ridge residents said work with such organizations as
with her daughter, Dr. Maud Yan- forth every effort to make her
was delivered by Rev. M. C. Bitthe American Concert Choir and
cey, of her visit with us in our stay pleasant. We are enjoying
NEWBEBrALB1A WOODS
the absence of Negroes in the elethe American Opera Society.
lingslea.
was
schools
residueto
home here and in the home of our the bit of time that we can get
mentary
Mrs. Floy Calloway of Brent- Several churches participated in
nephew and niece in Houston, with her, but she is as usual genwood, Mo., and niece, Patricia the program. Mr: Garland's three dence, not racial distinction
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Seven citation for her deceased husband Mayes
Major segregation-desegregation
Texas, and of the visits, 'drives erally surrounded with her own
are visiting with her aunt, daughters were here. So were Mr-s.
age groups. They are making her teachers, one deceased, who this the former Vocational Ag• teacher Mrs. Meddle Bell Jones and Mr. Fannie Smith, of Memphis- Mrs. developments last month, Southern
etc. here.
Lilesville.
at
servof
years
30
completed
year
telegames
and Mrs. Wesley Wiggians this Ella Gray, of Bescose, Ark Mrs. School News reported, were federIt is not easy to adjust to the visit very pleasant —
annual CONFERENCE THEME
week end.
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tion them in this column so
commencement exercises, t h e
casion was arranged by her mothGROUP EDUCATION" under the tation at the Great Smoky
your 'chums' in various parts of Bragg Memorial Stadium, speaksponsorship of the NEA-ATA Joint lain National Park. a sight-seeing er, Mrs. Mary Hinton; her aunt,
the country could read about it. er, Dr. Walter N. Ridley, presicousCommittee, two loan-collections of trip and Science•Education session Mrs. Bernice Gray. and her
• • •
L. King. Miss Wildent, Elizabeth City State Teach'
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Maggie Hathaway Relates W Coast Goff BiasFight

DEFENDER
Sat., July 18, 1959

By MAGGIE HATHAWAY
LOS ANGELES — This is the
story how the Western avenue Negro women fought to become
members of the Women's Public
Links Golf association and the
Public Clubs on all public courses. Since we could use any pub.
tic golf course we Jecided to join
ing me to appeal to the Supervisthe caucasian public clubs and I
olunteered to join the Western
Avenue Women's Club whih was
not integrated. I received an ap-

plication blank aad as soon, ss I
qualified I was voted out
When the members were questioned they said that the Women's
Public Links Association had advised them not to accept me; forcing me to appeal to the Superyis
or of the district in which the
golf course was located. Kenneth
Hahn was the Supervisor and he
repeatedly warned the club that if
they did not accept me, their time
and club would be cancelled as a
country club: they still refused. Finally Mr. Hahn ordered County

Parks and Recreation to oust
them and I was told to organize
a club to take their place.
Twenty Negro women organized
and were installed to replace the
eauraslon club which had been
ousted for segregating. We were
also given their club name and
Negroes all over the state of
California celebrated. We immediately applied for our membership
in Women's Public Links Golf Association. We were refused by the
Association without an excuse so
we sued them for membership.

Through the United States Golf( of dollars paying taxes on public
Association the Women's Public' courses and club houses.
Links control our handicapping
As we waited for our suit to
system in all public clubs and be placed on the court calendar
their tournaments Once you be- we decided to test the city clubs
come a member of a Publix club since the county had !advised us
you are taught the system of han- that they did not have the pottier
dicapping and you are allowed to to go any further and was canplay with any Caucasian club on celling all county clubs to prevent
an golf course in America.
the county from a law suit.
Before we were accepted, Ne- The Western avenue women degroes had to organize their own cided to send me to join a city
golf associations such as WSGA club but we were advised by Atty.
and UGA while we spent millionsi Walter Gordon to ask the superin-

Lenient of City Parks and Recreation to go to the meeting with me
which he agreed to do; advising
the eaucasian members that the
city and the Mayor would not
stand any type of segregation in
their clubs.
•
I was accepted and then carried
the rest of the Western Avenue
women into this city club thus enabling us to cancel our suit and
automatically become members of
the Women's Public Links Golf
Association.
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I MAGGIE HATHAWAV, Act'
1 ress, Columnis t, receiving
award for winning the Warner
) Bros. Studio golf tournament
guest flight held at the minslye Fox Hills Country Club.

1

Preseneing the award (left to
right) Herman Wood, club publicity director; Al Cavxaggo.
tournament director and Man.
jot with the Alvin° Revs band
who played for the affair.

Ashe Takes N.J.
Jr. Net Tourney

CHAMPION DON JORDAN in
the light trunks seems to be
directing the fight in the first

The Berkley Tennis Club of effective use of a whip lash backOrange, N. J., had its own fire- hand that would draw Fitzgiblipn
works when Arthur Ashe of Rich-I in an error on a crucial point. Ashe
mond and Lynchburg. Va., knock- scored a service break on these
ed out the top seeded entry in tactics in the sixth game after
the New Jersey State Junior Chant- Fitzgibbon netted 3 points and lost
the final point on a shot that fell
! pionship.
, Ashe, the second seeded entry. outside the court. Another servicei
came from far behind in a bril- break in the 10th game gave Ashe
liantly played match to beat Herb the set.
Fitzgibbon, 11, of Garden City, After the intermission Fitzgibbon
- N. J., 1-6. 1-6, .3-4, 7-5. 6-0 and win began to lose his touch. The Garthe' Junior crown. It was a sweet den City youth found himself in relliftek
victory for Ashe and revenge for deep trouble in the 8th game when
the beating Fitzgibbon gave in the he was down 0-40 on his service.
USLTA Nationals in Kalamazoo in Ashe unleased a blistering down
the line placement to win the
1957.
The Virginia youth produced a game.
Ashe continued to improve as
brand of tennis seldom seen on
the Orange Courts. He methodi- the set progressed. Ile broke Fittgibbon
again in the 12th game
opponent
by
cally wore down his
a carefully executed change of with a series of crisp, cross court
pace. Long, lanky Fitzgibbon hack-hand shots that fell incites
who is six feet four is deadly within the base line. In the fifth
on an over head and Ashe was set Fitzgibbon completely fel!
' well aware of this. So in the first apart and was slaughtered 6
two sets the Virginian kept send- Ashe, after losing . first set last
,: lug up high lobs that soon tired week to Jim Busick 4-6 won thel
-.7 Fitzgibbon although he was mak- next 3 sets 6-0, 6-1, 6-1,
ing all the points.
Ashe had the stamina and patience to wait out his opponent
and the third set he switched his
strategy completely: he no longer
lobbed the ball, but instead made

round of his world welterweight title defense against
local favorite Denny Moyer in

I5-round bout in Portland,
Oregon. (UPI Telephoto)

IN TIGHT—Jordan moves in
close in the fourth round of
his successful defense. He defeated Moyer easily getting a

unanimous vote from the
judges and referee. At the
fight's end, Moyer's face was

cut to ribbons from the sharp
left hooks and jabs of t h•
champion. (UPI Telephoto) 1A

ordan Whips Moyer To Keep Crown.
Ai Captures Easy 15-Round Decision
In Second Welter Title Defense

out as he handed the hometowe
will, cut young Denny Moyer's mous 15 round decision,
Bulling the 19 year old chal- hero his first beating In 21 starts.
face to bloody ribbons as he suePORTLAND, Ore.—(UPI)—Don cessfully defended h i s world lenger around the ring at will,
' The fight, fought In daylight
Jordan, slashing and clubbing at I welterweight title with a unani: Jordan was in command through. at the Portland Meadows race
- —
track and witnessed nationally
on TV, failed to produce a sln•
gle knockdown though both
fighters slugged and landed at
will on several occasions. Jor•
dan did go down on a slip In
the 15th.
Early in the first Moyer's nose
started to bleed from constant
By BOB HARLAN
at the plate like him like some
la his hitting.
peppering by Jordan's left. The.
people say I did," Toni insists.
a cut was opened on his low(
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — (UPI) "He has real good power," says
-Whenever I had any troubles—
Jackson, "but he is not hitting for
lip and later one under his left
—The sight of Henry Aaron of the
whether it was fielding or hitting—
Milwaukee Braves strolling to the percentage. When he gets to the Henry would give me pointers and eye.
point where he can hit the ball
plate
with
a
bat
tucked
under
one
CLEVELAND. Ohio — (12P11—
Referee Eddie Volk had it 147
try to help me," Tom says rathAlthea (iibson announced from
arm has probably caused many a Consistently, he will be all right."
The Cleveland Indians have purto 143, Judge Andy Crabtree, 147The Braves first became inter- er proudly.
London, England at the WimbleNational
league
pitcher
to
develchased the contract of pitcher don Tennis Stadium that she had
ested in Tommy about three years Tom has hit 12 home runs thls 144 and Judge Ralph Gruman,
op a nervous twitch.
Robert ''Riverboat" Smith to fill informed the officials of the Ameriago, when he was invited to Mil- year, a mark which puts him in 144-143. The United Press Interare front I i u owner Abe Sa•
RE %MING WITH JOY, So‘iet
the vacancy left open by the sale can Tennis Association
But it is quite possible that the waukee to work out with the par- a tle for third in the league.
national had it 148-143 for t h e
that she
Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev
perstein and Eddie Gottlieb.
of reliefer Dick Brodov;ski' to Totrouble
has
only
begun
for
the
senent club at County Stadium.
But his batting average for the champ.
would attend the National Tennis
In the rear are (lir) players
ronto. Smith had a 4-2 record with Tournament at Wilberforce, Ohio (right) meets with Harlem
ior circuit's mound corps. There is They must have liked what they fourth place Braves is an unspecFrom the fourth on, Moyer
Globetrotters by accident in
Tex Harrison and Clarence
San Diego of the Pacific Coast
another Aaron on the horizon—
this year.
back peddled most of the way
Saw. SCOLIt Ed Dancisak was as- tacular .260.
the Kremlin. With Khrushchey
Wilson. (CPI Telephoto)
league.
Tommy
by
name.
prob.
my
big
know
what
don't
"I
The announcement came as a
although he occasionally turned
signed to keep an eye on the alln•
The 19-yearold brother of one bile, Ala.. native and reports lem in hitting is," Tommy says. tiger long enough to halt the budcomplete surprise to the tennis ofWESTBURY, N. Y, — (UPI1— ficials during their planning meetof baseball's most dangerous hit- praising the progress of the boy "I just have my ups and downs like rushes of the champion.
The U. S. Harness Writers' Asso- ing.
ters is currently playing his sec- kept coming forth from the Mil- and can't get to the point where
Jordan's best round was the
ciation has selected Trader Horn
I can get a good streak going."
ond year of professional baseball waukee scout.
Miss Gibson's rise to fame as
to represent the United States in tennis queen of the world
Jackson Is in no Muni' to see eighth when he started throwEau Claire, Wis., in the class C
she
Young Tom played second base, Tommy in the major leagues. "Ile ing uppercuts that rocked
the Aug. 1 650.000 International pointed out was inspired by the
Northern league.
shortstop and the outfield with is only 19 and he has a long time Moyer's head from side to side
trot at Roosevelt Raceway,
players and fans in Ohio who
Unlike brother Ilenry, who mans Eau Claire last season. "They told to make them." the manager says. aid left him with wobbly knees
helped her win her first national
the right field post for the defend- me to keep him at second this -If he gets his hitting going and at the bell.
MEXICO CITY — (UPP—Neale tennis tournament.
ing National league champions, year and I think that's where he keeps improving in the field, I
After that, Jordan stalked DenFraser. Roy Emerson, Rod Laver The announcement to be in
The
Chicago
Women's
Golf
Club
Selma
Hoggette,
Barbour,
JoseOhio
Tommy is a second baseman, and belongs," says Jackson.
think he will start advancing next ny around the ring trying for a
and Bob Mark have been selerl- Jit the A T A tournament to
be will sponsor their 14th Annual phine Hughes, Julia Siler of St. a pretty good one too, according 7'ommy agrees. "I would prefer year."
ed for the Australian Davis Cup the guest of the Association on Walter Speedy Memorial Tourna- Louis, Mo. and many others. An
knockout. But the back tracking
to Eau Claire manager Travis to play second," the 6-1, 190-pound- Tom admits to having more contennis squad that meets in Mexico the same grounds as that of Barryi ment, Saturday and Sunday, July , up and coming champion, Idarae Jackson.
Moyer was an elusive target. Even
er says. "I have played it a lot fidence with a year of professional
in the American zone matches, McKay 17 miles from Wilberforce.! 18th and 19th at Pipe O'Peace GolL Jackson, whom we are expectingl
when Moyer landed punches they
anti I feel more comfortable ball under his belt. "I feel better
has
"Tommy
improved
his
fieldJuly 18-20,
had no steam.
had no significance for the tourna- Course. 131st and Halsted sts.
to upset the 1959 division, and the ; ing quite a bit since the season there."
now and I think the hitting will
Mover's best rounds were the
ment observers pointed out.
i Featuring 7 flights for men andl former Jr. Champion, Jean Rob- began, says Jackson. "I don't Tommy says he and Henry al- get better," he says.
NEW YORK — (UPI) Promoter Althea Gibson did point out that i 5' flights for women, a Pro Purse.' bertson.
second and 15th. In the second link
think I have had any infielder in ways played a lot of baseball to- "Whenever I have trouble—esBill Rosensohn indicated there is she would spend the entire week
Among some of the all time greats'
gether and that he kept a close pecially with hitting — 1 can get connected with a right and left
Low medalist to qualify on Sat- my 10 years in the Braves' organian increasing chance that the re- of Aug. 17-22 at the American
Jordan's jaw and Jordan's knees
in golf, our guests will be Teddy urday only. Entry blanks may he zation who had more potential eye on big brother to see how he help from Henry."
turn September match between Tennis Tournament in Greene
did things.
With that kind of assistance, buckled. The champion hung sn
than he has."
' Rhodes and Charlie Sifford. The
obtained from the tournament diheavyweight champion Ingemar County.
1
"I got a lot of help by just young Mr. Aaron is bound to im- to regain his strength and w a a
Johansson and challenger Floyd
Publicity director. alaceo Ill I I Pori, Walter Williams, Booker I rector, Mrs. Anna Robinson. 6354 Seems odd for an Aaron, but watching him, but I don't stand prove.
clouting away at the bell.
both
Jackson
and
Tommy agree
Patterson would be held in New stated that he would confer with
St. Lawrence ave. or at the headEugene
Mason,
Bob
.
Blair,
Dr.
that
the
youngster's
big
weakness
York City. Rosensohn thanked tennis officals. Mr. Bertram Bakquarters, the Sutherland Hotel,
chairman Melvin L. Krulewitch of er and President Sylvester Smith Horton, and Archie Knuckles.
47th and Drexel bled., ask at the
the New York State Athletic CORI- in New York this week end n the , Among local leading amateurs desk. Members of the CWGC will
mission by letter for the assistance Althea Gibson plans and probab- I are Andrew Woodard of Detroit; be available at the Sutherland on
in conducting the first bout.
ly meet Miss Gibson on her re- Sherry Welton. Detroit: Fat Long, Friday. July 17th at 6 p. m. until, AMES. Iowa — (UPI) — Iowa
Jesse Williams, Calvin Tanner,
to receive all entries and guests. State University Tuesday named
WICHITA. Kan. — (UPI)—Dan INGLEWOOD, Calif. — (UPI)— Archie Manuel, Charles Jefferson,
Prizes will be awarded which Frank Whitey Gompert to coach
Hodge of Wichita, winner in eight Jockey Willie Shoemaker will ride Eddie Flagg. Herb "air, Jake
of his 10 professional heavyweight Alfred G. Vanderbilt's Find in Sat- Simmons and many others. Among includes, car coolers, bar-he-cue the Cyclones' freshman basketbouts, said he was retiring. Hodge, urday's S162.100 Gold Cup at Hol- the leading women amateurs are grills, electrical appliances, golf ball team. Gompert formerly
former national Golden Gloves lywood Park. Shoemaker has won Ann Gregory, defending Champion equipment and many others.
served as an assistant coach at
Champion, said he was interested the Gold Cup three years in a and who retired the leg trophy in
Spearheading this great event
his alma mater, Colorado Univerin entering coaching,
row.
1958. also Mattie Hurey, Mary includes the following:
Anna Robinson, tournament di- sity,
rector: Marcia Jones, asst. director: Hattie Price, prize chairman:
Lydia Elligan, advisor; Judy
Campbell. trophy chairman: Nina STANTON. Del --(UPI
Neely, secretary: Lillian Wood. probable starters are listed for
annie Horton, Saturday's 21st running of the
asst. secretary:
program book chairman and Ger- Oaks. first of the "distaff big
Wine. Williams, financial secre- three" races at Delaware Park
1 NASHVILLE — Tennessee State final heat
games were: Isabelle Daniels, tary.
The current field includes Silver
university's "Tigerbelles." paced
Freshman Wilma Rudolph. a Barbara Jones, Martha Hudson.
The CWGC will entertain 311 Spoon, Resaca, Indian
Maid,
by Isabelle Daniels. eclipsed all Clarksville hometowner. edged tea
on
participants
Saturday,
July
Quill, Czarina, Cervinaene.
other teams by scoring 132 points. mate Lucinda Williams in the 100- Shirley Crowder. Joann Terry,
Matthews, Annie Smith 18th It 8 p. m. at the Starz Club
Margaret
92 points better than their nearest meter dash in 12.1 seconds and
5037 Indiana ave.. dinner will be
,Competition, winning the Women's. Shirley Crowder won the 80-meter and Willie White.
served, cocktails, also dancing.
National AAU outdoor track and hurdles in 11.7 seconds.
Tennessee State's track-starfield championships in Cleveland
The Tigerbelles "A" relay team maker Ed Temple, who will coach
for the fifth straight year.
took the 400-meter relay in 47.5 the U. S team which meets the
CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI) —
MISR Daniels set a new meet seconds.'
Russians in Philadelphia. wa,, one
MONTGOMERY, Ala — jupt)
Tom Marshall, former All-Ameri- THREE Of THE NATION's
record of 24.1 in winning the 200. Coach Ed Temple's girls won of the two coaches for the 10-day
of Arery's '14megise Zed" le
(;unlock, line coach at the IL
—The television fans who watched
meter run, bettering the mark of five of the first six spots in the Olympic Development Track Clin- Alabama-horn Willie Mayo win
ca from Western Kentucky. will
S. Military Academy. We s t
(left to right) ; Robert Smith.
to pcoacites served as instructhe
:2.4.2 set in 1949 by Nell Jackson 100-meter dash: four in the 60. ic, which included 17 European All Star baseball game for
on as coach of the Cincinnati tors at the it4h annual coachstay
McLendon,
Ch a rlotteaville, Va.; Bruhn
Point, and Johnny
the Na.
nf Tuskegee Institute, Tigerbelle meter: two in the 80-meter hurd- Olympic track coaches as guests t tonal I,eague Tuesday included Royals next season
Marshall ing school held at Virginia
head basketball coach at TenWilson, Baltimore, Md.; Vir,
Daniels also wit the 6-meter dash les: four in the 20 Ometer; and of the State Department and the members of the Alabama House of took over the post from Bobby State college Petersburg. Va.,
nessee ,A&I university. Shown
gil Wells, Darlington, S. C.
in .07.6. edging teammate Barbara four in the broad jump.
in the photo above are: Gun•
last week. They were Jerry
Buell
Blair, Williamsburg.
International Recreational ASSI)• Representatives, who adiatirned a Wanzer last December after the
Jones, who had set a new AmeriVs. and Wilbert Wallet
lock, illustrating the strategy
Winning a berth on the U S ejatifla, meeting in Cleveland last session after 25 minutes to watch National Basketball Association Burns, head backfield coach
can record of :07.4 in the semi- team for the USSR and Pan Am week,
Williamsburg, Va.
games.
club lost 15 of its first
the game.
By HAL WOOD

Hank Aaron's Brother
Has Hitting Problems

Althea Set
To Attend
SportsSummary Nat'l Meet

Chi Women's Goff Club
Annual Meet
ponsors

igy

Cyclones Name Coach

Tigerbelles Capture
5th AAUP Title In Row

Eight Entered In Oaks

Mays Day In Alabama

Tom Marshall To Keep
Cincy Royals Coach Job
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Fifth NIA Institute
Going Strong At A&I

s.ts

•

NASHVILLE — Some 25 life ult..; Officers for the 5th class of the
derwriters are hack in college for NIA Institute are: President -,-Born at John Gaston hospital
A son, Unato Leypast, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Percy B. Crawford
their annual National Insurance Edward R. Robinson. assistant ag• son, George Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs. West Benson of 295 De- of 1412 Valse.
Association Institute School for ency officer, Provident home Inand Mrs. Booker T. Porter of 2190 catur.
Agency Management from July 6- dustrial mutual Life insurance
A son to Mr. and Mrs. James
Ketchum.
A son, Harvey Elgen, Jr., to Mr. C. Phillips of 3011 Autumn.
co.. Philadelphia, Pa.; vice-pres17.
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and and Mrs. Harvey E. Ingram of A son, Dennis Lewis, to Mr. and
Underwas on Tennessee Stale ident — A. J. Ruffin, area superMrs. Earnest W. Roebuck of 4..8 5007 Winchester.
Mrs. James Price of 1960 Silver.
university's campus for the fifth visor, Virginia Mutual Unlit
Beltline.
A son, Victor Demerice, to Mr. A daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
year, the NIA institute students, Life, Richmond, Va.; secretary —
A daughter. Carolyn. to Mr. and and Mrs. Junior Jefferson of 44 Mrs. William Westbrook of 624 N.
who are district managers, su- Jay T. Smith, district manager,
Mrs. Nathaniel Swift of 5874 Twine. W. Field.
Center Lane.
pervisors and executives, repre- Mammoth Life and Accident, LAUA daughter, Zina Renee, to Mr. A son. Tyrone Allen, to Mr. and
A son, Timothy Ray, to Mr. and
sent some dozen states and the isville, Ky.; treasurer — Lmmette
and Mrs. Charlie Clark of 794 Wil- Mrs. Clifton McDonald of 226 El- Mrs. Willie B. Johnson of 1442
L. Hendon, executive assistant
District of Columbia.
liams.
der.
manager, Detroit Metropolit a o
Washington.
Knee-deep
concentrated
in
a
2A daughter, Loretta, to Mr. and
A daughter, Natalie Thais, to A daughter, Janice Marie, to Mr.
Mutual Assurance co., Detroit.
week
program,
study
on
the
life
Mrs. Andrew Dhaffen of 2813 Shel- Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Bell of and Sirs. Roger Brown of 106Q
derwriters cover some 50 lectures Michigan; sgt. - at • arms — C. L.
by.
237 S. Lauderdale.
Manassas.
and seminars on the development lloward, district manager, UniTwin sons, Ronald Jerry and July 6
A daughter, Belinda Joyce, to
of management, teamwork, lead- versal Life Insurance co., ChattaDonald Perry, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Daphne Serita, to Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Warr of 656
ership, organization, public rela- nooga, Tenn,
James H. Watson of 3048 Cal- Mr. and Mrs. Vernal Harris of Castle.
tions, sales and policy servicing. The 50•plus-membered NIA, spon
vert.
1720 Hays.
A son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
According to NIA executive di- sors of the Institute, encompassA son, David Alkin, to Mr. and
A son, Shelton Leroy, to Mr. and Jimmy Sharkey of 83 Vaal.
rector Murray Marvin, Chicago, es some 27 states, with nearly floe
Mrs. James Jones of 8491 Ellis. Mrs. Alfred Loving of 1766 Hunt. A son. Floyd III, to Mr. and Mr
policy-holders, St 1-2 bilsome 12 per cent of the district million
- A daughter, Sherron Denise, to ter.
Floyd Hale of 1133 Pearce.
managers, who attend t he an- lion insurance-in-force, and a toMr. and Mrs. Henry Harris of 671 A son, Oscar, jr., to Mr. and A daughter, Sharon Denise, to
tal
of nearly $80 million
income
nual school gain promotions as a
Hastings.
Mrs. Oscar Johnson of 697 St. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hollowell of
according to the 1958 survey.
result
of
the
two
week
concentratCOLLEGE
Caldwell,
Life
TO
BACK
—
Life.
Universal
Mem• like, Ala. and Leonard Wills,
A daughter, Carolyn Denise, to Paul.
2148 Eldridge.
plds; Jacob Smith, B. T. WashMr. and Mrs. Sammie James of A son, Horace Brenard, to Mr. A daughter, Shelia Fay, to Mr. Insurance underwriters look
Protective Industrial Insur- ed course and the suggested followup program in agency manage•
as
surroundings
ington;
familiar
Athaias
W.
over
814 Mississippi.
Simons,
ance co., Anniston, Ala.
and Mrs. Sam H. Holmes of 371 and Mrs. Perncll Jackson of 2179
ment.
Pilgrim Health and life, opeA daughter, Gwendolyn Ann, to S. Orleans.
they get set to attend the filfth
WiLiong Lane.
Sparked by the Nashville faculMr. and Mrs. Charleie W. Dowdy
annual National Insurance As•
A daughter, Tern Denice, to Mr. A daughter, Mary Magdelina, to
ty member L. J. Gunn, district
Mrs Eagle Martin hosted a meetor 2741 Enterprise.
sedation Institute School for
and Mrs. Each Hines of li;55 Penn- Mr. and Sirs. Walter Warren of
manager of Atlanta Life Insur- ing of the Sophisticated Few it
A daughter, Susan Joanne, to sylvania.
Agency Management being.
955 N. Bingham.
ance
company
and generally re- Sarah and Aaron's cafe recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Jahn D. Quinn of A aaughter, Vernita Kaye, to A son, James Coleman. jr., to
held at Tennessee A&I univergarded as the dean of Institute It was the monthly meeting and
940 Poplar.
sity July 6.17. Students are.
Mr. and Mrs. David Anderson of Mr. and Mrs. James Hobson of
faculty
members,
the Agency reports were made.
A son, Matthews England, to 410 S. Lauderdale.
reading from left to right. Rob.
704 Ayers.
Management school is faculty. A previous lawn party was betri
Mr. and Mrs. Ossie Boddie of 3746 A daughter, Mary Alice, to Mr. A daughter, Johnetta
D'Anne, ert S. White, B. T. Washingmanned by H. A. Caldwell, edu- at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Weaver.
and Mrs. Oscar Bramlett of 283 to Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders of
ton Life, Birmingham; H. A.
cational director, Universal Life Thomas Knight, 253 Edsel ave.
July 5
Cynthia.
931 Majuba.
Insurance Co., Memphis; L. G. The lawn was lit by candles.
A daughter, Angela Renal, to July 7
A son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Tommy Ayers of 619 LinSpellman, C. L. U., district managAfter the final remarks of the
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wright of
A son. Utter Keith. to Mr. and Cassell Galloway of ;372 Dexter. den
• er, North
Carolina Mutual Life monthly meeting a delicious plate
1936 Kansas.
Mrs. Ellis Cottrell of 519 Vance. July 1
Insurance
co.,
Philadelphia;
Murlunch
was served by the hostess.
Mr.
Yvonne
to
Ann,
daughter,
A
A daughter, Brenda Faye, to A son, Terry O'Bryant, to Mr. A son, Anthony. to Mr. and
ray Marvin, and Mr. Gunn, who
Mrs. Vernedea D. Reed, of the
and Mrs. Jerry Griffin of 877
Mr. and Mrs. Benny L. Young of and Mrs. Charles Elrod of 11.25 Mrs. Clinton Pace of 264 W.
Colo- Neptune.
in the 5-year history of the Insti• Dukes and Duchesses social club
58 Burton.
Burks.
rado.
• .44 tete program, has served longer was a guest of the meeting.
A daughter, Pamela Elaine, to
A daughter, Jean, to Mr. and
A daughter, Toni Kay, to Mr. A son, Rayford Darrell, to Mr., MUSIN(;: moray; (Continued) at inters als. Since I have not been than any other single "working
inMrs. Eva W. Tillman is the club
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt of Mrs. Brooksie L. Cobb of 928 N. and Mrs. Thomas Branch
Raymond
Allbright
Mrs.
of
and
of 1544
Maturities are, after all, nothing here very long I invited him to surance man."
reporter.
2123 Clayton.
SOO Tillman.
Seventh.
Oriole.
dinner.
attidefinite
I
begged
ertain
than
my
more
brothers,
11
A daughter, Shirley Rose, to Mr. A son, Roy Lynn. to Mr. and
A son, to Mr. and Sirs. David Born at E. H. Crump memorial
tudes we develop in regard to and 10, to act like gentlemen. But
and Mrs. Cleveland Taylor of t.;81 Mrs. Willie R. Dockery of 1387 Bonds of 374 Mohannah.
Hospital:
ourselves and our relation to our when they got to the table they,
Henley.
A daughter, Sheron Denise, to
Hemlok.
June 27. 1959
world. But there are attitudes "blurped the soup" and sopped'
A son, Anthony Reed, to Mr. and
Twin daughters, to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Holman of
A son. Dar t Ray. to Mr. and which are not developed without the gravy. My parents said
All makes: Paper Bags -- Cloth Bags — Belts —
nothMrs. Lester Taylor of 1916 Blair Elijah of 1399 Lyceum.
174 W. Person. Apt. A.
Mrs. Ralph Thompson of 934 Em- learning processes.
ing, but I will never live it down.
Brushes — Motors — Hoses — Filters —
OHunt.
A son, James Edward, to Mr. A son. Patrick, to Mr. and Mrs. mie.
They do not come naturally to What can I do? Worried;
A daughter, Linda Vennecia, to and Mrs. James Vinson of 1989 Jimmy Morgan of 217 Leath.
FREE ESTIMATES
June 28
Dear Worried:
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Woodall of Perry.
Deliveries. MID-SOUTH VACUUM CENTER,
A son, Raymond Eugene, to Mr. A daughter, Alice Faye, to Mr. people. They are a part of the They
were showing off and the
learn. These attiwe
things
must
2137 Turner.
A son, Michael Earl. to Mr. and and Mrs. Clyde Buford of 1440 and Mrs. James L. Boxiley of 730
260 So. Bellevue, BR 5-9763
tudes determine whether we live best thing to do is ignore them.
A daughter, Shirley Jean, to Mr. Mrs. Samuel Carpenter of 422 Alcy.
Carpenter.
unhappily . . . whether I am sure the boy friend will come
and Mrs. Tommie Coleman of Gracewood.
A daughter, Doris Renee, to Mr. A daughter, Cathy Elaine, to happily or
we live healthily or whether we back . . after all he remembers
1420 Hyde Park.
A daughter, Anita Yvonne, to and Mrs. Henry Holland of 215 Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Knox of wallow
when he too was 10 and 11 — esin sickness.
A son, Cecil Bernard, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Sellers of Marble.
li;42 Oriole.
Would you like to ask yourself pecially if he had an older sisand Mrs. Simon Shofar of 236 Pau- 302 Glencove.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and June 29
theses questions: liow mature ter.
line Cir. E.
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
A daughter, Drenda Kaye, to Mrs. Alfred Avery of 793 Dudley. A daughter, Penelope, to Mr. am 1? In what respects
am I
A 6011, Robert Jr., to Mr. and and Mrs. On Cue Brownlee of
MAIDS - HOUSEKEEPERS
still immature and how can I
Mrs. Robert Sall's.
1629 Kansas.
Good lobs are waiting in Chicago and sishurbs for experienced domestic workers ts
A daughter, Deborah Denise, to A daughter. Lelia Lynn, to Mr. outgrow it?
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
in Highest pay; no room and board.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Houston of and Mrs. Willie E. Johnson of 658 Many people find it possible to sleep
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
Write u today, goring references and Ofafter
mature
they
—
40
are
—
30
1442 N. Bellevue.
Hernando.
pero•nce
Perry Employment, 4105 South
(English Lady)
or even 50. All one needs to be Parkway, Chicago
A son, Claude'', jr., to Mr. and June 30
51, til.
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
dMrrids.geClaudell Warner of 2232 E1- 1 A son, Bryant Keith, to Mr. and shown is what he needs to learn,
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
A GYPSY
Mrs. Ullssous Crowder of 1797 and to have a desire to learn WHILE THEY LAST—Only soy. momsegraphs,
it.
. A. Carroll & Co. paint. and Wallpaper
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. Marble.
125 tech Used Model 110 A 5 Dick maThls Is her new office at the Mississippi
I am a high school senior, 18, chine,. thoroughly recendrtioned Like new,
Fred
E.
A
daughter,
Stevenson
Pamela
405 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626
of
Michelle,
1398
to
Aste.
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after •
gueanteed 90 de. 1•01 ter $106 when new.
A son, Darnell Jerome, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. James Dewitt Rich- and I am fond of a college sophoHurry re S C Toff Er Co., 195 Madison.
Walt.. Stria
Herbert Strouli
• Since 1871 •
long time ef being away and at last she la
more.
He
comes
home
to
see
me
Park
Fres
Across
Th•
Strut.
1A
6-2271
and Mrs. Johnnie Cofield of 47 ardson of 253 W. Waldorf.
back to Guy in her new home.
E. Trigg.
A son, William Kevin, to Mr.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
A daughter, Shelia Renel, to Mr. and Mrs. William Presley of 477
yew lest faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart! Are you
and Mrs. Henry Westbrook of 1719 Jenson Road.
State.
July 1
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
July le
A daughter, Linda T.aSlia, to Mr.
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
A son, Nathaniel Jr., to Mr. and and Mrs. James Willie Cummings
will read life to you just as site would read an open book.
Mrs. Nathaniel Glasper of 1478 Mc- of 1080 Springdale.
Tell you why your job or business Is ant a success If you have
Millan.
A son, James Easter, Jr., to Mr.
A daughter, Shirley Diane, to and Mrs. James E. Butler of 777
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeasie Yancey
of N. Mansfield.
Located en Highway 51 South, jolt ever Mississippi State
683 Galloway.
Lime, on the way is Hernando. Her home It 2 blocks below
A daughter, Yvonne Equillar, to
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Faulkner, of
2379
Cable.
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
A son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs.
at all times. (She never had an office Is West Memphis.)
James Turner of 1788 Shelby.
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
A son, Raymond Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Brownlee of 1308 Efoff at Ste,* Line and walk 1 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
fie.
EARLE STUDENT
RAND SIGN
Morris L. Settles, son of Mr.
A son, Robert Andrew, Jr., to
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Matter and Mrs. T. Settles of Earle recently received his bachelor of arts
of 394 Pontotoc.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
A daughter, Genevieve, to Mr. degree from Arkansas A&M college.
and Mrs. John H. Parrott of 503
Renre it a m. to 11 p.m.
He is a graduate of Dunbar high
High.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
A daughter, Beanie Artiest, to school here where he was a memI don't maks any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
Mr. and Mrs. John Cole of 198 ber of the Current Events club.
co-chairman of the UN Committee
Powe.
to lank for the right sign and the right name.
A son, Frankys F,ddie, to Sir. and a member of Alpha Kappa Mu.
Delivering the baccalaureate address was Rev. Kelly Miller Smith.
pastor of Eighth Ave. Baptist
church in Nashville. Dr. Willis N
Tate, president of Southern Metho
dist university gave the commencement address.
Alvern Samuel was hers from
Indianapolis to visit his mother.
Mrs. Fannie Samuel and a brother,
1. This contest will be based on your average increase for the twelve week period.
Harold. Charles Samuel went
2. Starting base will be the number of papers you sold May 30.
back with him to live in Indianapolis.
3. Newsboys must make complete report by Thursday of each week.
The marriage of Miss Katherine
4. Non-payment of your bill will disqualify you.
Coleman to Lee Gene Jones was
solemnized on Sunday. June 28, at
5. Must sell papers every week, rain or shine.
New Hope Baptist church. A re- '
ception was given immediately aft6. Customer list must be given to your supervisor.
er the ceremony.
Many visitors to the recent NaTell Mother and Father about contest. They will be glad to help you win these ash prizes.
tional Baptist Congress in Mem
phis came over to Earle before returning home. Among them was
Mrs. Albertha Dixon Jackson of
Chicago.
Theodore Middleton was here
for the Fourth of July. He lives
in Chicago also.
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Anything For Vacuum Cleaners

BIG PAINT SALE

Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount

MADAM BELL

NOW IN NEW LOCATION

H

$309 ANNOUNCINC $300

EARLE, ARK.

ANOTHER BIG NEWSBOYS CONTEST
WITH $100.00 FIRST PRIZE .

YES $100 WILL BE GIVEN AWAY!!
It's Easy to WIN

= JUST
WONDERFUL
FOR
TIRED FEET

Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE

I

MADE BY A DOCTOR TO NEL. YOUR FEET S WAYS:
• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FATIGUE
• TONE SKIN
• QUIET NERVES
• SOOTHE THE STING Cr BURN
NOW
$100
ON SALE
COUNTERS OR
AND
DRUG
BEAUTY
AT
OR MAIL TO

tor I.

VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chge. BO, Ill.
eyrie's., is $1 00 Colas 20e for moiling).

Smith,
Brutus
I.; VirS. C.
unbars,

lase.
......----v-

15

Sat., July 111, 1,59

Now

ONLY
$100

Floes* sand Vision* Foot Teal* to •-••
NOW/ *Mil
Address
i.e....SW*
City

DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED

The Rules are Simple:

CONTEST DATES—July 4th thru Sept. 22nd

LOANS
on

SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We like to say yes to your
loan requests"

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.

THE PRIZES:
First Prize

Sixth Prize • ••rr,•royor• net• em•nn•nn • $15.00
Seventh Prize •,•io• • •
$15.00
, $30.00 Eighth Prize ..1••al.i•rio•
N inth Prize • •5•••• •.• • • •.05 • • t..1 •
$5.00
.....
$15.00 Tenth Prize

•-••••••••1•••• •CM •fel•

$100.00

Second Prize .
Third Prize
1
Fourth Prize .Fifth Prize
AND FOR THE TOP FIELD MAN .
•;• • • •1•1••••••••
4
:•1 $

•- •7•1• • •:•!•7••••1•-• •

50'00

•NI•fel• • • • $15.00

e

r•1

$20•00

00
$5.

$25.00

Let Mother or Father fill out the blank below and return to Tri-State Defender, 236 South Wellington, Mrnphis, Tenn.
41=1••

....Address

Boy's same

Rem* Owned Rome Operated

2 Locations
—
153 Madison
JA 9.7611
161 Se. Main
JA 5-1151
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
of Isourare, and Banking

Phone Number
Mother or Father

•

Applications
For Fall Deer
Hunts Ready

200 Expected To Play
In St. Louis Tourney

Applications are now available
for the managed deer hunts which
will be held on Shelby Forest this
Fall, according to Jim Lewis, of
the Game and Fish Commission.
Seven hunts with a quota of 100
hunters per hunt will be held as
follows: November 9-10; 13-14; 1617; 20-21; 23-24; 27-28; and Novembe. 30—December 1, one deer
of either sex may be killed.
A two day archery hunt will be
held in Shelby Forest on November 6-7, one deer of either sex
may be killed.
Applications must be post-marked on or beore Sept. I, 1959 If
applications excel the quotas on
any hunt, a drawing will be
held at Park Headquarters, Shelby Forest at 2 p. m., Saturday,
September 26, 1959, to determine
the successful applicants. Compartment assignments will be made at
the time of checking in.
Applications are available from
Finis Barnes, area manager, Shelby Forest, or from the Game and
Fish office in Jackson.

President Nat Jordan, of thel cc, Peoria; Libby Mallory, Ar
host St. Louis Paramount G 01 Reynolds, Jesse Powell, and M
Club, announced recently that the dred Guthrie, all of Kansas Cit ,
stage is all set and ready for the! a-mi from St. Louis, Edna Brooks,
29th annual meeting and tourna• Elece McLean, Julia Stier and
ment of the Central States Golf Mary Walker. Any one of these
Association. The golf tournament women is a real threat to lift Mawill be contested over the nine and mica crown.
18-hole courses in Forest Park. The men's senior division has
Th annual meeting will be held been ruled in recent years by
on Saturday, July 18, beginning at Sanders. This year he will face a
noon, in the Sun room of the For- new crop of seniors, His perennial
est Park field house. Social events challenger will be John Williams,
include a family picnic on Sunday of Minneapolis.
a cocktail party on Monday evenThe junior division has provided
ing; and a Trophy Dinner Dance
some thrills the past two years.
Thursday evening at the Ambas- Young Griffin, of Memphis, is
sador-Kingsway hqtel.
tougher this year. Three times as
DEFENDING CHAMPIONS
many entries as last year are anticipated in this division.
Among the 200 expected participants will be Mamie Blake and
Leroy Tyus, both of St. Louis, who
are the defending champions.
Dollar Sanders, of Memphis, will
also be on hand to defend his
title in the men's senior division.
This year c ompetition will be
keener than ever before in each

16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat

July 18 1 959

Administering Justice
AlwaysPosesProblems
which passes more and more laws,
which are added to those enacted
One of the toughest jobs of any as federal laws by Congress. There
administration
government is the
are also the common law, the
of justice. That has been one of state constitutions and the federal
since
the
days
problems
There are law courts
big
constitution.
the
of Moses, Hammurabi, Justinian and chancery courts.
and others.
There has never been a form of
One writer has said, "If men government which could guarantee
were angels, no government would justice. The reason is simple:
be necessary." But the fact is men are not angels but are impermen are not angels and strong fect humans.
governments are needed.
Some things which make it tough
In our country this is especially to administer justice in our counits
state
has
true because every
try, is among others, our jury sysown systems of courts. In many tem. Roscoe Pound, former dean
respects they are much alike but of the Harvard university 1 a w
still they have many differences. school, has said, More criminals
Some of the states' Supreme Courts escape under the jury system than
have only appellate jurisdiction, any other."
while in others they have original
BIG PROBLEM
jurisdiction.
It is difficult in this day of
MORE LAWS
Each state has a legislature newspapers, radio and television to
find jurors who are dumb enough
to have not read or discussed a
sensational case, and at the same
time intelligent enough to be a
CAN YOU USE
good juror.
Then there is the unanimity rule
MORE
which allows one juror to hang a
jury. Then there is the law which
prevents a criminal from being
retried unless new evidence is
C'
GROUND FLOOR
found after he has been pronounced not guilty.
STERICK BUILDING
Add to these difficulties class,'
WINR/ FOLKS 115, YOU
(.,IT PRHIRINTIAI
race and politicial bias, and anySERV/CI
one can see the administration of
justice is a hard job.
By EDGAR T. STEWART

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

EDUCATIONAL SUMMER —
Supplementing the usual curricula at Tennessee A and I
State university during the
Summer are 16 workshops,
special study groups and conferences. Representing three of
the 16 in sessions during the
Summer convocation chatting

with Dr. Carl M. Hill, second
from left, dean of the faculty,
are Al Boswell, jr., sophomore
speech and drama major, attending Summer theatre; Mrs.
Dorothy Taylor, teacher•libbrarian at Ripley's DurhamvIlle Consolidated school, attending the library training

Game Officials Must
Be Fast To Be Good

program for In-Service School
Librarians; and Alvin Campbell, a teacher at Winchester's
Townsend high school, studying at the Trades and Industrial Teachers Workshop. Mrs.
Taylor and Mrs. Campbell are
graduates of the university.

and appreciate your assistance.
The following list of all officers in
this area should be kept by everyone and the nearest officer contacted immediately when violations occur.

Newfoundland became Britain's
The enforcement of Game and from adequate, the officer of to first overseas
colony in 1583,
Fish laws and regulations is more day, in most cases, is equipped when
Sir Humphry Gilbrt laid
difficult in one way than the en- with all the modern conveniences.
claim to it in the name of Queen
forcement of other laws — Game
Game and Fish officers need 1 Elizabeth I.
and Fish Officers must catch violators in the act to score convictions in many instances.
When a thief steals from a jewelry store or bank, the loss usually
is discovered in a relatively short
time and an alarm is sounded. Law
Vacuum Bags, Hose
Bawls Boaters
enforcement officers get on the
and Parts
and Parts
trail while it is still "hot" and often catch the criminal before he
can dispose of his loot. But, when
violators paach a deer or dynamite a stream to steal wildlife
from the public, it is a different
Radio and TV Tubes Chocked Ilea.
Open
ETA SH CMF VBG ETAO ETA01
Serving
story. Unless other persons hapNites
pen to he in the vicinity, the
You
theft may go entirely unnoticed.
Free
' Even if it is noticed, officers must
Since '32
catch the violators with the wildParking
life in illegal possesson, or have
competent witnesses to the vio760 Union Ave.-JA 7-2631.2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
lation. The final solution of a wildlife case several days after the
crime was committed is rare indeed.
• This urgent need for speedy action is one more reason why peo1
1111111111111111111 A
E"...- ple witnessing a violation of the
Game and Fish laws should re= port it at one to Game and Fish
Officers. A f ter all, it is public
property that is being stolen,
Work of the Enforcement Section is under the direction of a
chief, W. H. Kennedy, and an assistant chief, Dave Goodrich, both
of whom are stationed in the Nashville Office, with field activities
being directed by Supervisors.
ff,•••1 For administrative purposes the
= State is divided into 12 enforcement districts with a supervisor
in charge of each district.
F.s7.1 Al! offcers are equipped with
= materials necessary to perform
s
= their duties. And, although these
materials have at times been far

Work On Needs
For Elderly
Private enterprise and government at all levels are combining
their efforts to provide the kind
of housing older people need. Activity under FHA's program on
housing for the elderly is steadily
increasing.
This program includes a special
provision to make it easier for
people aged 60 and over to buy
homes, as well as provision to enable non-profit sponsors to devel
op multifamily housing projects
specially designed for residents
who are 60 or older.

•

PSC Professor
Awarded Grant

A.

The championship in the men's
IXITLE ROCK — Dr. E. R.
division will be a bitter struggle nold, coordinator of educational
between Tyus, Elton Grandberry,
program, Philander Smith college,
Memphis; Gip Traylor, Denver;
Fred Copeland, Decatur and Cody, is among 23 college and univerSt. Louis. All of these golfers are versity faculty members from lki
seasoned veterans of the links and states who have been awarded felall have won the title previously. lowships by the Danforth FoundaCody has been working hard to tion for a seminor on the role of
get back into his winning stride. re!igion in higher education at InHe has not been able to get by diana School of Religion (Bloomthe past few years. There will be ington), July 19-31, according to
many other fine golfers in the Dr. M. LaFayette Harris, college
thick of the tournament from president.
Minneapolis, Evanston, Kansas Seminar leaders include D. J.
City, Memphis, Peoria, Omaha, Bowdon, director of the Indiana
School of Religion; J. Edward Dirk
and Des Moines.
Clement professor of Christian
The competition among the wom- Methods, Yale
Divinity school;
en appears to be just as sharp as and Carl
Michalson, professor
among the men. Mrs. Blake will systematic
theology, Drew univerhave her hands full in defending sity, Dr. Richard Curtis,
Indiana
against such capable golfers as university physics
department, is
Doris Cliff, Memphis; Irene Coop- coordinator.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS'
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6'0 BY BUSE'
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

.= NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

—

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO

Why is an anti-lynch bill necessary? Why have lynchings diminished? What kind of hatred inspires lynchings? What were the most significant lynch cases?
What is a lynching? Where will the next lynching
most likely take place?

HE'S GOT HER
NUMBER..

Al
Jobe
son
Lee
rowl
tini
city'

Defender Publications has assigned one of its top
writers to survey lynchings during the past fifty
years, and to get answers on questions about lynchings.

•
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Be sure to follow this series coming soon in the Defender Publications (Chicago Daily Defender, National, Chicago Defender, Michigan Chronicle, and
the Tri-State Defender).
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'92 good-humors you...
with a LIGHT TASTE OF BARLEY
AT ITS BEST

Lutrelle F Palmer, Jr. is the editor and general manager of

• • • • • ....
A lot of people take to the taste of '92... the
taste that comes from LIGHT BREWING of
the HEART OF THE GRAIN -the part of the
grain that's best.

the Defender Publications' Tel-State Defender (Memphis).
Palmer, along with a photographer 'vent Into Mississippi to
get the facts in the Mack C. Parker case. They helped a
witness to escape to Chicago to tell the truth. Palmer was
the director of the news bureau At risk University before
joining the Tri-State Defender. He has served as a reporter

No husky overtones. Just a light taste of barley
St its best. Chances are, you'll find this light.
,btigyt, barley goodness easy. tp. ljk pi lot. Gel te
Six and see. Ask for Oertels '92.
°

with the Chicago Defender, the Olifottila Eagle, and has
Chicago Newspaper Guild for feature

been Cited by the
writing.
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